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Abstract 
 
The aim of this project was to assess the feasibility of using UV spectroscopy for a simple 
detection system for formaldehyde gas in the indoor environment. Formaldehyde gas is 
hazardous to human health causing irritation of the eyes, nose and throat, headaches, limited 
pulmonary function and is a potential carcinogen. Formaldehyde derivatives are used in 
plywood and fibre board, carpeting, fabrics and some paints. The gas can be emitted from 
these materials and can build up in the indoor environment. Current methods for detecting 
formaldehyde gas that are simple, reliable and inexpensive are limited. 
 
A literature study of chemicals common to the indoor environment was carried out, and their 
UV absorption spectra compared to that of formaldehyde. 85 substances and substance 
groups were considered, 11 of which had absorption spectra that overlapped with the 
formaldehyde UV absorption band. A region was found between 320 and 360nm with very 
little spectral interference. Given the number of gases considered, this was a surprising result. 
 
Formaldehyde has several strong absorption peaks between regions of very low absorption, 
allowing for low resolution detection using a single LED source. Two prototype detection 
systems were developed. The first used a UV LED light source and used a beam splitter to 
provide one detection channel and one reference channel. The channels used narrow band 
(laser-line) optical filters. 
 
It was thoroughly optimised for noise performance, giving a best case limit of detection of 
4.2ppm, limited by source fluctuation and shot noise, and LED thermal drift. Future 
developments could include a temperature controller inside the casing of the LED, or a multi-
pass gas cell to increase sensitivity. With only two channels, the two filter system was 
susceptible to spectral interference from nitrogen dioxide and nitric acid. 
 
The second prototype system was developed using a novel method of passing un-collimated 
light through a laser-line filter to produce multiple wavelength channels with an angular 
spread. The principle was validated using two-channel detection with a limit of detection of 
6ppm.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 
Formaldehyde (CH2O), also known as methanal, methyl aldehyde and methylene oxide, is a 
valuable industrial chemical. Its resin is used in the production of fibre boards, carpeting, 
fabrics and many other products 
[1] [2]
. Formaldehyde gas is hazardous to human health, being, 
among other things, toxic, allergenic and potentially carcinogenic 
[1] [2] [3]
. It has been shown 
to cause health problems in enclosed urban areas 
[4]
, especially when ventilation is low 
[5]
 and 
is a possible contributor to “sick building syndrome”. 
 
The potential for formaldehyde build-up is a serious problem in industrial buildings and 
offices. Many of the materials used in modern offices contain formaldehyde and can emit 
background levels for multiple years
 [6]
. It is common to refurbish entire rooms or even entire 
buildings, adding a large number of formaldehyde sources all at one time. Factories, 
warehouses or hospitals that work with formaldehyde based substances are also at risk of 
high formaldehyde build-up 
[7] [8] [9] [10]
.  
 
Indoor formaldehyde detection would be desirable for a number of reasons 
[11]
. Firstly, for 
verification and enforcement of international standards, such as the European 
Standard (EN) [12] (EN 717), the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) [13] 
(ASTM E1333 – 10) and the International Organisation of Standardisation (ISO) [14] (ISO 
14184). Secondly, for use with new buildings being ‘burned-in’ (heating run hot for several 
days with the windows open) to expel formaldehyde
 [11]
. Thirdly, for use in offices or 
working environments, for detecting background formaldehyde levels and ensuring safe 
working conditions. 
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At the time of writing, while several formaldehyde detection methods exist, they tend to be 
expensive, complex to operate or have issues with selectivity
 [15] [16] [17] [18]
. Methods of simply 
and reliably detecting hazardous levels of formaldehyde are extremely limited, with a single 
electrochemical system being the only exception 
[19]
. More details on other methods of gas 
detection are given in Chapter 2. 
 
This project aimed to investigate the feasibility of a formaldehyde detector based on ultra-
violet (UV) spectroscopy. Spectroscopy tends to have good selectivity and sensitivity
 [20]
 but 
can be a complicated process, requiring trained operators. This project aimed to use 
knowledge of the formaldehyde absorption spectrum to build a less complex system, targeted 
specifically at formaldehyde. 
 
Formaldehyde exhibits absorption in both the UV and IR regions of the spectrum. The UV 
region was used because the main infra-red (IR) formaldehyde absorption regions overlap 
with those of several other gases. For example the absorption region between 5.5 and 6.0μm 
overlaps with an absorption region of water vapour 
[21] [22]
, and the absorption region between 
3.3μm and 3.8μm partially overlaps with an absorption region of methane [21]. Also the 
formaldehyde absorption spectrum in the UV had some interesting properties and gave an 
opportunity to investigate a relatively unexplored region. 
 
 
1.1. Aims 
 
The main aim of this project was to design, build and assess the feasibility of a system to 
detect the presence and concentration of formaldehyde gas in the indoor environment. The 
primary intended application was for factories, offices and other industrial buildings. The 
project was co-sponsored by Alphasense Ltd, a UK supplier of gas sensor modules. Below is 
the list of aims for the system that was set at the beginning of the project. They were decided 
upon in discussion with Alphasense based on the desired application of the system, and on 
what was considered practically feasible. 
 
 Limit of detection of 0.1ppm (parts per million by volume). This is the recommended 
indoor limit set by a number of countries including Canada, Singapore and South 
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Korea
 [5]
. It is necessary that the limit of detection is at least as low as the action limit 
for the user. Some countries and organisations have more stringent limits, but 0.1ppm 
made for a realistically achievable target. The system should be able to reliably 
measure at this limit, with minimal false negatives. 
 
 Good selectivity. Selectivity is defined as the ability of the device to avoid cross-
sensitivity from other gases or airborne particles, particularly those present in the 
target environment. “Good” can only be defined relative to the environment in 
question. It is not possible to guarantee that all gases have been considered, making 
selectivity a difficult property to quantify. In general it is given as a list of substances 
known to have cross-sensitivity and a list of substances verified to be cross-sensitivity 
free. Ideally typical concentrations of gases in the indoor environment should not give 
cross sensitivity above the limit of detection of the device.  
 
 Response time t90 of no longer than 60s. This is the time between individual 
measurements. t90 refers to time taken to reach a reading corresponding to  90% of the 
equilibrium value following a step change. Formaldehyde concentrations have been 
shown to vary with temperature and with humidity
 [23] [18]
, and would be expected to 
vary on about the minutes time scale. It is important that formaldehyde does not reach 
dangerous levels between measurements. Additionally if the system were to be used 
as a hand held device then it would be inconvenient to the operator if measurements 
took much longer than sixty seconds. 
 
 Simple to manufacture. The system should be simple enough that it can be easily 
produced and not prohibitively expensive. It should be constructed of readily 
available components and should avoid complex components where possible. The 
sponsors desired a total cost of components in a final instrument to be less than £100. 
 
 Robust. The system should be able to operate reliably in a range of conditions. It 
should therefore avoid the use of moving parts and delicate components where 
possible. Indoor temperature varies less than outdoor temperatures, but the system 
needed to withstand any changes it may encounter in transit etcetera. Ideally the 
system should be able to operate reliably between 10 - 30°C for indoor air, and 
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remain un-damaged from 0°C to 50°C for outdoor air. Operating up to 40°C may be 
desirable for use during back-out. 
 
 Easy to operate. Ultimately, a scientific education or significant training should not be 
required to operate the system. It should be simple to set up and give results that are 
easily interpreted. This should either be a readout of formaldehyde concentration or 
simply an indication of its presence above or below safe levels. 
 
 
1.2. Novelty 
 
This section provides a summary of work in this project that was considered to be novel.  
 
 At the time of writing, methods of measuring formaldehyde that were both simple and 
inexpensive were extremely limited. One manufacturer did produce an 
electrochemical detector 
[19]
 but no others were found. 
 
 The application of UV spectroscopy to formaldehyde detection in indoor air was a 
novel one. Much work in indoor spectroscopic gas detection takes place in the IR 
region with the UV remaining relatively unexplored. Recent developments in UV 
LEDs has opened up potential for new areas of research. 
 
 A full and detailed analysis of the noise limitations affecting a number of CCD based 
spectrometers was made, and the results are given in Chapter 3. Tests were performed 
to identify and quantify a range of common noise phenomena, making a comparison 
between the spectrometers. As an investigation of the limits of the technology, this 
was a contribution to the field of instrumentation. 
 
 A detailed study was undertaken into the spectra of gases commonly found in the 
indoor environment, given in Chapter 4. The intention was to find the potential extent 
of interference in the formaldehyde UV absorption region. This was an important 
consideration for many of the systems developed in this project.  
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A band of the formaldehyde spectrum was found between 320 and 360nm with very 
limited interference, which was a surprising result given the number of gases 
considered. The band is also used for differential optical absorption spectroscopy 
(DOAS) 
[24] [25] [26] [27]
 for formaldehyde detection. However this was generally used 
for outdoor measurements, which differs substantially from the indoor environment. 
These points form the basis of a patent application (see Publications List, page XI). 
 
 Over the course of the project, several detection systems have been designed and 
implemented. Some of them showed independent novelty as detection systems. For 
example, exploitation of the angular dependence of interference filters to provide 
multiple wavelength channels is believed to be novel. This also forms the basis of a 
patent application (see Publications List, page XI). At the time of writing, application 
GB1213640.4 was intended to be divided into these two parts, but this had not yet 
taken place. 
 
 The detection systems developed in this project also provided some unique 
advantages as gas detection methods. Using optical methods allowed for a greater 
degree of selectivity and long term stability than some other methods (such as 
electrochemical). The decreased components and the specific use of formaldehyde 
spectral features allowed for a lower cost than typical of optical detection methods. 
 
 
1.3. Thesis summary 
 
The first chapter of this document introduces the project, summarises the aims and objectives, 
and outlines the targets. The aim of this project was to investigate the feasibility of UV 
spectroscopy for detecting gaseous formaldehyde and to design and build a series of 
prototype devices. This chapter also summarises the rest of the document. 
 
Chapter 2 gives the background to the project including a number of relevant literature 
reviews. The properties of formaldehyde are explained, along with its observed 
concentrations in indoor environments and a detailed description of its effects on health. 
Details are given on common gas detection methods used at the time of writing, including 
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their principle advantages and disadvantages and identifying which of them can be used to 
detect formaldehyde. 
 
Chapter 3 covers spectroscopy, starting with a theoretical description including the behaviour 
of light passing through an absorbing medium and the origin of the absorption bands. Sources 
of spectral broadening are described along with the effect they have on formaldehyde under 
different conditions. Finally a theoretical description is given of the principles of operation of 
the systems used in this project. 
 
Chapter 4 is a detailed study of the spectra of gases expected to be present in the indoor 
environment. This included a review of published spectra considering 85 chemicals and 
chemical groups common to the indoor environment. It was found that the region between 
320 – 360nm is relatively free from interference from indoor gases, with nitrogen dioxide and 
nitrous acid being the only major interferents. From this region some sets of low resolution 
wavelength bands were selected to be used for prototype systems. Each set included bands 
for detection and for reference. 
 
Chapter 5 describes the UV spectrometer that was used in this project. The criteria by which 
it was selected are given. The performance of the spectrometer was thoroughly investigated 
including comparisons to two similar spectrometers and a detailed investigation into noise 
phenomena. This information was used to find a set of operation procedures which optimised 
the performance of the spectrometer and which were used throughout the project. 
 
Chapter 6 concerns the preliminary system. This was a conventional dispersive spectroscopy 
system using a broad-band light source and a UV spectrometer. It was used throughout the 
project as a research tool for testing fundamental principles and as a benchmark for later 
designs. The main components of the system are described in this chapter, as are some of the 
tests carried out on the system for characterisation and optimisation. The methods of 
formaldehyde generation used in this project are also described in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 7 describes the two-filter detection system. This system used a UV LED as a light 
source and two laser line filters to give a detection and a reference channel. The system was 
optimised and tested with formaldehyde. This chapter gives the results and discusses the 
advantages and disadvantages of the system. 
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Chapter 8 describes the single-filter, multi-channel system. This builds on the two-filter 
detection system, and exploits the angular dependence of a single laser-line filter to provide 
multiple measurement channels to a photodiode array. This system was also optimised and 
tested, and the results are discussed in this chapter. 
 
The ninth and final chapter summarises the project and gives the conclusions that were 
drawn. The project dealt with the question of whether it was feasible to use UV spectroscopy 
to detect formaldehyde gas, and the considered answer is given here. The limitations of the 
current system are given along with suggestions for future work in this area. 
 
 
1.4. Chapter summary 
 
Formaldehyde is a chemical used in a wide range of products such as fibre boards, carpeting 
and many others. These materials can then emit formaldehyde gas which can build up in the 
local environment. Formaldehyde is hazardous to human health, as it is toxic, allergenic and 
potentially carcinogenic. 
 
The aim of this project was to design, build and test a formaldehyde gas detector based on 
UV spectroscopy. The primary intended application was for use in the indoor environment, 
specifically industrial buildings such as offices or factories. This device had the following 
targets: 
 
 Limit of detection of 0.1ppm or lower, the recommended indoor limit of several 
countries. 
 Low cross-response to gases commonly found in the indoor environment. 
 Response time of 60s or less to prevent formaldehyde concentrations reaching 
dangerous levels between measurements. 
 Simple to manufacture, containing a minimum of complex components. 
 Robust and able to operate over a 10 - 30°C range, approximately corresponding to 
the indoor air temperature range. 
 Simple to operate, requiring no extensive training. 
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For the novelty of the project, at the time of writing there were very few options for 
measuring formaldehyde gas that were both simple and reliable. The application of UV 
spectroscopy to indoor formaldehyde detection was also novel. Chapter 3 includes an 
analysis into the noise performance of the UV spectrometer used in this project, which was 
considered a contribution to the field of instrumentation.  
 
Chapter 4 covers a detailed study into the absorption spectra of common indoor gases and 
their potential to interfere with formaldehyde measurements, which yielded novel 
information. Finally the prototype systems designed during this project held novelty, 
specifically the use of the angular dependence of interference filters. 
 
The next chapter gives some more detail on the background to the project. This includes the 
properties of formaldehyde, a review of studies into its concentrations in the indoor 
environment, and details of its effect on human and animal health. Also included is a review 
of current gas detection methods, listing which are applicable to formaldehyde detection. 
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Chapter 2: Background: formaldehyde and methods 
of detection 
 
 
This chapter covers some of the background material and literature that was important to the 
project. Details are given of the properties of formaldehyde, as it was the focus of study. A 
representative selection of studies into formaldehyde concentrations in the indoor 
environment is given. The effects of the gas on human and animal health are discussed in 
detail. 
 
Finally the results of a review into common gas detection methods in use at the time of 
writing are given. This gives descriptions of the operations of many of the main types of 
detection methods, including ionisation detection, semiconductor detection, electrochemical 
detection, gravimetric detection, gas chromatography, optical absorption spectroscopy and 
fluorescence detection. Advantages and disadvantages are given along with a listing of those 
which are applicable to formaldehyde detection. 
 
 
2.1. Formaldehyde 
 
Formaldehyde, also known as methanal, methyl aldehyde and methylene oxide, is the first 
member of the aldehyde chemical family. It has the chemical formula CH2O and the 
molecular structure shown in Figure 2.1 
[1]
 . Under standard conditions it is a colourless gas. 
It is toxic, allergenic and a potential human carcinogen 
[2] [3] [4]
. It has been shown to cause 
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inflammation in lung epithelial cells 
[5]
 and to be harmful at a level of 2ppm (parts per million 
in air by volume) 
[6] [7]
.   
 
 
Figure 2.1: Molecular structure of formaldehyde. It consists of one central carbon atom covalently 
bonded to two hydrogen atoms and covalently double-bonded with one oxygen atom. 
 
 
The World Health Organisation (WHO) has set a guideline maximum level for prolonged or 
acute formaldehyde exposure at 80ppb (parts per billion, one ppb being 10
-3
 ppm), and many 
countries have set theirs in line with this 
[1] [8]
. Some countries have guideline levels as high 
as 100ppb, such as Canada, Singapore and South Korea
 [1]
. 
 
Formaldehyde is also a valuable industrial chemical with limited alternatives 
[1] [2] [3]
. 
Formaldehyde resin is used as an adhesive in plywood and medium density fibre board
 [9] [10]
 
and in carpeting 
[11]
, and is also used in the production of paints 
[12]
 and wallpapers 
[13]
, 
Formaldehyde is also a by-product of incomplete combustion
 [1]
 and is present in various 
cleaning products
 [1]
. Small amounts have been found in human breath 
[14]
, although it is 
unclear whether this was absorbed from the environment or produced by the body. 
 
Many of these materials emit low concentrations of formaldehyde over time. Emission levels 
are highest when materials are new, generally decreasing exponentially, but can take multiple 
years to reach safe levels 
[8] [1] [15]
.  Formaldehyde gas can build up in enclosed areas, 
particularly when new furnishings or carpeting have been installed and where premises are 
not adequately ventilated. 
 
A list of properties of formaldehyde is given in Table 2.1. It readily dissolves into water at 
room temperature, producing formalin, a common preservative 
[16]
. For industrial uses, 
formaldehyde is generally produced by the oxidation of methanol. In the laboratory the most 
C 
H H 
O 
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common method of production is the dissociation of paraformaldehyde, a white powder 
formed of polymerised formaldehyde molecules precipitated from formalin. This process is 
described in more detail in Chapter 6. Formaldehyde gas is flammable, but at concentrations 
much higher than were used in this project. 
 
Table 2.1: Properties of formaldehyde  
Property Formaldehyde 
Formula CH2O
 [1]
 
CAS number 50-00-0
 [1]
 
Molar mas 30.026gmol
-1 [16] 
Melting point 181K (-92°C) 
[16]
  
Boiling point 252K (-21°C) 
[16]
 
 
 
The UV absorption spectrum of formaldehyde is shown in Figure 2.2. It consists of a number 
of strong absorption peaks containing many spectral features that are narrower than the 
resolution of this graph. Between the main peaks there are wavelength regions of lower 
absorption cross-section. At higher wavelengths the absorption of these regions is close to 
zero. More detail and a better resolved graph of the formaldehyde absorption spectrum is 
given in Chapter 3. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Graph of the formaldehyde UV absorption spectrum, re-plotted from data from Meller et 
al 
[17]
. The spectrum is not fully resolved in this graph. 
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2.1.1. Indoor concentrations 
 
Indoor formaldehyde concentration varies significantly by building, by country and by time. 
Formaldehyde is generally measured in studies of specific buildings either randomly selected 
or where there is specific concern. This makes it difficult to draw broad conclusions. A 
significant majority of studies have been carried out in homes or areas where children are 
likely to be present with offices and industrial buildings making up a relatively small fraction 
of the published work. A selection of relevant studies is summarised in Table 2.2. 50-P refers 
to the 50
th
 percentile of data collected. 95-P refers to the 95
th
 percentile. 
 
Table 2.2: Selection of world-wide studies into indoor formaldehyde concentration. 
Location Type of building Year Concentration (ppb) Source Notes 
Germany Residences 1995 9.6 – 520  
[18] 
 
Germany Offices 2003 4.8  
[19] 
50-P 
Finland Offices 2009 8.8 
[20] 
Geometric mean 
Sweden Schools 2001 2.4 
[21] 
Geometric mean 
Poland Offices 2005 1.84 – 25.9  
[22] 
 
USA Mobile homes 1989 70 
[23] [24] 
Arithmetic mean 
USA Residences 2007 16.1
 
26.0 
[25] [26] 
50-P 
95-P 
Quebec Residences 2008 7.7 – 72.1  
[27] 
 
South Korea Schools 2009 150 (summer) 100 
(winter)  
[28] 
Geometric mean 
Japan Residences 2004 30.1 
[29] 
Geometric mean 
Hong Kong Offices 2006 25.6 in 2006  
[30] 
Air conditioned, 
geometric mean 
China Hotel ball rooms 2004 23.8 
[31] 
Geometric mean 
Egypt Residences 2000 77.4 
[32] 
Arithmetic mean 
Australia Residences 2002 0.8 – 133  
[33] 
Dependent on room 
Brazil Laboratories  <1 – 65.7 
[34] 
 
N/A Submarines 2006 <10 
[35] 
Submerged 
operations 
 
 
The levels measured in South Korean schools and the highest levels measured in German and 
Australian residences were above the 100ppb target measurement concentration of this 
project. Several exceed the WHO guideline limit of 80ppb but none of them reach the short 
term sensory irritation threshold of around 2ppm (see Section 2.1.2). In general these results 
show that there is a significant variation in formaldehyde concentrations in the indoor 
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environment, even between similar buildings. This makes concentration difficult to predict, 
emphasising the requirement for readily available formaldehyde detection. 
 
 
2.1.2. Effects of formaldehyde gas on health 
 
Formaldehyde gas is toxic, allergenic and potentially carcinogenic to humans 
[2] [3] [4]
. This 
section gives a detailed description of observed effects of formaldehyde on human and 
animal health. The effects of the gas can vary significantly between subjects for both humans 
and other animals
 [36]
. It is not uncommon for symptoms to manifest in some individuals at 
much lower concentrations than in others 
[37] [38]
, making it difficult to give definitive safe 
levels. 
 
It can also be difficult to distinguish the effects of formaldehyde from other gases or 
conditions that may be present during testing 
[36] [39]
. Links between formaldehyde and asthma 
or cancer are still under debate 
[40] [41] [42]
. In general, sensory irritation has been found to be 
dependent on the peak exposure concentration rather than integrated concentration over 
exposure time
 [36] [43]
. Some studies have suggested that slightly lower concentrations may 
still be harmful when the subject is exposed over a full working day but these findings are 
still under debate 
[36] [44]
. However, it was important to take measurements sufficiently 
frequently to prevent concentration rising above safe levels. 
 
Sensory irritation, specifically of the eyes and throat, is one of the most common health 
effects of atmospheric formaldehyde. At concentrations of 2ppm or below, these effects tend 
to be merely unpleasant and do not cause severe health issues 
[45] [46]
. Studies into sensory 
irritation as well as odours generally rely on test subjects reporting their experiences. This 
can pose problems such as a lack of quantitative measurements and the placebo effect
 [47]
. 
Problems also arise for studies into long term work place exposure where other gases may 
also be present 
[36]
. 
 
Kulle et al. 
[47]
 exposed nineteen subjects to concentrations of formaldehyde between 0ppm 
and 2.0ppm. Some were also exposed to concentrations as low as 500ppb or up to 3.0ppm. 
The study demonstrated that there were no significant differences from 0 to 500ppb, and that 
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more than 50% of subjects experienced odour and eye irritation at 2.0ppm. 37% experienced 
throat irritation at 2.0ppm. 
 
Many other studies show similar findings with little significant irritation below 500ppb, eye 
irritation in more than 50% of subjects at 2.0ppm and throat or nasal irritation in 25-50% at 
2.0ppm 
[6] [7] [46]
. Reports of odours varied between studies; Schachter et al.
 [46]
 found that 
47% of subjects reported odours when no formaldehyde was present. This makes it difficult 
to accurately quantify the effects of formaldehyde at low concentrations. The target limit of 
detection was set at 0.1ppm (100ppb) to ensure detection safely below these levels. 
 
As concentrations increase, symptoms become more severe. Discomfort starts almost 
immediately after exposure between 4 and 5ppm 
[48] [36]
. Intense lachrymation (watering 
eyes), severe irritation of the eyes, nose and throat and difficulty breathing can occur between 
10 and 20ppm 
[49]
. Many formaldehyde symptoms have been shown to be reversible
 [44] [50]
 
after about 4 weeks of non-exposure 
[51]
. 
 
Several studies have been carried out to determine if there is a link between asthma and 
formaldehyde sensitivity or if asthmatic symptoms are exacerbated by formaldehyde. Green 
et al. 
[52]
 gave 3ppm of formaldehyde to sixteen asthmatic subjects during moderate, 
intermittent exercise and to twenty one healthy subjects during heavy, intermittent exercise. 
Both groups experienced sensory irritation to a similar level. No acute asthmatic episodes 
were observed. 
 
Witek et al. 
[53]
 exposed fifteen asthmatic subjects to 0ppm and 2ppm of formaldehyde. Again 
levels of sensory irritation were similar to expected levels for healthy subjects. Several other 
studies have shown similar results and it has been concluded that if there is any 
relationship 
[54] [52] [55]
 between formaldehyde and asthmatic reactions, it is weak. 
 
The question of whether formaldehyde has carcinogenic properties has received significant 
debate. Hauptmann et al.
 [40]
 identified a link with nasopharyngeal cancer. This finding has 
been criticized by Marsh and Youk
 [56]
 and by Marsh et al. 
[57]
, questioning the re-analysis, the 
cancer risk model and the isolation of other factors such as exposure to sulfuric acid mists, 
mineral acid, metal dusts. At the time of writing a consensus has not yet been reached 
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In animals, acute exposure to formaldehyde gas has been shown to cause severe breathing 
difficulties, cramps, vomiting and death 
[58] [59] [60]
. Ivanoff found an LC50 (lethal 
concentration for 50% of subjects) of 81ppm for rats with no exposure duration reported 
[61]
. 
The National Institute of Occupation Safety and Health found an LC50 of 664ppm for cats 
exposed for 8hrs 
[62]
. 
 
Such concentrations are much higher than have been observed in homes, offices or factories. 
In addition, other symptoms such as sensory irritation will begin at much lower 
concentrations which will give a warning of the presence of the gas. It is thought unlikely that 
humans would be exposed to concentrations high enough to risk death. For the purposes of 
this project, systems were intended to detect formaldehyde below the level of observable 
symptoms.  
 
 
2.2. Methods of gas detection 
 
Gas detection is used in a wide range of areas such as mining, industrial chemical processing, 
environmental atmospheric studies, oil rigs, fire fighting and many more 
[63] [64] [65] [66]
. It is 
frequently used to identify specific chemicals that may pose a health risk, such as toxic or 
explosive gases. Gas detection can also be used to alert operators to the absence of oxygen, 
for example in confined space entry
 [67]
. There are many gases besides formaldehyde for 
which detection is desirable. This Section reviews some of the gas detection methods that are 
currently in use. 
 
Some of the most common methods of gas detection are described here. They are ionisation, 
semiconductor, electrochemical, gravimetric, gas chromatography and finally optical 
[68] [66]
. 
Table 2.3 below is a summary of gas detection methods. This is not an exhaustive list. 
Formaldehyde can be detected by single use detection strips 
[69]
 which were not included as 
this project focused on systems and methods that can be re-used. There are also other, less 
common types such as Inscentinel detectors which use trained bees to identify target gases, 
although bees need regular re-training which adds significant cost 
[70]
. 
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Table 2.3: Summary of common gas detection methods 
Method Subtypes Advantages Disadvantages Formaldehyde 
Detection? 
Ionisation 
[1] [71] [10]
 Mobility spectrometers, 
photoionisation detectors 
Good sensitivity  Poor selectivity No 
Semiconductor 
[8]  
[72] [73] 
 
Biochemical detectors Low cost Poor selectivity,  
requires high 
temperature 
Yes 
Electrochemical
 [74]
 Voltage mode, current mode, 
solid state  
Low cost, good 
sensitivity  
Does not work for all 
gases, limited lifetime 
Yes 
Gravimetric 
[75] 
Acoustic wave detectors, 
microcantilever detectors 
Good sensitivity  Poor selectivity No 
Gas chromato-
graphy 
[76]
 
Micro gas chromatography Very accurate and 
reliable 
Long response time, 
very expensive and 
complex 
Yes 
Optical absorption 
spectroscopy 
[75] [77] 
[78] [79] [80]
 
UV spectroscopy, TDLS, cavity 
ringdown spectroscopy, photo-
acoustic spectroscopy, etc.  
Good sensitivity 
and selectivity 
Can be expensive and 
complex (less than gas 
chromatography) 
Yes 
Tuneable diode 
laser spectroscopy 
[80] [77]  [81]
 
TDLS with quantum cascade 
lasers 
Good sensitivity 
and selectivity 
Complex to build and 
operate 
Yes 
Photoacoustic 
spectroscopy 
[75]
 
- Good sensitivity 
and selectivity 
Susceptible to 
background noise 
Yes 
Cavity ringdown 
spectroscopy 
 [17]
 
- Good sensitivity, 
independent of 
source fluctuation 
Complex to build and 
align 
Yes 
Differential optical 
absorption 
spectroscopy
 [82] [83]
 
UV DOAS Good sensitivity 
and selectivity 
Complex construction 
and post processing 
Yes 
Fluorescence 
[8] 
Time resolved UV fluorescence  Very good 
selectivity if time 
resolved 
Complex, needs 
pulses shorter than a 
few nanoseconds 
Yes 
Non-dispersive 
infra-red 
[84] [85] [86] 
[87]
 
IR LED, IR filament bulb Low cost, simple 
to operate 
Only works in the IR No 
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2.2.1. Ionisation detectors 
 
There are two main types of ionisation detectors, ion mobility spectrometers (IMS) 
[1] [71]
 and 
photoionisation detectors (PID)
 [10]
.  In IMS the gas sample is ionised and is then moved 
down a drift tube by an applied electric field. A carrier buffer gas opposes this motion and 
gases in the sample can be identified by their transit times in the manner of a chromatograph.  
 
In PID the sample is exposed to light (usually UV 
[68]
) with energy higher than the ionisation 
potential of the target gas but lower than that of the main components of air (such as N2 and 
O2). Both types of ionisation detector can be reasonably sensitive (25 ppb reported by Cross 
et al. (1997) 
[1]
) but both also suffer from a lack of selectivity. No examples of this method 
being used for formaldehyde were found in the literature. 
 
 
2.2.2. Semiconductor detectors 
 
The internal resistance of a semiconductor detector is altered by the presence of the target 
gas. Concentrations can be measured by the change in current or voltage 
[73] [72]
. The 
disadvantage of this method is that it is poor at distinguishing between different potential 
target gases and so requires a carefully chosen chemically-selective material. Some types 
suffer from low sensitivity 
[8] 
and others from slow response (~35 minutes)
 [68]
. 
Semiconductor devices can require high temperatures for optimal performance 
[73] [72]
. The 
main advantage of semiconductor detectors is that they can be made small and very cheaply 
due to their simple construction. 
 
Formaldehyde detection with a semiconductor sensor was demonstrated by Dirkson et al. 
(2001)
 [73]
 and by Lee et al. (2007) 
[72]
. Both groups used thin films of NiO, the conductivity 
of which was changed by the presence of formaldehyde gas. Neither group reported 
sensitivity better than 1ppm and both showed cross-sensitivity with acetone and methanol. 
Furthermore the devices displayed optimal performance only at 600ºC, adding additional 
complexity and power consumption to the design. 
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2.2.3. Electrochemical detectors 
 
In electrochemical detection the target gas passes through a porous membrane and then 
undergoes reaction with an electrode in the manner of a battery
 [74]
. The current or voltage 
generated by this reaction can then be used to detect the gas. These detectors can be made 
small and cheaply and have shown sensitivity as low as a few parts per billion 
[74]
. However 
some target gases have non-electroactive functional groups and so cannot in principle be 
detected by this method. 
 
One electrochemical formaldehyde detector has been produced (PPM Technologies 
Formaldemeter) 
[88]
 although no scientific publications were found on the subject. At low 
concentrations (roughly around 1ppm or less) it has a response time of one minute. A limit of 
detection is not quoted by the manufacturers. Information on selectivity was also not given. 
 
 
2.2.4. Gravimetric detectors 
 
There are two main types of gravimetric detectors: acoustic wave detectors 
[75]
 and 
microcantilever detectors
 [68]
. Both types can be made small, cheaply and with reasonable 
sensitivity. However, the selectivity of both types is highly dependent on the sensing layer 
used, making the choice of sensing layer very important. Microcantilever detectors have the 
additional advantage of being able to function in vacuum or in liquid as well as in gas, 
although they have a lower range of detectable target gases. No examples of either method 
being used for formaldehyde were found in the literature. 
 
 
2.2.5. Gas chromatography 
 
A common method of detecting formaldehyde is gas chromatography 
[89] [90] [76] [91]
. A gas 
sample is mixed with a carrier gas such as helium or nitrogen. This is then passed through a 
long cylindrical column filled with a solid or high-boiling-point liquid. Gases migrate 
through the column in approximate order of volatility and are detected at the far end 
(frequently using a flame ionisation detector). Components can be identified by their 
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retention time (time taken to pass through the column) but it is sometimes necessary to use a 
mass spectrometer for confirmation. 
 
Gas chromatographs can be very accurate and reliable, particularly when combined with a 
mass spectrometer 
[76]
. The limit of detection for formaldehyde has been reported as low as 
136ppb 
[92]
. However it can take time (a few minutes to several hours) for samples to pass 
through the column 
[76] [91]
. Furthermore, the method can only operate when a sample of the 
target gas is injected into the device and the device itself is kept sealed. This is a problem for 
taking continuous, real-time gas measurements and could allow time for gases in a sample to 
decay or react before being detected. 
 
 
2.2.6. Optical detectors 
 
There is currently a wide variety of optical gas detection methods, including spectrometry, 
chemiluminescence, colorimetric and fluorescence
 [93] [94] [95] [96]
. Optical detectors often 
demonstrate excellent selectivity and may be able to measure the concentration of multiple 
target gases with a single reading. They are often able to sense gases remotely, detecting 
them along an optical path rather than requiring direct detection of gases within a sample. 
Extra attention is given to optical methods here as they are particularly relevant to this 
project. 
 
Spectroscopy has proved to be an effective method for detecting formaldehyde 
[78]
. Many of 
these types have been used for formaldehyde detection including tuneable diode laser 
spectroscopy (TDLS), photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS), cavity ringdown spectroscopy 
(CRDS) differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) and non-dispersive infrared 
(NDIR) Many chemical species have their own region of spectral absorption. Formaldehyde 
has an absorption region in the UV between 250nm and 360nm 
[79]
. The fundamental 
principles of spectroscopy are described in more detail in Chapter 3. 
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2.2.7. Tuneable diode laser spectroscopy 
 
In TDLS, a tuneable diode laser is used as a light source and its wavelength is tuned to scan 
across the absorption spectrum of the target gas. TDLS is extremely sensitive; Rehle et al. 
(2001) 
[80]
 reported formaldehyde detection at 0.32ppb using a 353nm laser, where 
formaldehyde has a significant peak 
[78] [79]
. Richter et al. 
[97]
 achieved an even greater 
sensitivity of 74ppt at 3.5µm but at a decreased response time (once per minute rather than 
once every few seconds). TDLS systems demonstrate good sensitivity and signal–to-noise 
ratio, but are expensive and complex to manufacture. 
 
Formaldehyde detectors using quantum cascade lasers have been demonstrated by Horstjann 
et al. using 3.53µm 
[77] 
 and by Elia et al. using 5.621µm
 [81]
 in TDLS detection. Both groups 
report good sensitivity (30ppb and 600ppb respectively) and good selectivity, although it 
seems that the devices used would still be complex to build. 
 
 
2.2.8. Photoacoustic spectroscopy 
 
PAS relies on the photo-acoustic effect whereby sound is produced by the transfer of 
mechanical energy to a sample by a modulated light beam. When a sample of gas is used, the 
amount of energy transferred is proportional to the absorption coefficient of the sample. It is 
therefore possible to determine the light energy absorbed at a given wavelength by measuring 
the amplitude of sound produced, allowing the absorption spectrum of the sample to be found 
if the source can be tuned across it. 
 
PAS has been shown to give reasonable sensitivity and response time (detection of 
formaldehyde at 3ppb at one measurement per three minutes being shown by Angelmahr et 
al. 
[75]
) but is quite susceptible to background acoustic noise. This makes it less suitable for 
uncontrolled environments such as an unknown building. 
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2.2.9. Cavity ringdown spectroscopy 
 
In CRDS the light source is used to illuminate an optical cavity containing a sample of the 
gas. The rate at which intensity decays after the source has been switched off allows the rate 
of absorption of the gas to be found. For small concentrations, the decay time τring-down, also 
known as the ring-down time 
[78]
, is given by: 
 
          ( )  
 
 (     ( )  )
          (2.1) 
 
where d is the equivalent path length, c is the speed of light, R is the reflectivity of the 
mirrors, σ(λ) is the absorption cross-section at wavelength λ and N is the molecular number 
density. 
 
Provided that the properties of the optical cavity are known, the absorbance of the sample can 
be calculated. An advantage of CRDS is that it is not affected by fluctuations in light source 
intensity as it is the decay rate that is measured. Meller et al. 
[17]
 reports a sensitivity of 
150ppb for formaldehyde. 
 
 
2.2.10. Differential optical absorption spectroscopy 
 
DOAS uses high resolution spectrometers and differential post-measurement analysis to 
identify narrow band features in absorption spectra. It is frequently used for atmospheric 
pollution measurements and for trace gas identification [98] [99]. Stutz and Platt [100] have 
published algorithms required to separate measurements of concentrations of ozone, nitrogen 
dioxide, sulfur dioxide and formaldehyde in the atmosphere. High resolution spectral 
measurements are required. 
 
Hausmann [82] has estimated the level of error when using UV DOAS techniques to measure 
concentrations of OH, SO2, C10H8, and formaldehyde in the atmosphere, in the presence of 
instrumental noise. Both papers reveal the high degree of complexity in spectral post-
processing required to separate these species at trace atmospheric levels using their UV 
absorption spectra. 
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Dooly et al. [83] have shown the corrections required to measure NO concentrations in the 
presence of other vehicle exhaust gases, in particular including UV-absorbing species NO2 
and SO2. A high resolution (0.7nm) spectrometer was used for this work. Absorbances at a 
wavelength of 227nm had to be corrected by measurements made at 287nm and 413nm to 
account for the presence of two additional absorbing species. Use of narrow spectral bins 
simplified the analysis required by limiting the range of potential interferents at each 
wavelength. Nevertheless, some cross-response to the interfering species remained. 
 
 
2.2.11. Fluorescence detectors 
 
Fluorescence detection is a form of optical detection where light absorbed by a specific 
chemical is re-emitted and can be detected. Kudo et al. (2010) 
[8]
 demonstrated a 
formaldehyde detector using the fluorescence of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide. This is a 
product of the formaldehyde dehydrogenase reaction which takes place when formaldehyde 
is present in the device. This method has good sensitivity, detecting formaldehyde at 
2.5ppb
 [8]
. It shows very good selectivity from acetaldehyde (fluorescent intensity only 1.3% 
of formaldehyde signal), and no cross-sensitivity with acetone, benzene, methanol and 
ethanol. However the paper does not quote a response time. 
 
 
2.2.12. NDIR 
 
Non-dispersive infra-red (NDIR) gas detection is a method based on low-resolution 
absorption spectroscopy. It is used in a wide range of applications such as ventilation control, 
industrial safety and process control and even in monitoring of fruit ripening. It is one of the 
few methods capable of detecting carbon dioxide at the ppm level. 
 
NDIR generally uses the ‘fingerprint region’, a region of the IR spectrum below about 
1,500cm
-1
 wavenumbers (~6.7µm) 
[101]
 in which many species of gas have unique absorption 
patterns. While formaldehyde does absorb in the fingerprint region but overlaps with a 
several very common gases such as water and carbon dioxide. It is therefore difficult to detect 
formaldehyde using NDIR. 
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of a typical NDIR system. Light from the IR source passes through the gas cell, 
to be partly absorbed. Filtered detectors provide detection and reference channels. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 is a diagram of a typical NDIR setup. It fundamentally consists of an IR light 
source, a gas cell or volume containing the sample, and several filtered detectors. Light from 
the IR source passes through the sample where part of it is absorbed. The absorption of light 
passing through a sample is determined by the Beer-Lambert law, shown in Equation (2.2) 
[102]
. This is described in more detail in Chapter 3, as are the other principles of absorption 
spectroscopy.  
 
 ( )
  ( )
    ( )                (2.2) 
 
where I is the final intensity of light transmitted through a sample at wavelength λ, I0 is the 
initial intensity at that wavelength, σ is the absorption cross-section per molecule of 
absorbing gas at that wavelength, l is the light path length through the sample and N is the 
number density of absorbing gas molecules. The absorption cross-section is determined by 
the gas in question and is characteristic of each species. 
 
The filters on the detectors limit the light that reaches them so they only respond to light 
within a specific wavelength. One filter is used as a reference channel, and one more is used 
for each gas being detected. Some systems use an LED as a relatively narrow-band source 
instead of a broad band source and a filter 
[103] [84]
. These may use pre-determined intensities 
as references 
[84]
, although this precludes real-time control of variations. 
 
     
    
IR source 
Filtered 
detectors 
Gas cell 
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Figure 2.4: Graph of NDIR spectra taken from Hodgkinson et al. 
[85]
. The carbon dioxide absorption 
spectrum (100% vol, 1 atm) was re-calculated from the HITRAN database 
[104]
. The spectra of a 
detection filter and a reference filter were also included, approximated from data from 
[105]
). The 
arrows indicate the relevant axis for each data set. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 is a graph of NDIR spectra taken from Hodgkinson et al. 
[85]
. It shows the IR 
absorption spectrum of carbon dioxide, re-plotted from data taken by the HITRAN database 
[104]
. It also shows the transmission spectra of a detection filter and a reference filter [105]. The 
detection filter covers the region where formaldehyde absorbs and so intensity will be 
decreasing when it is present according to Equation (2.2). The reference channel covers a 
region with little or no absorption from carbon dioxide and is used to control for fluctuations 
in source intensity or other variations. 
 
In order to build an NDIR system, it is necessary to find spectral regions for the detection 
channel and the reference channel that are both within the range of the IR source. It is also 
desirable that no other gases should absorb in either region, or interference will occur. 
Spectroscopic interference is described in more detail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
 
Aleksandrov et al. 
[84]
 tested a prototype NDIR carbon dioxide detector. It used an IR LED 
(LED42Sc) with a central emission wavelength at 20ºC of 4.11µm and a photodiode 
(PD42Sc) with a maximum emission wavelength of 4.08µm. A limit of detection of 10ppm 
was found, with the main source of error being temperature dependence of the LED and 
photodiode. It was not clear if this system used a separate reference channel or a pre-
measured reference value. 
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Hodgkinson et al. 
[85]
 designed an NDIR carbon dioxide detector to fit in a small volume 
(20mm diameter × 16.5mm height). It used a broad-band IR filament bulb as a source, 
modulated with a 2.25Hz square wave. It used two detectors, one for detection with a 4.2µm 
filter, and one for reference with a 3.95µm filter. A noise equivalent absorption (NEA) of 
3×10
-5
AU, effected by detector noise and by thermal effects. This gave a carbon dioxide limit 
of detection of 1ppm. 
 
Fonollosa et al. 
[86]
 built and characterised an NDIR ethylene detector for monitoring fruit 
ripening in store-houses. The system used a four channel detector used for reference, for 
ethylene detection and for rejection of potential interference such as ammonia and ethanol. It 
used a thermal IR emitter and a multi-pass white cell (1.6m path length). Optical filters were 
used with the four detector channels with central wavelengths of 3.4µm (ethanol), 9.7µm for 
ammonia, 3.9µm for the reference band and 10.6µm for ethylene. It had a limit of detection 
of 30ppm for ethylene and 160ppm for ammonia. 
 
Lou et al. 
[87]
 demonstrated an NDIR like system using UV absorption to detect sulphur 
dioxide. It used a 300nm UV LED (UVTOP300) as a light source. Light, modulated by a 
chopper fan, passes through a gas sample. A beam splitter devides light into an unfiltered 
detection channel and a reference channel with a second gas cell. The second gas cell 
contains about 10
4
ppm of sulphur dioxide, making it largely opaque at the main absorption 
peaks and essentially acting as a filter. 
 
A sulphur dioxide sensitivity of 0.4ppm was reported, which is very low for an NDIR type 
system. It would be more difficult to achieve a similar level for formaldehyde which has peak 
UV absorption cross-section of around 10
-19
cm
2
/molecule [17], while sulphur dioxide has 
around 10
-18
cm
2
/molecule [106]. Lou et al. states that the 300nm region is largely free from 
interference from other gases. Formaldehyde [17], acetaldehyde [107], nitrogen dioxide [108], 
hexanal 
[109]
 and ozone 
[110] do all have absorption in the region. 
 
The method is non-dispersive as it uses filters to limit the band of each filter, rather than 
dispersive optical gratings as in a conventional spectrometer. A key advantage of NDIR is 
that it uses few, simple components in comparison to conventional spectrometers. They can 
also be built relatively small (20mm diameter × 16.5mm height, Hodgkinson et al. 
[85]
). They 
give only single measurements for each of their channels so channel positions have to be 
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specifically tailored to a given gas. NDIR achieves many of the aims of this project and a 
similar approach in the UV was considered promising. 
 
 
2.2.13. Suitability for this project 
 
This project aimed to design a simple, sensitive and selective formaldehyde detector for 
indoor air. Table 2.4 shows a summary of the gas detection methods discussed in this 
chapter, with reference to their suitability to this project. UV spectroscopy was selected as it 
had good selectivity and sensitivity like most optical detection methods, but had the potential 
for a more simple design, specific to formaldehyde. 
 
Table 2.4: Summary of gas detection methods and their suitability to this project 
Method Benefits Problems Suitable? 
Ionisation N/A Does not detect formaldehyde    No 
Semiconductor Low purchase cost Requires 600°C, high power 
consumption and running cost 
   No 
Electrochemical Low cost, good sensitivity Difficulty detecting formaldehyde, 
limited selectivity, limited lifetime. 
   No 
Gravimetric N/A Does not detect formaldehyde    No 
Gas chromatography Very accurate and reliable Long response time, very 
expensive and complex 
   No 
Tuneable diode laser 
spectroscopy 
Good sensitivity and selectivity Complex to build and operate    No 
Photoacoustic 
spectroscopy 
Good sensitivity and selectivity 3 minute response time, 
susceptible to background noise 
   No 
Cavity ringdown 
spectroscopy 
 
 
Good sensitivity, independent of 
source fluctuation 
Complex to build and align    No 
Differential optical 
absorption spectroscopy 
Good sensitivity and selectivity Complex construction and post 
processing 
   No 
Fluorescence Very good selectivity if time 
resolved 
Complex, needs pulses shorter 
than a few nanoseconds 
   No 
Non-dispersive infra-red Low cost, simple to operate Only works in the IR    No 
UV spectroscopy Potential for good sensitivity, 
selectivity and simple design 
None    Yes 
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2.3. Chapter summary 
 
This chapter covered a representative selection of the background literature used in this 
project and was important to understanding the context of the work. This included several 
literature reviews into areas of particular relevance. The main areas covered were details of 
formaldehyde gas and details of current gas detection methods. 
 
Formaldehyde, CH2O, is the first member of the aldehyde chemical family. It is a colourless 
gas at room temperature, boiling at -21°C and melting at -92°C. Formaldehyde has a 
spectroscopic absorption region in the UV between 240 – 360nm which includes a number of 
high absorption peaks in between regions of very low absorption. 
 
Formaldehyde is hazardous to health in humans and animals. Unpleasant odours and irritation 
of the nose, eyes and throat have been observed in humans at around 2ppm. At higher 
concentrations of 10 – 20ppm symptoms such as intense eye watering, severe irritation and 
decreased pulmonary function have been seen. Acute exposure in animals found an LC50 of 
81ppm for rats and 664ppm for cats. Several studies have investigated a potential link 
between formaldehyde and asthma, finding no strong correlation. The potential carcinogenic 
properties of formaldehyde are still under debate. 
 
A literature review was carried out into the formaldehyde concentrations measured in various 
buildings from around the world. Buildings studied included offices, residences, schools, 
mobile homes, hotels, laboratories and even submarines. It was found that while dangerous 
levels of formaldehyde were uncommon, concentration could vary significantly, even 
between similar buildings. This emphasises the requirement for readily available 
formaldehyde detection. 
 
Semiconductor formaldehyde detectors using NiO films have been demonstrated. Sensitivity 
was found to be around 1ppm and cross-sensitivity with acetone and methanol was an issue. 
Semiconductor gas detectors also require high temperatures, 600ºC in this case. One 
electrochemical formaldehyde detection system has been produced, although a limit of 
detection was not quoted. At low concentrations it has a response time of around two 
minutes. 
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Gas chromatography is a common method for detecting formaldehyde, and can be very 
accurate and reliable. However measurements can take several hours and trained operators 
are required. Equipment is often both bulky and expensive. 
 
Optical methods cover a wide range of detection methods including TDLS, PAS, CRDS, 
DOAS and fluorescence detection. Optical detection methods can be extremely accurate, one 
PAS study reporting a formaldehyde limit of detection of 3ppb. However they frequently 
require many complex components, often needing high resolution spectrometers. 
 
The principle aim of this project was to design and test a formaldehyde gas detector for use in 
indoor air. The project limit of detection of detection target was 0.1ppm. This was lower than 
the majority of concentrations reported to affect humans, and significantly lower than 
concentrations reported to cause severe health issues.  
 
While formaldehyde concentrations can be measured accurately and reliably, there are not 
many methods that will do so simply or quickly. Formaldehyde detection methods tend to 
require expensive equipment and/or trained operators to interpret results. This project aimed 
to use non-dispersive UV detection to develop a simple and reliable detection system based 
on few components. The theory of spectroscopy and the underlying principles the method are 
described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3: Theory of spectroscopy 
 
 
This chapter explains the theoretical background of the project. The fundamental principles 
of spectroscopic gas detection are explained, including many of the important equations. A 
detailed explanation is given of how the principles of spectroscopy were specifically applied 
to this project with hypothetical examples. An explanation of spectral line broadening effects 
is given, along with some information on how they apply to formaldehyde. 
 
 
3.1. Theory of UV spectroscopy 
 
The formaldehyde detection systems developed in this project were based on UV 
spectroscopy. This is one of many forms of spectroscopy, in which light passes through a 
sample and the absorption is used to identify or quantify it. The UV was a relatively un-
explored region for spectroscopic applications and included some interesting formaldehyde 
features. Spectroscopy relies on the fact that atoms and molecules only absorb a photon when 
its energy matches a transition to a more exited state. The energy of a photon is dependent on 
its wavelength as expressed by
 [1]
: 
 
  
  
 
           (3.1) 
 
 where E is the energy of the photon, h is the Planck constant, c is the free space speed of 
light and λ is the wavelength of the photon. 
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Photons with an energy that does not match a transition are not absorbed and, provided they 
are not scattered or otherwise impeded, pass through the sample. This results in a specific set 
of wavelengths which will be absorbed by a given atom or molecule, and so every species has 
a characteristic absorption spectrum. 
 
The degree of absorption through a given sample is governed by the Beer-Lambert law 
shown in Equation (3.2) 
[2]
. The Beer-Lambert law describes an exponential decrease in 
intensity as light of a specific wavelength passes through a sample. This law is essential to 
the understanding of absorption spectroscopy and gives one of the most important equations 
for this project:  
 
    
     
                       (3.2) 
 
where I is the final intensity of light transmitted through a sample at wavelength λ, I0 is the 
initial intensity at that wavelength, σ is the absorption cross-section per molecule of 
absorbing gas at that wavelength, l is the light path length through the sample and N is the 
number density of absorbing gas molecules. 
 
The proportional decrease of intensity is related to the absorption cross-section of a molecule 
and the number of molecules encountered. For wavelengths that correspond to a major energy 
transition of the sample, the absorption cross-section is large and the intensity drops off very 
quickly. For wavelengths that do not, the absorption cross-section is small or zero and the 
intensity remains relatively unchanged. Wavelength-dependent absorption cross-sections are 
well documented for many species allowing samples to be identified. 
 
A useful way of describing this effect is to define the absorbance of a sample. This is the 
ratio of absorbed intensity to initial intensity and is given by: 
 
     
     
 
          
     
               (3.3) 
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Systems used in this project were designed for detecting small concentrations, the target 
being 0.1ppm and the maximum testes being 40ppm. This allowed the Beer-Lambert to be 
approximated to Equation (3.4), the derivation of which can be seen in Appendix 1: 
 
     
     
                      (3.4) 
 
The sensitivity of a spectroscopy device can be quantified as its noise equivalent absorbance 
(NEA), with dimensionless units AU (absorbance units). This is the minimum absorbance 
which will give a measurement equal to the noise in a given system. It is not specific to a 
given gas or path length the through sample. 
 
A diagram of Beer-Lambert absorption through a body of gas is shown in Figure 3.1. Darker 
colour represents more intense light, demonstrating the exponential decrease in intensity as 
light passes through the sample. If the absorbance, the path length and the absorption cross-
section are known then the number density of the absorbing species can be calculated and 
hence the concentration. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Diagram of Beer-Lambert absorption. Light of wavelength λ passes through a body of 
absorbing gas and decreases in intensity. In this diagram, darker colour represents more intense light. 
 
 
There are two main ways in which an atom or molecule may transition to a more exited state 
and therefore absorb a photon. The first is electronic promotion, whereby an atomic electron 
absorbs a photon in the process of transitioning from one discrete energy level to another
 [1]
. 
I0(λ) I(λ) 
Gas cell 
l 
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The energy levels around an atom are quantised and electrons cannot exist between two 
energy levels. Therefore, the photons that can be absorbed in this way are limited to those 
matching the band gap of a specific energy transition. Electronic promotion is the dominant 
absorption process for monatomic gases
 [3]
. 
 
The second is vibrational or rotational transition. Molecules, being made up of a number of 
atoms bonded together, also have a range of vibration and rotation states
 [3]
. These include 
vibration of inter-atomic bonds, flexing between bonds and the various rotation axes of the 
molecule itself. The energy of these states is dependent on the shape of the molecule and the 
arrangement of the bonds. Formaldehyde is subject to, among other things, symmetric C-H 
and C-O stretching, anti-symmetric C-H stretching, symmetric C-H bending and rotation 
about all of the x, y and z axes 
[4]
. 
 
In general, both types of transition have many possible combinations, leading to many 
absorption peaks. Absorption peaks often overlap each other, superposing and becoming 
difficult to resolve independently. For a given species under a given set of conditions this will 
lead to a series of absorption peaks and troughs which add together to give a characteristic 
absorption spectrum. 
 
A graph of the absorption spectrum of formaldehyde gas is given in Figure 3.2, re-plotted 
from data measured by Meller et al. 
[5]
. Some of the major absorption peaks are labelled, 
following the scheme of Clouthier and Ramsey
 [6]
. Labels follow the form M
a
b, representing a 
vibronic transition of the vibration state M, a representing the quantum number in the upper 
energy state and b the quantum number in the lower state
 [6]
.  
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Figure 3.2: Graph of the formaldehyde absorption spectrum in the UV range, re-plotted from data 
from Meller et al. 
[5]
 with some of the major vibration state peaks marked 
[6]
. 
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Figure 3.2 shows the UV absorption range of formaldehyde between 240nm and 360nm. The 
spectrum consists of several strong absorption peaks, predominantly caused by molecular 
vibration [6]. Figure 3.3 is a higher resolution graph of the 2
1
0 4
1
0 absorption peak in which a 
number of much finer spectral features can be seen. These are typical of the peaks in the 
formaldehyde UV. Between the main peaks are regions of low absorption which, particularly 
in the longer wavelength part of the spectrum, can drop to almost zero. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Graph of the 2
1
0 4
1
0 formaldehyde absorption peak showing the fine spectral features that 
are typical across the UV spectrum, re-plotted from data from Meller et al. 
[5]
. Fine spectral features 
were attributed to electronic transitions. 
 
 
In practice, spectroscopy is not as straightforward as simply identifying the absorption 
spectrum of a recognised species. In most samples taken in the field there will be more than 
one gaseous species present. This makes spectroscopic identification much more difficult, as 
absorption peaks can overlap. As the number of gases increase, so does the probability of 
overlapping peaks. Equation (3.5) describes the wavelength dependant intensity decrease that 
takes place when two species that absorb in the same region are present: 
 
    
     
                                (3.5) 
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where σ1(λ) and σ2(λ) are the absorption cross-sections of the two gases and N1 and N2 are 
their number densities. 
 
It is not always possible to isolate individual absorption spectra from the spectrum of a 
complicated sample. It becomes necessary to know the spectra of specific chemical species 
and then search for recognisable spectral patterns. For example, Figure 3.4 shows the 
absorption spectra of all the indoor gases identified to overlap with formaldehyde in the UV 
region (see Chapter 4). It would be difficult to identify formaldehyde from a spectrum 
including all of these gases. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Absorbance spectra of formaldehyde, together with all identified gases with spectra that 
overlap with it, re-plotted from other studies. Concentrations were chosen arbitrarily so as to allow 
easy comparison to 100ppb of formaldehyde and a 10cm path length is assumed throughout. 
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3.2. Spectroscopy in this project 
 
This section gives an overview of the application of spectroscopy to formaldehyde 
concentration measurement as used in this project. This includes many of the most significant 
equations in the project and a discussion of the purpose and application of measurement 
channels. Finally, an example is given using a hypothetical system with several low-
resolution channels, two for measurement and two for reference. In general the number of 
channels required is one for detection, one for reference and one more for additional piece of 
information required. 
 
 
3.2.1. Principles of operation 
 
In this project initial light intensities were generally found using a separate, reference 
channel. This allowed for an accurate initial intensity measurement as well as controlling for 
variations in signal intensity not related to formaldehyde absorption, such as presence of 
other gases or fluctuation of source intensity. A reference measurement that varied in the 
same manner could control for such issues. The normalised absorbance signal, A, can be 
defined as in Equation (3.6) 
[7]
: 
 
    
  
  
   
   
            (3.6) 
 
where I0D is the initial intensity of the detection band, I0R is the initial intensity of the 
reference band, ID is the final intensity of the detection band and IR is the final intensity of the 
reference band. 
 
Variation in source intensity can cause problems, as it may lead to incorrect assumptions as to 
the relationship between initial and final intensity. This causes errors in the absorbance 
calculations and in turn leads to errors in the concentration calculations. Variations in source 
intensity can be caused by variations in drive current, temperature changes or source 
fluctuation noise. Variations in optical coupling efficiency from mechanical instability, 
temperature changes or impurities on the gas cell windows can also affect the amount of light 
reaching the detectors. 
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Variations like this can be controlled by having a separate reference channel along with the 
detection channel(s). Reference channels are required not to be affected by the presence of 
formaldehyde. Assuming any effects are broad band and affect both channels equally, they 
can be used to provide reliable measurements of the source’s initial intensity. This can be 
done in a number of different ways. 
 
Firstly, a separate optical path can be used, bypassing the gas cell such that no absorption 
from formaldehyde occurs. This has the advantage of taking reference measurements 
simultaneously with detection measurements and so controlling for variations over time. 
However it does not control for any variations that take place after the paths have divided, 
such as variations in coupling efficiency. There will also tend to be a decrease in light along 
the main optical path, caused by components such as the beam splitter. 
 
Secondly, reference measurements can be taken at a different time, before or after the sample 
is introduced. This will only control for long-term variations such as temperature effects. 
Sometimes the introduction of the sample itself may cause variation such as cell repositioning 
error. It is also not appropriate for systems where a source of clean air for the reference 
channel is not available. 
 
Finally, reference measurements can be taken across a different wavelength band. This 
method is specifically appropriate to formaldehyde as it has several wavelength regions in 
which there is little or no absorption (see Figure 3.2). This method has the advantage of 
providing simultaneous reference measurements in the same optical path as the detection 
measurements. However, it does not control for wavelength-variable fluctuations and is 
susceptible to potential interference from other gases. 
 
In this project, reference measurements were generally taken across different wavelength 
bands. Occasionally this was not possible and reference measurements were taken at a 
different time. A detection and a reference measurement allow the absorbance of light 
passing through a sample to be found, and therefore the concentration of the absorbing gas to 
be calculated. 
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Figure 3.5 shows a hypothetical example of four channels used for a spectroscopic 
measurement of formaldehyde. Channels A and C are measurement channels, channels B and 
D are reference channels. Each is defined by a mathematically determined Gaussian function 
with a FWHM of 3nm, typical of laser-line narrow band-pass filters (see Chapter 7). In this 
example regions of minimal absorption are used for reference channels. This part of the 
formaldehyde absorption spectrum also has some selectivity advantages as described in 
Chapter 4. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Example channels as mathematically determined Gaussian distributions with 3nm 
FWHM and arbitrarily selected intensity, along with the absorption spectrum of formaldehyde. A: 
measurement channel, B: reference channel, C: measurement channel, D: reference channel. 
 
 
The spectra of each of the four channels are used in Equation (3.4) along with the 
formaldehyde spectrum. The changes in intensity spectra for these channels were calculated 
for an example concentration of 10ppm of formaldehyde in a 10cm gas cell. The results are 
shown in Figure 3.6. This shows that the two measurement channels give a significant 
intensity variation from formaldehyde while the two reference channels give a much smaller 
intensity variation.  
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Figure 3.6: Absorbance spectra of the four channels calculated for 10ppm of formaldehyde in a 10cm 
gas cell. In this example, absorbances are 9.0×10
-2
AU, 6.1×10
-3
AU, 6.9×10
-2
AU and 2.3×10
-3
AU for 
channels A, B, C and D respectively. 
 
 
The total area under each line, being the integral, gives the absorbance for each channel. In 
this example absorbance values were found to be 8.96×10
-2
AU, 6.11×10
-3
AU, 6.86×10
-2
AU 
and 2.25×10
-3
AU for channels A, B, C and D respectively. Absorbances for detection 
channels A and C are significantly greater than for reference channels B and D. If 
formaldehyde is the only gas present, the ratio between them will remain consistent and its 
concentration can be found by Equation (3.4). In principle only two of these channels are 
required, one measurement and one reference, but the additional channels would make the 
system more robust to errors and interference. 
 
 
3.3. Spectral broadening and environmental effects 
 
Even spectral lines from electronic promotion are not truly monochromatic but are broadened 
out in a distribution of wavelengths around the central line. These distributions frequently 
merge into one another, creating wide regions of the spectrum in which absorption occurs. 
Spectral broadening and effects are caused by a range of phenomena, some of which are 
constant while others vary with environmental factors such as temperature and pressure. It is 
therefore important to understand spectral line broadening in order to predict and control for 
variations in the absorption spectra of the gases. 
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3.3.1. Natural broadening 
 
This determines the natural width of a spectral line as determined by the Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle 
[8]
. The uncertainty principle as relates to spectral lines is described by 
Equation (3.7): 
 
       ⁄            (3.7) 
 
where ∆E is the uncertainty in energy, ∆t is the uncertainty in time and ћ is the reduced 
Planck constant (h/2π). 
 
If ∆t is taken to be the lifetime of the excited state, then the frequency spread due to natural 
broadening is given by Equation (3.8): 
 
   
      
  
           (3.8) 
 
where Atrans is the Einstein A coefficient for a given electronic transition given by Equation 
(3.9)
 [9]
: 
       
    
         
 |      |
         (3.9) 
 
where ε0 is the electric permittivity of free space and Rtrans is the transition moment. 
 
The distribution of excited state lifetime is given by a Lorentzian relationship and thus the 
natural-broadening line profile is as well
 [10]
. Natural broadening equations contain no 
environmental terms such as temperature and pressure and so the line width will not decrease 
below this level. It is also wavelength dependent, being more significant at shorter 
wavelengths. 
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3.3.2. Doppler broadening 
 
The molecules of a body of gas move around in random directions. The frequency of a 
photon to be absorbed by a moving molecule will be shifted by the Doppler effect, depending 
on velocity. Molecules travelling towards the source will absorb photons with lower 
frequencies. Molecules travelling away from the source will absorb photons with higher 
frequencies. For non-relativistic molecular velocities the shifted frequency is given by 
Equation (3.10)
 [9]
: 
 
        
 
 ⁄  ⁄          (3.10) 
 
where fd is the Doppler shifted frequency, f0 is the initial frequency of the spectral line, v is 
the velocity of the molecule and c is the free space speed of light. 
 
Molecule velocities are determined by the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution leading to a 
Gaussian distribution of frequency with a FWHM given by Equation (3.11)
 [9]
: 
 
    
  
 
(
          
 
)
 
 ⁄
          (3.11) 
 
where T is the temperature of the gas, kB is the Boltzmann constant and m is the mass of a 
single molecule. 
 
As increasing temperature increases the mean particle velocity within a gas, Doppler 
broadening increases with increasing temperature. Wavelength is of course related to 
frequency by: 
 
          (3.12) 
 
where f is the frequency and other symbols have their previous meanings. Hence a spread in 
frequency leads directly to a spread in wavelength, causing further broadening of the spectral 
lines. 
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3.3.3. Collision broadening 
 
Collision broadening arises from collisions between molecules in the sample, which changes 
their energy states. These are known as diabatic collisions and can increase or decrease 
transition energies
 [10]
. Collision broadening increases with the concentration of colliding 
molecules and so is sometimes known as pressure broadening. When diabatic collisions exist 
between like molecules the phenomena is known as resonance broadening or Holzmark 
broadening 
[10]
. When diabatic collisions exist between different molecules it is known as 
foreign gas broadening or Lorentz broadening
 [10]
. 
 
Both types have a FWHM given by Equation (3.13)
 [10]
. 
 
     
 
   ⁄          (3.13) 
 
where τd is the diabatic collision lifetime and Δfcd refers to the change frequency due to 
diabatic collision broadening. 
 
Adiabatic collisions also contribute to collision broadening, where they cause changes in the 
phase of the atomic oscillators. Broadening from adiabatic collisions also has a Lorentzian 
line profile with a FWHM given by Equation (3.14)
 [10]
: 
 
     (
    
   
)
 
 ⁄
           (3.14) 
 
where μ is the magnetic permeability, σa is the adiabatic collision optical cross-section, Nx is 
the density of perturbing molecules lifetime and Δfca refers to the change in frequency due to 
adiabatic collision broadening. 
 
Under standard temperature and pressure, adiabatic collision broadening tends to dominate 
over both natural broadening and diabatic collision broadening. Adiabatic collision 
broadening can also cause minor shifts in central line wavelength, generally towards longer 
wavelengths, as well as slight asymmetry of line profile
 [10]
. It is therefore important to 
account for this when making spectroscopic measurements. 
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3.3.4. Other spectral effects 
 
While the main spectral effects have been covered above, there are a number of others that 
can also take place. Many of these will only apply under specific circumstances. Examples 
include Stark and Zeeman broadening, which result from electric or magnetic fields 
respectively, and macroscopic Doppler shift, in which the gas has a net flow. Power 
broadening and saturation broadening can occur in the presence of high levels of radiation 
such as high power lasers 
[10]
. For the purposes of this project these phenomena will be 
ignored as the conditions they require are unlikely to be present when measurements are 
taken. 
 
The total line broadening in a sample is the result of a convolution of all line broadening 
phenomena taking place. Natural broadening and collision broadening both have Lorentzian 
profiles while Doppler broadening has a Gaussian profile. The resulting convolution is 
known as Voigt profile 
[10]
. The dominant conditions that affect spectral broadening are 
temperature and pressure, both of which tend to increase line width. It is therefore important 
to be aware of the temperature and pressure of a sample when taking spectral measurements.  
 
 
3.4. Spectral effects on formaldehyde 
 
A general description of spectral broadening was given in Section 3.3. Here it was stated that 
a number of factors influence the width of a spectral line with the main factors depending on 
temperature and pressure. In this section the effects of pressure and temperature on the 
formaldehyde absorption spectrum are investigated. 
 
 
3.4.1 Temperature dependant effects 
 
The effect of temperature on the formaldehyde absorption spectrum was investigated by 
Meller and Moortgat (2000) 
[11]
. They demonstrated variations to the spectrum at three 
different temperatures, 223K (-50°C), 289K (16°C), and 323K (50°C). Measurements were 
taken at a pressure of 100kPa (approximately 1 atmosphere). Figure 3.7 shows data between 
337 and 342nm and is representative of the rest of the formaldehyde absorption spectrum. 
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Figure 3.7: Graph showing the effects of temperature variation on part of the formaldehyde 
absorption spectrum as measured by Meller and Moortgat (2000) 
[11]
. Temperature dependence in this 
region is representative of the rest of the spectrum. 
 
 
Temperature can be seen to have some effect on the spectrum with the relative height of some 
of the sub-nanometre peaks varying with temperature. There may also be some spectral 
broadening of the main peak with increasing temperature. In spectroscopic measurements, the 
absorbance is integrated across the full range of the wavelength channel. Mathematically 
integrating across this data yields a change in absorbance of between 2.7 and -3.8% over a 
100K temperature change. It was considered that this would be unlikely to be significant for 
the 10 – 30°C target range for this project. 
 
 
3.4.2. Pressure dependant broadening 
 
The effect of pressure on the formaldehyde absorption spectrum was measured by 
Co et al. 
[12]
 and the results are shown in Figure 3.8. This study covers only 350.877-
355.871nm which makes up a small part of the region of interest. Pressure levels range from 
10-53kPa, which is substantially below atmospheric pressure at 101kPa. Data for pressure 
variation around atmospheric was not found from a single study. The temperature during 
these measurements was at the more appropriate level of 289K. 
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Figure 3.8: Graphs of a small part of the formaldehyde absorption spectrum at (a) 10Pa, (b) 30Pa and 
(c) 53Pa re-plotted from data from Co et al. 
[12]
. It can be seen that peaks broaden with increasing 
pressure as expected. 
 
 
The graphs in Figure 3.8 show an increase in peak width with increasing pressure as expected 
from pressure broadening. Peak height decreases with increasing pressure, which is also 
consistent since when a peak experiences pressure broadening its absorption is spread over a 
greater range of wavelengths. It should be noted that molecular number density was not 
controlled and is likely to have increased with increasing pressure. 
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Again these effects are small in comparison to the measurement resolution of 3nm typically 
used in this project. Spectral broadening is likely to increase approaching atmospheric 
pressure. By integrating over the wavelength band and by keeping within the linear region of 
the Beer-Lambert law it was thought likely that temperature and pressure would not 
significantly affect results. 
 
This section demonstrates that while the formaldehyde does undergo broadening effects from 
temperature and pressure, they are small in comparison to the spectral resolutions used. The 
total absorbance from a peak did not change due to broadening effects. It was concluded that 
broadening effects could be neglected in the course of this project. 
 
 
3.5. Chapter summary 
 
The principles of spectroscopy and spectroscopic gas detection are the theoretical basis for 
this project. When light passes through a sample of gas, it will only be absorbed if it matches 
an energy transition of the molecules present. Energy transitions may be from electronic 
promotion between orbits or vibrational or rotational states within molecules and will result 
in a characteristic absorption spectrum, unique to each species. The absorption through a 
sample of gas is described by the Beer-Lambert law: 
 
    
     
                    (3.2) 
 
The absorption cross-section of a gas can be changed by a number of factors, usually 
resulting in spectral broadening. Examples include natural broadening, Doppler broadening, 
and collision broadening. Broadening phenomena often depend on local conditions such as 
temperature and pressure. It is important to take these effects into account when taking 
spectroscopic measurements. Formaldehyde demonstrated broadening under both 
temperature and pressure increases. However, the effects were small in comparison to 
spectral resolutions used in the project and it was concluded that broadening effects could be 
ignored. 
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Within the context of this project absorption was measured as intensity variation integrated 
across wavelength bands. Formaldehyde concentrations tended to be close to the limit of 
detection of measurements systems. This meant that absorption was small in comparison to 
initial intensities and so limiting case approximations could be used. Across a given 
measurement channel, the intensity shift was found to be proportional to the molecular 
number density: 
 
     
     
                     (3.4) 
 
This was used for calculating concentrations during the project. Spectroscopic measurement 
channels may be either detection channels, using a region of the spectrum with strong 
absorption, or reference channels using regions of little or no absorption. Formaldehyde is 
unusual in that it has several such regions very close together in its absorption spectrum. In 
the next chapter the absorption spectra of a wide range of gases common to the indoor 
environment are reviewed in order to find out how they interfere with the formaldehyde 
spectrum. This was used to select the wavelength bands for the detection and reference 
channels to be used in later prototype systems. 
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Chapter 4: Interfering gases and wavelength 
selection 
 
All spectrometry systems are susceptible to interference from other gases but this is 
particularly the case for the low-resolution methods developed in this project. This 
chapter presents a thorough literature based review into the gases expected to be 
present in the target environment and highlight which ones have the potential to 
interfere with formaldehyde.  
 
85 substances and substance groups were identified as likely to be present in the 
indoor environment based largely on a study of pollutants in indoor air by C. J. 
Weschler
 [1]
 . 32 of these had significant absorption in the UV-Visible region. Data on 
the absorption spectra were obtained from other studies and analysed, finding that 11 
of them overlapped with the formaldehyde absorption spectrum. Following this 
analysis, a region of the formaldehyde absorption spectrum was identified with 
potential for low cross-interference. 
 
 
4.1. Gases considered 
 
Weschler’s study focused mainly on homes in the United States and collected and 
compared published data from many other studies
 [1]
. Some of the underlying data in 
these sources was obtained using gas detection methods such as chromatographs or 
mass spectrometers 
[2] [3]
. Other data was inferred from the presence of emitting 
materials such as medium density fibreboard (MDF). 
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Many gas detection methods take multiple hours to run
 [4] [5]
 and so short lived species 
may have gone undetected and been left out of the study. Nitrous acid is produced 
from the heterogeneous hydrolysis of nitrogen dioxide with wet surfaces 
[6]
 and can 
exist for as little as 10 minutes in forest atmospheres
 [7]
.  
 
Several other studies found nitrous acid to be present in the indoor environment 
[6] [8]
 
and so nitrous acid was added to the list of compounds considered here. Otherwise, 
Weschler’s report appears to be a reasonably thorough study and is well regarded by 
several others 
[9] [10]
. It has therefore been used as the benchmark for formaldehyde 
selectivity in this report. 
 
The substances identified for this review can be divided into three basic categories: 
inorganic gases, volatile organic compounds (including semi-volatiles) and airborne 
particles. Each of these categories has some broadly similar properties and gases in a 
category will frequently have similar sources. In this review, gases in each of these 
categories are considered separately. 
 
The source of many polluting inorganic gases in modern buildings is cooking and 
heating appliances 
[11]
 as well as indoor smoking and various industrial processes. In 
the UK, indoor concentrations of carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide and nitric oxide 
have been on the decrease in recent years due to a decrease in smoking and other 
factors 
[1] [12] [13]
. The trend of indoor ozone is less clear 
[14]
. 
 
The category ‘volatile organic compounds’ covers a wide variety of large molecules 
that can still readily be gaseous at room temperature. Formaldehyde is a volatile 
organic compound, as are some other members of the aldehyde group.  This category 
also includes alkanes, aromatics such as benzene and toluene and many more.  
 
Indoor sources of these gases include emissions from resins, rubber and carpets, 
smoking and indoor chemistry 
[1] [15]
.  Indoor concentrations of some compounds such 
as aromatics and some of the more volatile compounds, are currently decreasing or 
remaining constant due to decreases in source abundance
 [16] [17] [18]
. Some longer-
chain aldehydes and many semi-volatile organic compounds are currently increasing, 
potentially due to increased indoor chemistry and certain cosmetic products 
[1] [19] [20]
. 
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Recent increases in awareness of environmental issues and high energy prices have 
resulted in increased building insulation. This may have led to reduced ventilation and 
potentially caused increases in the indoor concentrations of many gases
 [1]
. More 
volatile compounds are more likely to evaporate and be found in gaseous form. They 
will, however, then disperse:  provided that the source does not continue to emit, they 
will tend to remain in the indoor environment for a shorter time than other pollutants.  
 
The final category includes metal particles, mineral fibres, dust components, mould 
spores and many others 
[1]
. Their sources are widespread, including lead-based paints, 
indoor smoking, industrial processes and even human skin. The concentrations of 
many airborne particles are decreasing due to legal restrictions on certain sources, but 
it is difficult to draw general trends 
[1] [21] [22]
.  
 
Small particles are known to exhibit a spectroscopic scattering effect that is analogous 
to the absorption cross-section. It is variable with wavelength and so airborne 
particles can exhibit broad spectral features similar to light absorption features 
[23]
. 
Some airborne particles also exhibit fluorescence effects in the UV 
[23] [24]
.  Airborne 
particles were not considered in this project but may have to be considered or 
eliminated when using a detection system ‘in-situ’, potentially by filtering. 
  
 
4.2. Spectral interference with formaldehyde 
 
A full list of all substances and substance groups considered in this review is given in 
Appendix 2. In total, 85 substances and substance groups were identified by 
Weschler 
[1]
. 32 of these had absorption spectra in the UV-Visible region. Of these 
gases, 11 were found to overlap with the formaldehyde UV absorption region. 
 
Figure 4.1 shows the absorption spectra of the 11 gases identified to overlap with 
formaldehyde. The spectrum of formaldehyde is included for comparison. Data was 
acquired from a number of sources, generally reported as absorption cross-section but 
occasionally the absorption coefficient (using the base 10, molar equivalent of the 
Beer-Lambert law. See Appendix 3). Interference may come from a mix of organic 
and inorganic gases. The aldehyde group is represented here, as are some aromatics.   
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Figure 4.1: Re-plotted absorbance spectra of formaldehyde along with all identified gases with spectra that overlap 
with it. A) Formaldehyde 
[25]
 B) Nitrogen dioxide 
[26]
 C) Ozone 
[27]
 D) Sulfur dioxide 
[28]
 E) Nitrous acid 
[29]
 
F) Acetaldehyde 
[30]
 G) Hexanal 
[31]
 H) Decanal 
[32]
 I) Toluene 
[33]
 J) Ethylbenzene 
[34]
 K) Dibutyl phthalate
 [35]
 
L) Triphenylphosphate 
[36]
. All absorbances assume concentrations of 100ppb and path lengths of 100mm.  
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On examining this data, the spectral region between 320nm and 360nm was identified as 
having very limited spectral interference from the other gases listed here. An extended graph 
of this region is shown in Figure 4.2. It shows an expansion of the identified region with the 
gas that absorb here, corrected for expected concentrations.  
 
Concentration data comes from a number of studies. Saraga et al. 
[38]
 studied air quality in a 
museum, a primary industry and an office from which mean concentration data for nitrogen 
dioxide, ozone, sulphur dioxide and acetaldehyde is used. Peng et al. 
[39]
 measured pollutants 
in multiple locations of a single office building from which mean concentration data for 
decanal is used. Marchan et al. 
[40]
 measured aldehyde concentrations in 16 homes from 
which hexanal concentration is used. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Graph of absorbance of gases in the identified region. Concentrations are based on values 
found by a number of studies
 [38] [39] [40] [41] [42]
 but are expected to vary substantially between locations. 
A 10cm path length is assumed throughout.  
 
 
Every indoor environment is different, being subject to a wide range of gas sources and 
having a significant variation in levels of ventilation. Measured concentrations tend to vary 
between and within individual studies [38] [39]. The concentrations used in Figure 4.2 are 
therefore examples of concentrations that may arise and should be used as a general guide. 
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Nitrogen dioxide appears to be the most significant interfering gas in this region, with some 
interference from nitrous acid. Nitrogen dioxide is produced by indoor smoking and 
combustion appliances, and has been on the decrease in recent years 
[1]
. Nitrous acid is 
produced by reactions of nitrogen dioxide with wet surfaces 
[6]
 and would require both to be 
present to be produced. 
 
Finding significant interference from only nitrogen dioxide and nitrous acid was a surprising 
result given the number of species present. The general region around 320 – 360nm is used in 
DOAS for detection of outdoor formaldehyde 
[43] [44] [45] [46]
. This analysis shows that it is 
equally useful for indoor measurements. 
 
 
4.3. Wavelength selection 
 
In the identified region, the formaldehyde spectrum shows a number of absorption peaks as 
marked on Figure 4.2. It also shows a number of regions with very minimal absorption, 332-
338nm, 345-352nm and 356 and above. These regions of minimal absorption are peculiar to 
formaldehyde, with most gases having a more gradual transition between high absorption and 
low absorption. These unusual features allow for reference channels and measurement 
channels to be placed very close together on the formaldehyde spectrum. These can then be 
used to measure the formaldehyde concentration as described in Chapter 3. 
 
Two sets of wavelength bands were selected from this region to be used as detection and 
reference channels. These bands are low resolution, around 3nm FWHM, compatible with the 
transmission spectra of laser-line filters. Individual channels were selected to have 
wavelengths close together (preferably within the 10-15nm range typical of the FWHM of an 
UV LED) as it was desirable to use a single light source for each set of measurements to 
control for variations. In this section the two sets of wavelength channels are discussed. 
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4.3.1. The 339nm wavelength band set 
 
The 339nm wavelength band set has a pair of detection bands centred at 339nm over the 
2
1
0 4
1
0 peak and at 329nm over the 2
1
0 4
3
0 and the 2
2
0 4
1
0 peaks. It also had a single reference 
band centred at 335nm over a region of low absorption. Figure 4.3 shows the UV absorption 
spectrum of formaldehyde along with mathematically generated channels in the position of 
the 339nm wavelength band set. They are given a FWHM of 3nm, in keeping with the typical 
performance of a laser-line filter. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3: UV absorption spectrum of formaldehyde along with mathematically generated channels 
in the position of the 339nm wavelength band set. The blue line represents the 339nm detection 
channel, the green line the 335nm reference channel and the red line the 329nm. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 shows the theoretical change in spectral power density of the three channels when 
light passes though 10cm of 10ppm of formaldehyde gas. This gives the change in intensity 
due to absorption by the gas as described in Chapter 3. The total intensity change due to 
formaldehyde in each channel is given by the area under the spectrum, i.e. the integral of 
spectral power density by wavelength. This example gives absorbance values of 7.03×10
-2
AU 
for the 339nm detection channel, 7.01×10
-3
AU for the 335nm reference channel and 6.86×10
-
2
AU for the 329nm detection channel.  
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Figure 4.4: Theoretical change in spectral power density of the three channels when light passes 
though 10cm of 10ppm of formaldehyde gas. In this example the absorbances are 7.03×10
-2
AU for the 
339nm detection channel (Blue), 7.01×10
-3
AU for the 335nm reference channel (Green) and 
6.86×10
-2
AU for the 329nm detection channel (Red) respectively.  
 
 
The main advantage of the 339nm wavelength band set is that it uses one of the strongest 
formaldehyde absorption peaks in the identified region. The 2
2
0 4
1
0 peak is slightly stronger, 
but not as close to potential reference regions. The main disadvantage is that while the three 
peaks were within 10nm of each other, at the time of writing there did not exist a single 
commercially available LED that covered this range. This issue is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
 
 
4.3.2. The 353nm wavelength band set 
 
The 353nm wavelength band set had a pair of detection bands centred at 353nm over the 
2
0
0 4
1
0 peak and at 343nm over the 2
0
0 4
3
0 peak. It also had a single reference band centred at 
348nm over a region of low absorption. Figure 4.5 shows a diagram of the intensity spectra of 
measurement channels across these three wavelength bands, together with the formaldehyde 
spectrum in the identified region. 
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Figure 4.5: UV absorption spectrum of formaldehyde along with mathematically generated channels 
in the position of the 339nm wavelength band set. The blue line represents the 353nm detection 
channel, the green line the 348nm reference channel and the red line the 343nm. 
 
 
The theoretical change in spectral power density of the three channels is shown Figure 4.6, for 
light passes though 10cm of 10ppm of formaldehyde gas. The total intensity change due to 
formaldehyde in each channel is given by the area under the multiplied spectrum, i.e. the 
integral of the spectral power density by wavelength. This example gives absorbance values 
of 3.01×10
-2
AU for the 353nm detection channel, 2.25×10
-3
AU for the 348nm reference 
channel and 3.06×10
-2
AU for the 343nm detection channel. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Theoretical change in spectral power density of the three channels when light passes 
though 10cm of 10ppm of formaldehyde gas. In this example the absorbances are 3.01×10
-2
AU for the 
353nm detection channel (Blue), 2.25×10
-3
AU for the 348nm reference channel (Green) and 
3.06×10
-2
AU for the 343nm detection channel (Red) respectively. 
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The main advantage of the 353nm wavelength band set is that all three bands fall within the 
FWHM of a single, commercially available LED (the 350nm source described in Chapter 8). 
The main disadvantage is that the two peaks used as detection channels are relatively weak, 
potentially leading to a less sensitive system. However it is aligned to the commercially 
available 355nm laser-line filter (see Chapter 8), and photodiode based detectors tend to be 
more responsive at longer UV wavelengths. This set covers aims of selectivity and low 
complexity outlined in Chapter 1. 
 
 
4.4. Chapter summary 
 
The region 320-360nm is used for the spectroscopic measurement of formaldehyde in forest 
and outdoor environments using DOAS. However its potential for detection in indoor air was 
not well established. This is due to the increased potential range of spectral interferents and 
differing (potentially significantly higher) concentrations present. 
 
By considering 85 substances and substance groups, the region of the formaldehyde spectrum 
between 320nm and 360nm was identified as having a minimum of potential interferents in 
the indoor environment. The main interfering species found were nitrogen dioxide and 
nitrous acid, with minimal interference from sulphur dioxide, acetaldehyde, ozone, hexanal 
and decanal. Given the number of species believed to be present in the indoor environment, it 
was surprising that a region could be found with so little interference. 
 
The identified region included some wavelength regions with high formaldehyde absorption 
and some in which absorption was minimal. Spectroscopic measurements taken in the former 
regions will have significant response from formaldehyde.  Measurements taken in the latter 
regions will have very little. These can be used as detection and reference channels 
respectively for a low resolution detection method specifically targeted at formaldehyde. 
 
Two sets of wavelength bands were selected, which included detection and reference bands 
appropriate for use in prototype systems. Each had two detection bands and one reference 
band. The 339nm band set covered one of the strongest formaldehyde absorption peaks but 
all three channels could not be covered by a single LED source. 
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This was not the case for the 353nm band set, but did not include such strong absorption 
peaks. Each set was selected to require only one LED and filter type. The 353nm band set 
was preferable as it both the selectivity and low complexity aims outlined in Chapter 1. 
Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 describe the systems that made use of these findings. 
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Chapter 5: Spectrometers 
 
A tool that was used extensively throughout this project was a CCD based UV 
spectrometer (Avantes AvaSpec-3648-USB2-SPU2). It was an important component 
of the evaluation system (Chapter 6), characterisation of UV light sources and filters 
and finally for aligning and setting up later detection systems. A detailed analysis of 
spectrometer performance was undertaken, characterising it as a research tool and 
assessing its potential as a detection device. 
 
Two other spectrometers were used for comparison (Ocean Optics OEM S2000 and 
Hamamatsu TG-UV: C9404MC Mini Spectrometer z). Identified noise phenomena 
included source fluctuation noise, photo-response non-uniformity (PRNU), dark 
current noise, fixed pattern noise (FPN) and read noise. These were identified and 
characterised by varying light source, spectrometer settings or temperature. A number 
of noise limiting techniques are proposed. 
 
 
5.1. CCD operation 
 
Charge coupled devices (CCDs) are a common type of photo-detector based around 
generating a measureable voltage proportional to the number of incident photons over 
an array. They are used in a wide range of applications such as cameras and scientific 
and industrial light sensors as well as spectrometers. Some spectrometers use 
complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) arrays, which serve a broadly 
similar purpose. Spectrometers using CCD arrays tend to have a slightly faster 
readout and a slightly lower noise than CMOS arrays. 
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of a basic metal oxide gate of a CCD. Photoelectrons are collected in the 
depletion region and can then be transferred between electron wells by varying the control 
voltage (V). 
 
 
A diagram of a basic CCD is shown in Figure 5.1, although devices may differ in 
detail. Incident photons strike the depletion region which is a p-type semiconductor. If 
a photon's energy is greater than the semiconductor band gap and it is absorbed, it 
creates an electron-hole pair. In this example the electron remains in the depletion 
region while the hole is removed by the ground electrode. The total number of 
photoelectrons that can be held in the depletion region is dependent on it dimensions 
and material and is known as the electron well capacity. 
 
The second stage of CCD operation is transfer of charge across electron wells. The 
purpose is to collect charges from multiple pixels to be measured. Charge is 
transferred from well to well by manipulating their control voltages and it is this 
coupling of charge that gives the CCD its name 
[1]
. The coupling architecture depends 
on the layout of the array. 
 
The final stage of CCD operation is conversion of charge into a measurable voltage. 
This is carried out by a floating diode acting as a capacitor. It produces a voltage 
proportional to the CCD charge as described by Equation (5.1): 
 
  
Oxide 
layer 
Depletion 
Region 
P-type 
semiconductor 
Metal 
electrode 
V 
Ground 
electrode 
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        (5.1) 
 
where V is the voltage, Ne is the number of electrons, Gon is the on-chip amplifier 
gain,  and C is the floating diode capacitance. CCDs are typically connected to further 
electronics that amplify the voltage and digitally encode it. 
 
The total number of photoelectrons collected by a CCD pixel by a given incident 
intensity over a given time is described by Equation (5.2) 
[1]
: 
 
             ( ) ( )    (5.2) 
 
where AD is the area of the pixel, tint is the integration time and Re is the spectral 
responsivity of the CCD pixel. 
 
 
5.2. Spectrometer selection 
 
A comparison of available spectrometers was carried out in order to decide which was 
the most appropriate for use in this project. A spectral range of at least 200 – 400nm 
was desired as it covered the formaldehyde spectrum as well as most of the indoor 
gases that interfered with it (see Chapter 4). 
 
The UV formaldehyde absorption spectrum showed some fine peaks on the scale of 
about 0.04nm and it was desirable to be able to have a spectral resolution that could 
distinguish them. Also a CCD detector array was preferred as, while CMOS arrays 
appeared to have generally faster readouts, CCDs tended to have lower noise. 
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Table 5.1: Summary of UV spectrometers considered for preliminary system. 
Spectrometer Spectral 
range (nm) 
Resolution 
(nm) 
Sensor Pixels Bit Res Stray 
light 
Interfac
e 
Cost 
Hamamatsu         
C10082CA 200-800 6 CCD 2048 16 bit 0.05% USB ? 
C10082CAH 200-800 1 CCD 2048 16 bit 0.05% USB ? 
C10082MD 200-800 6 CMOS 1024 16 bit 0.03% USB ? 
C9404CA 200-400 3 CCD 1024 16 bit 0.03% USB ? 
C9404CAH 200-400 1 CCD 1024 16 bit 0.03% USB £3,580 
C9404MC 200-400 3 CMOS 512 16 bit 0.03% USB ? 
         
Ocean Optics         
Maya2000 Pro 175-1100 0.035 CCD 2048 116 bit ? USB $5,800 
USB4000 200-1100 0.3-10 CCD 3648 16 bit <0.1% USB or 
RS232 
$2,540 
USB4000-FL 200-1100 10 CCD 3648 16 bit <0.05% USB or 
RS233 
$2,887 
USB2000-UV-VIS 200-850 1.5 CCD  24 bit <0.1% USB $3,160 
         
Spectronic devis         
Unispec CCD 200-1100 'high' CCD 2048 12 bit <0.1% USB, PP 
or RS232 
$1,500 
Unispec PDA 190-1100 'high' PD 1024 12 or 16 
bit 
<0.1% USB, PP 
or RS233 
$1,500 
CRO-MMS UV 
VIS I 
190-720 7 ? 'low' 12 or 16 
bit 
<0.1% USB, PP 
or RS234 
£1,900 
CRO-MMS (UV) 190-400 3 ? 'low' 12 or 16 
bit 
<0.1% USB, PP 
RS235 
£1,900 
.         
Avantes         
Avaspec-2048-
USBSPU2 
200-450 0.1 CCD 2048 14 bit <0.1% USB £2,889 
Avaspec-3648-
USB2-SPU2 
200-450 0.01 CCD 3648 16 bit <0.04% USB £3,079 
         
Horiba Scientific         
VS140 190-800 2.3 CCD 3864 ? 0.025% USB £3,182 
 
 
Table 5.1 is the table used for selecting the spectrometer. The final decision made was 
to use the Avaspec-3648-USB2-SPU2 UV spectrometer made by Avantes BV and 
bought from Knight Photonics Ltd. This spectrometer has a better spectral range than 
required and one of the best spectral resolutions. It uses a CCD detector with better-
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than-average pixel resolution and bit rate. It also came with the option of ‘ultra-low 
stray light’, which allowed the stray light to be decreased from 0.1% to 0.04%.  
 
 
5.3. Spectrometers used 
 
The AvaSpec spectrometer (Avantes AvaSpec-3648-USB2-SPU2) 
[2]
 was the main 
spectrometer used in this project. The UV absorption spectrum of formaldehyde lies 
between 220nm – 380nm [3]. It was therefore necessary for the spectrometer to cover 
this range. Spectral resolution was also important for resolving formaldehyde sub-
nanometre spectral features. Finally, good noise performance was necessary for 
improving the limit of detection. 
  
The Ocean Optics spectrometer (Ocean Optics OEM S2000) 
[4]
 was used for 
comparison as it was one of the most commonly used laboratory spectrometers at the 
time of writing. However it had a spectral range in the visible and near IR and so was 
not appropriate for making UV spectral measurements. The Hamamatsu spectrometer 
(Hammamatsu TG-UV: C9404MC Mini Spectrometer z) was a potential contender 
with the AvaSpec spectrometer for use in this project, and came on a short term loan 
from the manufacturer. Table 5.2 shows details of the three spectrometers as quoted 
by the manufacturers. 
 
Table 5.2: Details of the spectrometers given by manufacturers. 
 AvaSpec-3648-
USB2-SPU2  
Ocean Optics 
OEM S2000 
Hamamatsu TG-UV: 
C9404MC 
Spectral range 200 –  400nm 514 – 1,177nm 200 – 400nm 
Spectral 
resolution 
0.083nm 0.27 – 0.38nm 3nm 
Detector CCD CCD CCD 
Pixels 3,648 pixels 2,048 pixels 512 pixels 
Bit resolution 16 bits 16 bits 16 bits 
Signal to noise 350:1 250:1 No details given 
Dark noise 40 counts  No details given No details given 
Stray light 0.04% No details given 0.03% 
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All three spectrometers were designed for use with optical fibres and had SMA 
optical fibre inputs. For this project they were all used with the same UV resistant 
optical fibre (Avantes FC-UV600-0.5-SR solarisation resistant optical fibre for deep 
UV). The fibre was 0.5m long and had a core radius of 600µm. It had an SMA 
connector at both ends and a minimum recommended bend radius of 0.36m. 
 
A photograph of the AvaSpec spectrometer is shown in Figure 5.2 showing the input 
optical fibre. The spectrometer was controlled from a laptop computer, where 
measurement parameters were set by the Avasoft software package (Avantes Avasoft 
7.5.3 USB1/USB2 Version 4.0). A diagram of the internal optics of the AvaSpec 
spectrometer is shown in Figure 5.3. It used the classical Czerny-Turner optical 
design 
[5] [6]
. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Photographs of the AvaSpec UV spectrometer (Avantes AvaSpec-3648-USB2-
SPU2) with its input optical fibre. 
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Figure 5.3: Diagram of the internal optics of the AvaSpec spectrometer (classical Czerny-
Turner design). Light entered the spectrometer at the entrance aperture and was collimated by 
mirror 1. It was diffracted by the grating and directed by mirror 2 onto the CCD array. 
 
 
In this design, light from the sample enters the spectrometer through the optical fibre. 
Spherical mirror 1 collimates it onto the diffraction grating. Diffracted light then falls 
incident onto Spherical mirror 2 which directs it onto the CCD array. Each pixel 
received photons from only a narrow band of wavelengths. The profile of the 
spectrum can be found by the intensity of signal generated by the CCD pixels. 
 
The Ocean Optics spectrometer had a spectral range of 514 – 1,177nm (visible and 
near IR). A photograph is shown in Figure 5.4 and a diagram of the internal optics in 
Figure 5.5. It used the crossed-beam Czerny-Turner optical design
 [6]
. The crossed 
Czerny-Turner design permits a longer optical path within a given size of instrument 
whilst the standard Czerny-Turner design reduces the angle of incidence between 
elements. 
 
Spherical 
mirror 1 
Spherical 
mirror 2 
CCD 
Array 
Diffraction 
grating 
Entrance 
aperture 
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Figure 5.4: Photographs of an Ocean Optics spectrometer (Ocean Optics OEM S2000). 
 
 
Figure 5.5: Diagram of the internal optics of the Ocean Optics spectrometer (Czerny-Turner 
optical design). Light entered the spectrometer at the entrance aperture and was collimated by 
mirror 1. It was then diffracted by the grating and directed by mirror 2 onto the CCD array. 
Finally a photograph of the Hamamatsu spectrometer is shown in Figure 5.6, taken  
 
 
from the supplier’s website, and a diagram of its internal optics is shown in Figure 
5.7. Unlike the other two spectrometers, this device uses transmissive rather than 
reflective optics. Transmissive optics allows deviations in the angle of the optical axis 
to be limited but can be subject to chromatic aberration effects. Light from the optical 
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fibre is collimated into the transmission grating by the first lens. Dispersed light is 
then directed onto the CCD array by the second lens. 
 
 
  
Figure 5.6: Photograph of the Hamamatsu spectrometer (Hamamatsu TG-UV: C9404MC 
Mini Spectrometer z), taken from the supplier’s website. The SMA connection where input 
fibre is attached can be seen at the front. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7: Diagram of the internal optics of the Hamamatsu spectrometer. Light entered the 
spectrometer at the entrance aperture and was collimated by the first lens. It was then 
dispersed by the transmission grating and directed by the second lens onto the CCD array. 
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5.4. Light sources 
 
Two different light sources were used for characterising the spectrometers. The first 
was a broad spectrum deuterium UV lamp. The second was a narrow spectrum UV 
LED. 
 
 
5.4.1. UV Lamp 
 
The UV lamp (Hamamatsu L10671 UV-Vis light source, incorporating an S2D2 
deuterium lamp) [7] has a spectral range of 200nm to 1,600nm. The lamp was quoted 
as having a drift of ±0.25nm and a fluctuation of 0.004% (4×10-5A.U.). Figure 5.8 
shows photographs of A) the UV Lamp and B) a metal box designed to contain it and 
protect it from damage.  
 
 
Figure 5.8: Photograph of the UV Lamp A) open and B) closed showing the protective box. 
 
 
The lamp required ventilation for heat dissipation, so holes were cut in the box and a 
fan was included. A shutter was also included as the lamp took around 20s to warm 
up. The total output power that left the aperture of the box was measured as 0.1mW 
with the use of a photodiode (the photodiode’s responsivity was not constant with 
wavelength so a middle wavelength was used for calculations). 
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Figure 5.9: Graph of the relative intensity output of the UV lamp, measured by the AvaSpec 
spectrometer. 
 
 
The spectral distribution of intensity of the UV lamp, as measured by the AvaSpec 
spectrometer, is given in Figure 5.9. It is not immediately clear whether the spectrum 
shown in Figure 5.9 is a true representation of the lamp output or is affected by the 
CCD responsivity. From a single source and a single measurement device it is 
difficult to distinguish features originating from the source from features originating 
from the measurement.  
 
Figure 5.10 shows an image of typical spectral distribution as given by the 
manufacturer [7] as raw data was not available. There is reasonably good 
correspondence between Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 between around 260 and 400nm. 
However, below 260nm the manufacturer's data continues to increase whereas data 
measured in this project decreases. This was suspected to be due to decreased 
spectrometer responsivity. It was also suspected that the fine structure seen on top of 
the main curve is due to the spectrometer photo-response non-uniformity (see 
Chapter 5). 
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Figure 5.10: Image of the typical intensity spectrum of the UV lamp as given by the 
manufacturer. Raw data was not available. 
 
 
5.4.2. 340nm UV LEDs 
 
The 340nm UV LED (SETi UVTOP335TO39BL) [8] had a quoted central wavelength 
of 340nm and an FWHM of 15nm. It came with an internal parabolic mirror and a 
front ball lens with a 3.18mm radius. It had a focal spot at a quoted distance between 
15 and 20mm and a spatial divergence of approximately 6°. The ball lens option was 
selected as it had a tight spatial divergence which allowed for minimum loss of light 
through the system.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Photograph of the 340nm LED showing the casing and the ball lens. 
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Figure 5.11 is a photograph of the 340nm LED showing the casing and the ball lens. 
During preliminary testing a connection wire of one of the 340nm LED was burned 
out. Therefore the case and the ball lens were removed to examine the element and 
internal layout. Figure 5.12 shows some microscope images of the LED element.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Microscope images of the LED element and mounting magnified at A) 5 times, 
B) 10 times, C) 20 times and D) 50 times. The element of this LED is not perfectly square, as 
shown in the scales of images B) and C). 
 
 
Using measurements taken from the opened LED and details from the manufacture, a 
computer model of the LED was created using the Zemax optical design program 
(Figure 5.13). It shows the position of the LED element, parabolic mirror and front 
ball lens; and some example rays of the LED output were also generated. This model 
was used for optimising the setup of the rest of the system. 
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Figure 5.13: Zemax model of the UV LED and its optical output (non-sequential ray tracing). 
Inside the case is the LED element and an approximately parabolic mirror finishing with the 
ball lens. Some example output rays are also shown. 
 
 
Figure 5.14: Graph of the relative intensity spectrum of the 340nm LED as measured by the 
AvaSpec UV spectrometer. 
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The intensity spectrum of the 340nm LED was measured with the AvaSpec 
spectrometer and the results are shown in Figure 5.14. The peak was found to be at 
339.7nm, very close to the quoted value. The FWHM was found to be 9.2nm, 
significantly lower than the quoted value of 15nm.  
 
 
5.4.3. Nd:YAG laser 
 
A Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics GCR Series Nd:YAG laser) 
[9]
 was used as a 
narrow spectrum source to test spectral resolution of the spectrometers. This is 
described in Section 5.4.2. A photograph is shown in Figure 5.15 . The laser had a Q-
switched laser pulse with a frequency of 10Hz. Pulses had an 8ns duration, a pulse 
energy of 2.5J and a peak output wavelength of 266nm. The exact line width was not 
known but was found to be no greater than 0.14nm by the AvaSpec spectrometer (see 
section 5.4.2). 
 
 
Figure 5.15: Photograph of the Nd:YAG laser. The box on the top controls the laser output. 
 
 
5.5. Performance 
 
The performance of a spectrometer is generally given in terms of its spectral range, 
spectral resolution and noise stability. Spectral range is defined as the limits of 
wavelengths which can be reliably detected by the spectrometer, and spectral 
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resolution as the range of each spectral bin. Spectrometer noise and stability have 
rather more involved definitions. 
 
In this chapter details are given of a thorough, quantitative analysis of the 
performance of the AvaSpec UV spectrometer. Comparisons with the other two 
spectrometers are given where possible. Source shot noise and fluctuation noise were 
also analysed as they were thought likely to be significant in any spectrometry system. 
 
 
5.5.1. Spectral range 
 
The spectral range of a spectrometer describes the range of wavelengths it will 
respond to and detect. It describes the range of wavelengths angled onto the 
photodiode array by the optical grating. Other wavelengths will either fail to fall 
incident onto the array or fail to be diffracted or transmitted by the grating. In the 
ideal case, wavelengths outside this range will not affect the spectrometer’s output. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.16: Spectral distribution of the UV lamp as measured by the AvaSpec spectrometer.  
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Figure 5.17: Spectral distribution of the UV lamp as measured by the Hamamatsu 
spectrometer. 
 
 
Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 show the output of the AvaSpec and Hamamatsu 
spectrometers in response to the UV lamp. This gives a spectral range for the 
AvaSpec spectrometer of 200 – 475nm, slightly wider than the quoted range. The 
spectral range of the Hamamatsu spectrometer was 200 – 400nm, in keeping with the 
quoted values. It should be noted that these ranges assume that the single output was 
representative of the true incident wavelength. 
 
It is noticeable that the two spectrometers gave a different output spectrum for the UV 
lamp, and both are different from the spectral distribution reported by the 
manufacturer (discussed in Chapter 6). This is because detector’s responsivity, as a 
function of wavelength, is not identical from spectrometer to spectrometer as 
described in more detail in Section 5.4.6. 
 
 
5.5.2. Spectral resolution 
 
The spectral resolution of a spectrometer is the minimum separation of spectral 
features that can be resolved. This is dependent on the range of wavelengths reaching 
each detector array element. Depending on the geometry of the internal optics, 
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spectral resolution will not always be constant across the detectable spectrum. There 
is often a trade-off between spectral range and spectral resolution, as both are limited 
by the number of detector array elements. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.18: Array precision of the AvaSpec spectrometer across wavelength. It varies 
between 0.083nm and 0.067nm. The quoted value was 0.083nm 
 
 
 
Figure 5.19: Array precision of the Hamamatsu spectrometer across wavelength. It varies 
between 0.55nm and 0.24nm 
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The array precisions of the AvaSpec and Hamamatsu spectrometers are given in 
Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19. This is the difference in reported wavelength between 
one pixel and the next across the array and is related to spectral resolution. The 
variations come from the spectrometers’ internal optics giving a change in angular 
and spectral distribution across the detector array. 
 
The array precision of the AvaSpec spectrometer varies between 0.083nm and 
0.067nm, the first of which corresponds to the quoted spectral resolution of 0.083nm. 
The array precision of the Hamamatsu spectrometer varies between 0.233nm and 
0.558nm, much smaller than the quoted spectral resolution of 3nm. 
 
Spectral resolution may not be as low as the array precision for a number of reasons. 
Resolution may be limited by optics resulting in light spreading across several pixels. 
Stray light effects can lead to photons hitting the “wrong” detector element. Mis-
positioning of the array may lead to a shift in reported wavelength, moving the 
spectral range up or down. These effects can be tested with a light source of known 
wavelength. 
 
The spectral resolution was tested using the Nd:YAG laser. The laser had a known 
central wavelength and approximately known spectral distribution, allowing it to 
determine whether the spectrometers were giving realistic values. A proportion of the 
laser light was launched into the optical fibre of the AvaSpec and Hamamatsu 
spectrometers, taking care to keep the intensity below saturation levels.  
 
The results are shown in Figure 5.20. Both spectrometers show a peak in signal at 
266nm, as expected for the Nd:YAG laser. The AvaSpec spectrometer shows a 
minimum spectral resolution of 0.14nm, a little above the quoted value. The 
Hamamatsu spectrometer shows a much wider spectral distribution of 1.85nm 
FWHM. This demonstrates a higher spectral resolution for this spectrometer, although 
still lower than the quoted 3nm. No spectral width information was available from the 
laser manufacturer. 
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Figure 5.20: Graphs of the Nd:YAG laser spectrum taken by the AvaSpec spectrometer (Red) 
and the Hamamatsu spectrometry (Blue). The AvaSpec spectrometer measured a FWHM of 
0.14nm, larger than its quoted spectral resolution of 0.083nm. The Hamamatsu spectrometer 
measured a FWHM of 1.85nm, smaller than its quoted resolution of 3nm. 
 
 
5.5.3. Shot noise and source fluctuation noise 
 
Shot noise is caused by statistical variability in the rate of arrival of photons at the 
detector due to the quantised nature of light. Since photons arrive from their source 
independently of one another, shot noise is white noise and follows a Poisson 
distribution. It is described by the Schottky formula, Equation (5.3)
 [10] [11]
:  
 
〈   〉  √             (5.3) 
 
where ish is the shot noise current, qe is the charge on the electron, ipe is the current 
caused by photoelectrons and ∆fe is the noise equivalent bandwidth. In terms of 
number of collected photoelectrons this can be given as: 
 
〈   〉  √             (5.4) 
 
Source fluctuation noise behaves in a similar statistical manner to shot noise, being 
white noise with a Poisson distribution in the rate of arrival of photons
 [10]
. Together 
source fluctuation and shot noise follow the generalised Equation (5.5). Unless the 
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transmitted intensity is very low, source fluctuation noise tends to dominate shot 
noise. 
 
〈    〉  √                                              (5.5) 
 
where nf-s is the combined number of electrons from source fluctuation and shot noise. 
The signal to noise ratio increases as the square root of signal intensity. It is not 
dependent on temperature and is a fundamental limit of any photon detection system. 
Increasing the integration time has the same effect on shot noise as increasing 
intensity, since the CCD chip has more time to gather photons. 
 
The total number of electrons collected was varied to test shot noise and source 
fluctuation noise phenomena. Measurement time period was varied, thereby varying 
the number of photons arriving at the detector. Preliminary testing found that source 
fluctuation noise depended on the total measurement period with no observed 
difference between a long integration time and summation over many measurements. 
 
The fraction of source fluctuation noise was found for the AvaSpec and Ocean Optics 
spectrometers using Equation (5.6): 
 
〈    〉
√   
 
     (   )
√    (   )
     (5.6) 
 
where stdev(npe) is the standard deviation of photoelectron number and mean(npe) is 
the mean average of photoelectron number. 
 
Measurements were taken with an integration time of 30ms (see Section 5.4.4.) and 
the number of measurements averaged was changed to vary the total measurement 
time. Averages were taken of the values measured by all active pixels and are shown 
in Figure 5.21. Theoretical predictions from Equation (5.5) are included with 
empirically fitted proportionality factors of 1.1 for the AvaSpec spectrometer and 1.47 
for the Ocean Optics spectrometer. Errors were estimated as a percentage of signal for 
each individual pixel before averaging across them. 
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Figure 5.21: Effect of summing over multiple readings of source fluctuation noise from the 
two spectrometers. Theoretical prediction from Equation (5.5) are included, with scaling 
factors empirically to data between 0.03 and 30s. 
 
 
The two spectrometers showed similar behaviour and good correspondence with 
theory for measurement times below 30s. For measurement times above 30s the 
source fluctuation noise increases above expected values. We attribute this to long-
timescale drift effects (order of minutes) caused by slight temperature variations or 
mechanical instability. These would have been magnified by the increased 
measurement period, eventually dominating over Equation (5.5).  
 
While the measurements from the two spectrometers were within one another’s error 
bars, they maintained a systematic difference and gave different proportionality 
factors. In general a single source should produce the same results for different 
spectrometers. However the difference may have been caused by the different 
wavelength operational ranges of the two spectrometers. 
 
For the purposes of this project, a total measurement time period of 30s was used as 
the standard for the AvaSpec spectrometer. This was because it gave the optimum 
source fluctuation noise performance for minimum response time. Total measurement 
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time period was controlled by setting the integration time and the number of averages 
for each measurement. The settings used are discussed in Section 5.4.4. 
 
 
5.5.4. Dark current and fixed pattern noise 
 
This section describes a number of effects which occur independently of the  intensity 
of input light. In CCD chips, most dark current arises from thermal excitation of 
electrons in the semiconductor active material. It can also arise from background 
thermal radiation within the spectrometer, but this is probably not significant in the 
UV. 
 
The number of dark current electrons affecting a given CCD element is given by
 [1]
: 
 
       
         
 
                                         (5.7) 
 
where AD is the area of the detector, tint is the integration time of the spectrometer and 
JD is the dark current density given by 
[1]
: 
 
          ( 
  
     
)     (5.8) 
 
where EG is the semiconductor band gap, αG is the dark current factor for the 
semiconductor material (1 ≤ αG ≤ 2) , kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is 
temperature in Kelvin.  
 
The intensity of background radiation is given by
 [12]
: 
 
   (   )  
     
  
  
       ⁄   
           (5.9) 
 
where h is the Planck constant and c is the free space speed of light. This is the 
blackbody radiation curve and tends to be strongest in the IR region. It was thought 
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unlikely to be a significant factor in the UV range for operation at ambient 
temperature. The mean dark current is constant for fixed conditions but the noise on 
individual readings follows a Poisson distribution. Hence, dark current noise has the 
same relationship with signal magnitude as shot noise, described by as Equation (5.5). 
 
Fixed pattern noise (FPN) arises from differences in the mean dark current between 
pixels, generally caused by variations in the detector area or the dark current density. 
It does not generally vary with time, and is present irrespective of signal 
[1]
. These 
variations tend to be caused by imperfections in CCD manufacture and so FPN 
remains constant between measurements. FPN is unique to each spectrometer, and 
must therefore be identified, but when this has been done it can simply be subtracted 
from measurements 
[13]
. 
 
In order to characterise signal-independent noise phenomena, measurements were 
taken under dark conditions. Dark current was measured at a range of integration 
times for both spectrometers and the results are shown in Figure 5.22. For each data 
point counts were averaged across all pixels to control for FPN.  Error bars were 
estimated from the standard deviations of ten measurements.  
 
 
Figure 5.22: Change in average dark signal with integration time for the two spectrometers. 
Both spectrometers show a region where dark signal increases with integration time as 
expected, and a region where it remains constant, attributed to read noise 
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Both sets of data show a region where dark current increases with integration time as 
expected, because the CCD chips had more time to gather dark signal. However, for 
low integration times there is a region where dark current is constant. This was 
attributed to read noise, which is independent of integration time (see Section 5.4.5). 
The minimum dark current level was 170±30 counts for the AvaSpec-3648 and 52±3 
counts for the Ocean Optics S2000. 
 
For the purposes of this project the standard integration time period for the AvaSpec 
spectrometer was set at 30ms. Longer periods would cause increases in dark signal 
while read noise would dominate at shorter periods. With the 30s total measurement 
period stated earlier, this required averages to be taken over 1,000 measurements. 
 
Dark current noise was tested in the same way as for shot noise and source fluctuation 
noise, by varying the total measurement time and thereby the photons collected. The 
results for the AvaSpec and Ocean Optics spectrometers are shown in Figure 5.23. 
Theoretical predictions from Equation (5.5) are included with empirically fitted 
proportionality factors of 35 for the AvaSpec spectrometer and 2.87 for the Ocean 
Optics spectrometer. Errors were found as the standard deviation between pixels. 
  
 
Figure 5.23: Effect of averaging over multiple measurements on dark current noise from the 
two spectrometers. Theoretical predictions from Equation (5.5) are included, with scaling 
factors empirically to data between 0.03 and 30s (y = 35 x-0.5 for the AvaSpec-3648 and y = 
2.87 x-0.5 for the Ocean Optics S2000). 
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The behaviour of the two spectrometers was very similar to that seen for shot noise 
and source fluctuation noise. Both spectrometers showed good correspondence with 
theory for measurement times below 30s. As before, noise values for measurement 
times above 30s increase above theoretical values, attributed to drift effects. This 
supports the decision to use 30ms as the standard measurement time for this project. 
 
The FPN for the two spectrometers is presented in Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25, taken 
under dark conditions. The patterns were very repeatable, the AvaSpec-3648 and the 
Ocean Optics S2000 having RMS variation between measurements of 0.5% and 
0.15% respectively. The AvaSpec-3648 spectrometer data shows three statistically 
significant peaks at 278nm, 369nm and 409nm. They remained when signal was 
introduced although were quickly dominated by other noise phenomena at higher 
intensities. They may have been due to stray light or possibly some electronic source.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.24: AvaSpec-3648 FPN measured with an integration time of 30ms and averaged 
over 10,000 readings. Between 200 and 450nm the FPN had an average value of 263 counts 
and an RMS variation of 9.4 counts. Outliers can be seen at 278nm, 369nm and 409nm. 
Average RMS variation between measurements was 0.5%. The insert shows a typical section 
of the data at full resolution. 
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Figure 5.25: Ocean Optics S2000 FPN measured with an integration time of 30ms and 
averaged over 10,000 readings. Between 514 and 1,177nm the FPN had an average value of 
66 counts and an RMS variation of 0.38 counts. Average RMS variation between 
measurements is 0.15%. The insert shows a typical section of the data at full resolution. 
 
 
The effect of temperature on FPN was found by placing the spectrometer in an 
environmental oven at a series of elevated temperatures. The entrance aperture was 
covered to provide dark conditions. At least 1 hour was allowed between temperature 
changes to allow the system to reach thermal equilibrium. The test was run several 
times with different integration times, varying the number of averages in order to keep 
the time period of each measurement the same. The FPN variation was then 
determined as the RMS deviation from the mean across the spectral range of each 
spectrometer. 
 
A sample of the results from the AvaSpec spectrometer is shown in Figure 5.26. They 
did not behave as expected. According to Equation (5.7) and Equation (5.8), the dark 
current of each pixel should increase with temperature, resulting in an increase in both 
magnitude and position of FPN variations on the intensity axis. As can be seen in 
Figure 5.26, the position of the FPN decreased with increasing temperature. 
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Figure 5.26: Sample FPN of the AvaSpec spectrometer measured at different temperatures. 
The position decreases with increasing temperature instead of increasing as expected, 
attributed to a voltage offset on the detector. Not all of the 25°C data is shown in this graph. 
 
 
In the extreme case, this decreases the signal to zero counts, at which point it could 
not be measured. Some of the data taken at 35°C can be seen to fall to zero counts in 
Figure 5.26. At 40°C, only the highest values can be measured above zero counts. In a 
private conversation with the manufacturer, this behaviour was identified as a voltage 
offset on the detector 
[14]
 from which the signal baseline decreased with increasing 
temperature. 
 
Data showing a significant number of points at zero counts was removed from the 
subsequent analysis. Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28 show that the FPN variation of the 
two spectrometers increased with temperature as expected. Results from a range of 
integration times are included, demonstrating a variation in FPN as expected. In both 
spectrometers the voltage offset dominated dark current for high temperature and low 
integration time measurements, and meaningful FPN variation figures could not be 
found. 
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Figure 5.27: AvaSpec spectrometer temperature dependence of FPN, found as RMS variation 
of dark current and over a range of integration times. FPN variation increases with increasing 
temperature as expected. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.28: Ocean Optics spectrometer temperature dependence of FPN, found as RMS 
variation of dark current and taken over multiple integration times. It behaved similarly 
AvaSpec spectrometer but FPN variation did not decrease below about 0.1counts due to count 
digitisation following averaging.   
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should be used for low-signal or high-temperature measurements. This was not an 
issue during this project as high-signal measurements were generally used for 
spectroscopy. The measured variation between pixels of the Ocean optics 
spectrometer did not drop below 0.1 counts, as seen in Figure 5.28. This was because 
averages were taken across ten measurements, and only integer numbers of counts 
were possible for each. 
 
 
5.5.5. Read noise 
 
This category includes noise phenomena which occur when charge carriers in the 
CCD are converted into electrical signals, as described in Section 5.1. CCDs are 
typically connected to further electronics that amplify the voltage referred to as off-
chip amplifiers 
[1]
, which also cause read noise. The final phenomenon included in 
this category comes from voltage analogue to digital conversion.  
 
(i) Reset noise comes from thermodynamic variations in the resetting voltage 
at the sense node capacitor between readings 
[15]
. It is described by 
Equation (5.10), where C is the sense node capacitance
 [1]
: 
 
〈      〉  
√    
  
  (5.10) 
 
(ii) The on-chip amplifier converts charge packets to current [16] and has noise 
described by Equation (5.11), where Von is the noise voltage after the on-
chip amplifier 
[1]
: 
 
〈   -    〉  
 
   
   √                                        (5.11) 
 
(iii) Off-chip amplifier noise has a very similar form, being described by 
Equation (5.12), where G1 is the off-chip amplifier gain and Voff is the 
noise voltage after the off-chip amplifier 
[1]
.  
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〈  ff-    〉  
 
     
  ff√                   (5.12) 
 
(iv) Finally quantisation noise is produced by analogue to digital conversion 
and follows Equation (5.13), where Nwell is the electron well capacity and 
Nbit is the bit resolution of the converter
 [1]
:  
 
〈    〉  
     
     √  
      (5.13) 
 
Read noise is not dependent on integration time as it only occurs when the signal is 
taken from the CCD. The total read noise can be found by combining the different 
components as in Equation (5.14). The read noise is generally expected to be fixed for 
any given pixel. 
  
〈     〉
  〈      〉
  〈        〉
  〈         〉
  〈    〉
         (5.14) 
 
As read noise occurs once per measurement, it is difficult to reliably identify and 
isolate it. Other noise phenomena in signal transfer systems or in computer or data 
logging devices may well behave in the same way. Distinguishing between different 
types of read noise can also be difficult. In practice, however, a single value can be 
given for a spectrometer which describes all noise phenomena behaving in this 
manner. 
 
Figure 5.22 in Section 5.4.4 shows the dark current of the AvaSpec and Ocean Optics 
spectrometers, measured at a range of integration times. Both spectrometers show 
behaviour consistent with read noise. Dark current levels off with decreasing 
integrations times instead of continuing to decrease as expected for random dark 
noise. This gave a minimum dark current attributed to read noise of 171±34 counts for 
the AvaSpec-3648 and 51.5±3 counts for the Ocean Optics S2000. 
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5.5.6. Photo-response non-uniformity 
 
Photo-response non-uniformity (PRNU) is a variation in responsivity between CCD 
elements caused by variations in detector area or spectral responsivity (see Equation 
(5.2)). Like FPN, it is caused by imperfections in CCD manufacture and is unique to 
each spectrometer 
[13]
. PRNU is most significant for high intensity measurements and 
bright conditions while FPN is most significant in low intensity measurements and 
dark conditions. PRNU responds proportionally to signal intensity, and so is difficult 
to distinguish from variations in source intensity across the measured spectrum. 
 
PRNU is described by Equation (5.15), where U(λ) is the fixed pattern ratio (a scaling 
factor that applies to each pixel independently
 [1]
). 
 
〈     〉   ( )                (5.15) 
 
An estimation of PRNU was found for the two independent light sources by 
subtracting the assumed ‘true’ spectra. This was found by using a seven term 
polynomial equation, computer fitted to the measured data. It allowed a smooth shape 
to be fitted to the measured spectra whilst ignoring sub-nm wavelength structure. It 
did not account for any spectrally narrow features of the source, or spectrally broad 
PRNU features. Values were then normalised for power due to the linear relationship 
of PRNU with signal (from Equation  (5.2)).  
 
The AvaSpec spectrometer was used with a deuterium UV lamp and again with a 
340nm LED to estimate PRNU. The Ocean Optics spectrometer also used the 
deuterium UV lamp and a visible LED, as the 340nm LED was out of its spectral 
range. The visible LED (RS Components HLMPC515) had a central wavelength of 
570nm and a 15nm FWHM. Samples of the results from the two spectrometers are 
shown in Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30. 
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of PRNU of the AvaSpec spectrometer with the 336nm LED and 
the deuterium UV lamp. Percentages are given in terms of total signal. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.30: Comparison of PRNU of the Ocean Optics spectrometer with the 570nm LED 
and the deuterium UV lamp. Percentages are given in terms of total signal. 
 
 
The average RMS PRNU in these regions was found to be 0.6±0.2% for the AvaSpec-
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distinguish between PRNU and systematic variations in source intensity. The residual 
is the worst case PRNU assuming it is responsible for all differences between the two 
data sets. 
 
 
5.6. Performance optimisation 
 
The following settings and procedures were used to optimise the performance of the 
AvaSpec spectrometer by limiting the noise phenomena identified above. Once found, 
these settings and procedures were used as standard during this project. A summary 
initial and controlled levels of noise phenomena is given at the end of the section. 
 
 
5.6.1. Increased sampling 
 
Noise phenomena which vary randomly with time such as shot noise, source 
fluctuations and dark current noise can be decreased by increased sampling using one 
of two methods: 
 
(i) Longer integration times within the CCD itself. Higher integration time can 
increase dark current and can cause saturation for high-intensity signals. 
 
(ii) Averaging over multiple CCD readouts. A lag time of up to 7ms between 
readouts must be considered, and therefore this method will only provide an 
advantage for integration times longer than 10ms. Use of multiple readouts may 
also cause an increase in read noise. 
 
In this project a total measurement time of 30s was achieved by using a 30ms 
integration time and averaging over 1,000 measurements. Improvements from 
increased sampling were limited by long-term drift effects which came to dominate 
for longer term measurements. 
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5.6.2. Temperature control 
 
Many of the noise phenomena described in this chapter were temperature-dependent. 
Variations in temperature could affect the dark current noise and cause shifts in the 
baseline of measurements. Temperature stability was therefore highly desirable during 
spectrometer measurements. 
 
The room temperature of the main laboratory used for this project varied between 22 
and 24ºC. For most tests this was found to be sufficiently stable, although an alcohol 
thermometer was placed with the system to allow temperature to be recorded during 
testing. For some particularly sensitive measurements it was necessary to control the 
temperature with an environmental oven. 
 
Care was taken to avoid decreasing the temperature to the point of damaging the 
apparatus, for example by causing condensation or even ice crystals to form. 
Spectrometers were kept from dropping below 0°C. Also, when the signal was very 
low, the voltage offset described in Section 5.4.4 could dominate the signal. This 
would render measurements impossible. Consequently, the temperature was kept at 
39°C or below except in high signal cases. 
 
 
5.6.3. Dark current correction 
 
Two methods were identified to correct for dark current and FPN.  
 
(i) Dynamic dark correction is an automatic function that can be implemented on a 
spectrometer to correct for dark current in real time. It subtracts the same dark 
current from readings across the full wavelength range and so makes no 
correction for variations due to pattern noise. It was therefore best suited to 
measurements of rapidly changing conditions with short integrations times. This 
method was generally avoided as the spectrometer did not record data on the 
amount of dark noise subtracted and because conditions were generally kept 
stable. 
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(ii) The second method was to record the dark current of the spectrometer across all 
pixels and manually subtract it from readings. This was the preferred method. It 
corrects for both dark current and FPN. As described above, dark current is not 
constant with temperature and so it needed to be recorded in conditions as close 
to measurement conditions as possible. Generally this involved recording dark 
noise immediately before or immediately after experiments. Where temperature 
was controlled, pre-recorded dark current values could be used. 
 
 
5.6.4. Photo-response non-uniformity scaling 
 
Figure 5.29 gives the measured PRNU of a selected part of the spectrum of the 
AvaSpec spectrometer. Its response to increasing signal intensity was linear according 
to Equation (5.15). Once the PRNU is characterised, it becomes possible to scale 
measured signal to account for it. As stated above, PRNU is unique to each 
spectrometer and so must be determined before any scaling is done, requiring at least 
two independent light sources to isolate it from source spectral variation. 
 
A single source with a known and smoothly varying spectrum such as a blackbody 
source could be used for characterising PRNU. However a black body would be 
problematic for the UV. For example the Heitronic SW 11 B blackbody radiation 
source 
[17]
 can run at up to 1,000ºC but with Planck curve of only 500 – 600nm.. 
 
For spectroscopic measurements, such as those carried out in this project, a 
comparison is made between the measured spectrum of a light source with a sample 
of gas present and without it. It is therefore not necessary to isolate spectral variation 
of the spectrometer and the source, as both should remain constant between readings 
and the two could be scaled together. For spectroscopic measurements taken in this 
project, spectral variations in source intensity and PRNU were treated as constants 
between measurements and could be considered together. 
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5.6.5. Optimisation results 
 
Noise phenomena identified in this project fell into two main categories: those that 
were dependent on the external signal and those that were not, and would apply to 
dark conditions. Table 5.3 gives a summary of noise phenomena in these two 
categories including initial levels measured and levels after methods of limitation 
have been employed. Controlled figures assume the 30ms integration times and 1,000 
averages mentioned earlier. 
 
Table 5.3: Noise values before and after controls for the AvaSpec spectrometer 
Phenomenon Initial level Controls Controlled level 
Signal-dependent    
PRNU 0.60±0.2% Scaling 0.19±0.1% 
Light source 
fluctuation noise 
0.78±0.3% 
(60ms readings) 
Increased sampling      
(Drift limit at 30s) 
0.036±0.01% 
Total 0.98±0.4% - 0.20±0.1% 
Signal-independent (dark conditions)   
Dark noise & fixed 
pattern noise (~20°C) 
263±9 counts Dark correction 1.3±0.3 counts 
Dark current noise 24.7±6 counts 
(60ms readings) 
Increased sampling 
(Drift limit at 30s) 
1.3±0.3 counts 
Total 264±11 counts - 1.3±0.3 counts 
 
 
In general signal-independent phenomena, such as dark current noise, FPN and read 
noise, will dominate for low intensity measurements. Signal-dependent phenomena, 
such as source fluctuation noise and PRNU, will dominate for high intensity 
measurements. Stray light is more difficult to define quantitatively and so does not 
fall into either category. Noise figures are given as a percentage of signal for signal-
dependent phenomena and as an absolute count rate for signal-independent 
phenomena. Total noise of each type is found by taking the square root of the sum of 
squared values. 
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For this project the signal comes from a light source and is decreased only by gas 
absorption. For expected concentrations, absorption is unlikely to reduce intensity 
substantially and so signal-dependent phenomena are expected to dominate. This 
gives a noise level of 0.2% which corresponds to a minimum measurable absorbance 
of 2×10
-3
AU for a single pixel. This is much higher than the absorbances of 
formaldehyde peaks at 100ppb (between 1 and 3). Some additional accuracy may be 
obtained from averaging over many pixels within an absorption band but the high 
variation of formaldehyde absorbance within bands limits this option. 
 
By removing PRNU, NEA drops to 2.5×10
-4
AU, predominantly limited by source 
fluctuation from the UV lamp. The 2
1
0 4
1
0 formaldehyde peak at 340nm has an 
absorption cross-section of 6.0×10
-20
cm
2
/molecule 
[18]
. A path length of 17m would be 
required to detect a formaldehyde concentration of 100ppb. It is likely that this would 
be impractically long for a portable detection system. Some improvement could be 
gained by averaging over the entire spectrum, but that would lead to increased cross-
sensitivity as shown in Chapter 4. 
 
 
5.7. Chapter summary 
 
The AvaSpec UV spectrometer was an important piece of equipment for this project. 
It was used in the evaluation system described in Chapter 6 and for the 
characterisation of later components and systems. It was selected based on the 
requirements for spectral range and resolution, array type and element number, and 
sensitivity and noise performance. A list of currently available UV spectrometers was 
compiled, from which the desired spectrometer was selected. 
 
A detailed characterisation and comparison was made between the AvaSpec 
spectrometer and two others with broadly similar properties. The Hamamatsu 
spectrometer was a close contender for use in this project and operated over a similar 
range. The Ocean Optics spectrometer is one of the most commonly used mini 
spectrometers for scientific applications and had a similar internal layout. 
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The properties that were characterised included spectral range, spectral resolution, 
shot noise and source fluctuation noise. Also included were dark and fixed pattern 
noise, read noise and photo-response non-uniformity. For the spectroscopic 
measurments taken in this project, the most significant noise phenomenon was source 
fluctuation noise. A temperature-dependent offset of fixed pattern noise was observed 
in both the AvaSpec and the Ocean Optics spectrometer. This was caused by a voltage 
offset on the detector. 
 
A set of procedures was chosen to optimise the performance of the AvaSpec 
spectrometer for this project. A 30ms integration time was used and averages were 
taken over 1,000 measurements. This gave a total measurement period of 30s, 
allowing randomly varying noise phenomena such as source fluctuation noise and 
dark current noise to be reduced. The maximum measurement period was limited by 
long term drift effects mainly attributed to temperature changes. Source fluctuation 
noise was the main short term noise phenomenon. 
 
Temperature was controlled by an environmental oven for some tests, but in general 
the temperature in the laboratory was sufficiently stable. Dark current was removed 
by measuring it before or after taking measurements and subtracting it from the final 
values. PRNU could be corrected from measurements by first quantifying it and then 
scaling it out. This was not necessary for spectroscopic measurements as it behaved 
the same way as variations in source spectrum and so varied proportionally with 
absorption measurements. 
 
The spectrometers described in this chapter are complex instruments that require 
detailed knowledge to use, and so would not be appropriate for a simple detection 
system. However they are also very versatile, the AvaSpec spectrometer giving high 
resolution spectral information over the full UV range. Chapter 6 describes an 
evaluation system using the AvaSpec spectrometer. 
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Chapter 6: Evaluation system 
 
In the early stages of the project an evaluation system was built, based on the principles of 
UV spectroscopy. It used high performance components, including the AvaSpec spectrometer 
described in Chapter 5, and was used as a research tool during the project. The evaluation 
system was designed to be versatile and easily modified. After testing, lessons learned with 
the evaluation system were used for the design of prototypes, which were simpler and more 
specialised systems. 
 
 
6.1. Setup 
 
A photograph of the evaluation system is shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 is a schematic 
diagram. The system is shown with a 101mm long gas cell. Some minor variations in the 
exact setup were made during the project, but the basic operation remained consistent. 
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Figure 6.1: Photograph of the evaluation spectrometry system. The light path starts at the UV lamp at 
the top right, travels left to the fibre launch end, the optical fibre then delivering it to the AvaSpec 
spectrometer at the bottom. 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Diagram of the evaluation spectrometry system. Light from the UV source is collimated 
into the cell by the first lens, where the sample absorbs parts of the spectrum. Light is then focused on 
to the fibre launch end by the second lens and is delivered to the spectrometer by the optical fibre. 
 
 
The system works on the principle of UV spectroscopy as described in Chapter 3. Light is 
transmitted by the UV lamp and collimated into the gas cell by the first lens. The gas cell 
contains the sample which absorbs some of the light as it passes through. The remaining light 
is then coupled into the optical fibre by the second lens. The light then travels along the 
optical fibre, and its spectrum is analysed by the spectrometer.  
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6.2. Apparatus 
 
The evaluation system used a UV lamp, a gas cell, some fused silica lenses, an optical fibre 
and the AvaSpec spectrometer. The UV spectrometer was described in detail in Chapter 5 
and used an integration time of 30ms and averaged over 1,000 measurements to maximise 
noise performance. The gas cells and the fused silica lenses were used in later prototype 
systems as well, as described in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
 
 
6.2.2. Gas cells 
 
In order to allow for greater control of test samples, a gas cell was generally used in this 
project rather than taking open path measurements. This was a small, cylindrical container 
with a window at each end into which was placed the gas sample to be tested. Two different 
gas cells were used during this project, one with an internal length of 101mm and removable 
windows and one with an internal length of 195mm and fixed windows. Dimensions were 
determined by availability of equipment.  
 
  
Figure 6.3: Diagram of the 101mm gas cell. Gas samples are exchanged through the gas taps. Light 
from the UV lamp then passes in through one fused silica window, through the gas sample, and out 
through the other fused silica window. Window clamps can be unscrewed to remove windows. 
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The 101mm gas cell was the first gas cell to be used in this project. A schematic diagram of 
the 101mm gas cell is shown in Figure 6.3. 101mm was the internal length and it had an 
internal diameter of 37.5mm. It therefore had an internal volume of 112cm3, not including the 
volume of the gas taps. The cell was held in place by fitted holders attached to the window 
clamps. 
 
The 101mm gas cell had a pair of gas taps on one side, one for gas in and one for gas out. The 
windows were held in place by a screw-in clamp. When taking a measurement some of the 
sample was pumped into the gas cell. Initially both taps were left open to permit gas to leave 
the cell, purging it of any contamination. Then the input was closed, followed shortly by the 
output to prevent surrounding gases diffusing back, and prevent pressure increase inside the 
cell. 
 
The cell was tested for leaks by filling it with a low (non-explosive) concentration of methane 
gas and then testing joints using a flammable gas detector around the outside. The detector 
responded to the presence of methane, thus locating any leaks or confirming that the cell was 
gas tight. The cell was found to have slight leaks around the window clamp screw fittings. 
Sealant tape was applied to the joins, which did stop the leaks, but proved to be easily 
damaged and unreliable.  
 
The 195mm gas cell was constructed to be an improvement on the 101mm gas cell. It was 
constructed from a length of aluminium tubing into which holes were drilled for the two gas 
taps. Instead of being held by window clamps the windows were glued directly onto the ends 
of the gas cell using a two part epoxy adhesive. This provided a much better seal at the cost 
of some versatility. A photograph of this cell is shown in Figure 6.4 and a schematic diagram 
in Figure 6.5.  
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Figure 6.4: Photograph of the 195mm gas cell. Three point mounts can be seen on either side with the 
plastic base below. 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Diagram of the 195mm gas cell. Gas exchange operated as for the 101mm gas cell. 
Windows were glued to the ends of the casing to prevent gas leakage. 
 
 
The 195mm gas cell was longer and narrower than the 101mm gas cell. 195mm was the 
internal length and the internal diameter was 36.5mm. The cell’s internal volume was 
therefore 204cm3, not including the volume of the gas taps. This volume was slightly higher 
than for the 101mm gas cell, so a larger sample was required to fill it. It did not have a fitted 
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holder and so was mounted in a pair of three point mounts, which were themselves mounted 
to a specially constructed plastic base. The mounting system can be seen in Figure 6.4. 
 
The windows at each end of both cells were made out of UV grade fused silica, which is 
transparent in the region of interest (verified with the UV spectrometer). The 101mm cell 
used 3mm thick windows with a 50mm diameter, the 195mm cell used 2mm thick windows 
with a 45mm diameter. In general the 195mm gas cell was superior as, while it required a 
slightly large sample volume, it had a longer optical path length and a better gas seal. 
 
 
6.2.3. Lenses 
 
Two lenses were used for this system, not counting those integrated into other components 
such as the UV spectrometer. The first (UQG FSL-2560) [1] was a plano-convex lens with a 
focal length of 60mm. The second (UQG FSL-2540) [1] was also a plano-convex lens with a 
focal length of 40mm. Both were made of UV grade fused silica. 
 
To the author’s knowledge fused silica was the most commonly available UV lens material. 
This means that spectral dispersion cannot easily be optically corrected. The design 
wavelength of the lenses was 587nm whilst the UV absorption spectrum of formaldehyde lies 
between 250nm and 360nm. Figure 6.6 shows a diagram of the effect of spectral dispersion 
on focal length at three different wavelengths. 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Diagram of the effect of spectral dispersion on focal length. Green lines are at the design 
wavelength, red lines are at a longer wavelength and blue lines are at a shorter wavelength. The extent 
of spectral dispersion varies by material as well as by wavelength. 
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The general effect of spectral dispersion is to vary the position of the focal point for different 
wavelengths. For narrow band measurements, such as those taken with the narrow band laser 
line filters used later, this is less of a problem. For broader band measurements it is often 
possible to place measuring elements (photodiodes or the launch end of optical fibres) outside 
the focal region to ensure that at least some light from all wavelengths was measured. 
 
 
6.3. Limit of detection 
 
In Chapter 3 the noise equivalent absorbance (NEA) was defined as the minimum intensity 
variation from absorbance that will give a signal equal to the RMS noise of the system. When 
the variation is much smaller than the signal, as is the case for spectroscopic measurements 
close to the limit of detection, the absorbance of a sample can be approximated to: 
 
 
     
     
                 (6. 1) 
 
Chapter 5 described the optimum settings for the AvaSpec spectrometer, which were used 
with this system. The system used a single light source operating in the high intensity regime 
of the spectrometer. This meant that signal-independent noise phenomena could be ignored 
and PRNU did not need to be independently identified from the intensity spectrum of the 
source. 
 
This gave an NEA of 2.5×10
-4
AU. The value of σ(340nm) for formaldehyde is given by 
Meller et al. (2000) 
[2] 
as 6.0×10
-20
cm
2
/molecule. This corresponds to the 2
1
0 4
1
0 
formaldehyde peak, one of the strongest peak in the low interference section identified in 
Chapter 4. The length of the gas cell in the evaluation system was 19.5cm. This gives a limit 
of detection of 2.1×10
14
 molecules cm
-3
. Under standard atmospheric conditions this equates 
to a limit of detection of 8.5ppm. 
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6.4. Formaldehyde generation and testing 
 
During this project several methods of producing and delivering formaldehyde gas from 
paraformaldehyde were used. Factors like safety requirements, desired concentration and 
precision of calibration and delivery rate were taken into account. The tests described in this 
section were intended to test both the evaluation system and also the generation methods. The 
UV absorption spectrum of formaldehyde is shown in Figure 6.7 for reference. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Graph of the formaldehyde UV absorption spectrum, re-plotted from data from 
Meller et al. 
[2]
. 
 
 
In this project formaldehyde was generated by heating paraformaldehyde. Paraformaldehyde 
is a white powder that forms as a precipitate in aqueous formaldehyde solution. This powder, 
when heated, dissociates into formaldehyde gas. It is a polymer composed of a number of 
formaldehyde molecules. The molecular structure is shown in Figure 6.8.  
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Figure 6.8: Molecular structure of paraformaldehyde. It is a polymer made of many (n) formaldehyde 
molecules. When heated it dissociates into gaseous formaldehyde. 
 
 
6.4.1. Direct paraformaldehyde heating 
 
Direct heating of paraformaldehyde had the potential to produce high concentrations of 
formaldehyde gas but it was hard to be sure how much would be produced. Such 
concentrations and the risk of contact with paraformaldehyde made safety of paramount 
importance. The safety procedures used for direct paraformaldehyde heating in this project 
are described in detail in Appendix 4. A 25g container of paraformaldehyde powder was 
obtained for formaldehyde generation. Several techniques of heating and gas delivery were 
considered.  
 
The first technique was to use the formaldehyde that had accumulated in the head space of 
the container. This was also a worthwhile test for safety reasons as headspace gas could have 
posed a threat, particularly as the history of the pot was not known. The lid was opened and a 
quantity of the headspace gas was extracted by syringe and transferred into the gas cell to be 
measured. It was found that insufficient formaldehyde was present for any of the detection 
systems used in this project. However it showed that the container could be safely opened. 
 
The second technique was heating paraformaldehyde inside a syringe. A small quantity of 
paraformaldehyde powder (less than 1g) was placed inside the syringe and the end sealed to 
contain all gas produced.  Generating it directly in the syringe reduced the extent of loss and 
leaks during transfers. The syringe was placed in contact with a heated gel pack for several 
minutes, heating it to approximately 50ºC. The content was then transferred to the gas cell, 
taking care to safely dispose of any remaining powder. 
 
H 
  HO    C    O        H 
H n 
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On testing this technique, it was also found to produce insufficient formaldehyde to be 
detected. Further, there was no obvious decrease in the amount of paraformaldehyde powder 
in the syringe. It was concluded that if any paraformaldehyde had been made to dissociate, it 
had not been enough to produce sufficient formaldehyde gas. It was decided to heat a larger 
quantity of paraformaldehyde. 
 
The third technique for direct paraformaldehyde heating was to gently heat the entire pot. The 
pot was placed in contact with the heated gel pack for a few minutes, after which a quantity 
of the headspace gas was removed by syringe. As before this was transferred into the gas cell 
for detection. A detectable quantity was produced and the results are shown in Figure 6.9. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.9: A) Absorption spectrum measured by Meller et al. 
[2]
 for comparison. B) Absorbance of 
formaldehyde generated by heating the paraformaldehyde pot and measured with the evaluation 
system. 
 
 
The results in Figure 6.9 show clear correspondence to the absorption spectrum of 
formaldehyde Figure 6.7. The positions of peaks are well matched between the two data sets. 
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The absorbance above the base line of the 2
1
0 4
1
0 peak at 339nm was found to be 
4.0×10
-3
±6×10
-4
AU. This peak had an absorption cross section of 6.0×10
-20
cm
2
/molecule, 
therefore giving a formaldehyde concentration of 140±20ppm. 
 
Figure 6.9 (b) shows a significant degree of cell repositioning error, evident by the position of 
the baseline. This occurs when the gas cell was removed and replaced between reference and 
detection measurements to allow generation to take place in the glove box. Errors were 
caused by differences in the position of the gas cell. Direct paraformaldehyde heating showed 
that the system responded to formaldehyde but was not appropriate for more detailed testing. 
 
 
6.4.2. Permeation tube 
 
This generation method used a calibrated paraformaldehyde permeation tube (Trace Source 
HRT-010.00-3024/100) heated in a calibration vapour generator (Owlstone OVG-4) 
[3]
. The 
vapour generator delivered an air flow from 50-500cm
3
 per minute and had an oven 
temperature range of 35-100°C. It had a quoted warm-up period from room temperature to 
100°C of 15 minutes and had temperature stability to ±0.1°C. 
 
The permeation tube contained paraformaldehyde powder. When the tube was heated, 
formaldehyde gas permeated though the wall of the tube. The generator system then mixed it 
with compressed air to produce the desired concentration. It delivered a repeatable 
concentration of formaldehyde set by controlling the temperature and the air flow rate, as 
described by Equation (6.2) 
[3]
: 
 
                          (6.2) 
 
where C is the concentration of generated formaldehyde gas, Fair is the air flow rate from the 
vapour generator and p1(T1) is the permeation rate at temperature T1 given by Equation (6.3) 
 
                                 (6.3) 
 
where p0(T0) is the permeation rate at temperature T0 and α is the temperature coefficient. 
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The main advantage of this method was that it produced reliable and repeatable 
concentrations. By keeping the temperature constant at 100°C it was necessary only to find 
the permeation rate at that temperature. This allowed the concentration to be varied by 
varying the air flow rate. Concentrations could be reliably kept within the safe levels for the 
fume cupboard. Therefore the gas cell did not need to be separated from the rest of the system 
to be passed into the glove box and so repositioning error could be avoided. 
 
A limitation of the method was that higher concentrations could only be achieved with low 
air flow rates. The lowest flow rate that could be reliably produced by the vapour generator 
was 50cm
3
 per minute and the 195mm gas cell had an internal volume of 204cm
3
. Setting the 
air flow rate to get lower concentrations than this could cause it to take multiple minutes to 
fill the gas cell, potentially introducing errors from long term drift effects. 
 
 
Figure 6.10: A) Absorption spectrum measured by Meller et al. 
[2]
 for comparison. B) Absorbance of 
formaldehyde generated from the permeation tube and measured by the evaluation system.  
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The evaluation system was tested with formaldehyde generated using the permeation tube. A 
change in flow rate was used to take reference measurements to avoid interfering with the 
system by changing connections. The flow was varied between 50 and 500cm
3
 per minute 
providing a difference of 450cm
3
 per minute. The resulting absorbance spectrum is shown in 
Figure 6.10, along the formaldehyde absorption cross-section as measured by Meller et al. 
[2]
. 
 
As for direct paraformaldehyde heating, the position of absorbance peaks shows a good 
correspondence with the literature data. The absorbance above the base line of the 2
1
0 4
1
0 
peak at 339nm was found to be (1.2±0. 2×10
-3
)AU. This peak had an absorption cross section 
of 6.0×10
-20
cm
2
/molecule, therefore giving a formaldehyde concentration of 40±7ppm. This 
corresponds to a permeation rate of (1.8±0.3×10
-4
)cm
3
 per minute. 
 
Figure 6.10 also shows a significant improvement in the baseline, resulting from removal of 
cell repositioning error. The formaldehyde concentration used for this data was taken not far 
above the system limit of detection of 8.5ppm. As described in Chapter 5, noise at this level 
predominantly comes from shot and source fluctuation noise and from long term drift effects. 
The former is visible in Figure 6.10 as the random variations of the base-line, and the latter as 
the position of the baseline below 0AU. 
 
Although direct paraformaldehyde heating gave a higher concentration of formaldehyde, 
permeation tube generation was calibrated and more precise. In addition, permeation tube 
generation removed the need to move the gas cell, eliminating cell repositioning error. It was 
decided that permeation tube generation was the preferred method for use in this project. 
 
 
6.5. Testing with other gases 
 
As well as formaldehyde, the system was tested with a number of other gases in order to 
verify that it operated as expected. Also the concentration of formaldehyde available for 
testing was severely limited by safety considerations. Using other gases with absorption 
spectra in the UV region allowed the performance of the system to be tested at higher 
concentrations. 
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All of the gases tested in this section were supplied by gas bottle, imposing some limits on 
the maximum available concentration. Test gases were combined either with synthetic air 
(nitrogen and oxygen with no other gases) or with atmospheric air including many other 
species and trace gases. The gas cell was thoroughly flushed with synthetic air between 
measurements to ensure that there was no contamination from previous samples.  
 
The absorption region of nitrogen lies below 100nm and so is not within the spectral range of 
the spectrometer. A comparison was made between pure nitrogen and synthetic air (80% 
nitrogen), showing no detectable variation. The absorption of carbon dioxide lies below 
190nm, which is also outside the range of the spectrometer. 
 
A comparison was made between lab air (minimum of approximately 390ppm carbon 
dioxide) and synthetic air (no carbon dioxide), again with no detectable variation. Oxygen 
had some absorption in the spectrometer’s range but always below 2×10-23cm2/molecule. A 
comparison was made between pure oxygen and synthetic air (20% oxygen), showing no 
detectable variation. 
 
 
  
Figure 6.11: Graph of Absorption spectrum of sulfur dioxide measured by the evaluation system at 
1% (blue) and by Vandaele et al. at 100%
 [4]
 (red). An inset is included of an expansion of 300 to 
305nm. It can be seen that the two data sets have reasonable absorption cross-section correspondence 
and very good wavelength correspondence. 
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Sulfur dioxide showed very clear absorption spectra when used to test the evaluation system. 
The data from the sulfur dioxide measurement is presented in Figure 6.11, along with re-
plotted data taken from Vandaele et al. (2009) [4]. The Vandaele study had a better spectral 
resolution and so could resolve the sub-nanometre features within the main absorption peaks. 
However it can clearly be seen that the main spectral peaks correspond well between the two 
data sets.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.12: Graph of Absorption spectrum of nitrogen dioxide measured by the evaluation system at 
1% (blue) and by Bogumil et al. at 1%
 [4]
 (red). It can be seen that the two data sets have a good 
wavelength correspondence and a reasonable absorption cross-section correspondence. 
 
 
Nitrogen dioxide showed a similar wavelength correspondence to literature data [5] as shown 
in Figure 6.12. The absorption cross-section correspondence, while reasonable, was less 
simarlar than for sulfur dioxide. Hydrogen sulfide and nitric oxide were on the limit of the 
spectrometer’s range, and so gave a weaker signal, but were still clearly detectable and 
corresponded to literature 
[6] [7]
. These results demonstrate that the evaluation system worked 
as expected for gases besides formaldehyde. 
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6.6. Chapter summary 
 
The evaluation system was a spectroscopic detection system for formaldehyde based on 
commercially available components. It was designed to test the principles of formaldehyde 
spectroscopy and to be used as a research tool during the project. The system used a 
deuterium lamp as a light source and a CCD UV spectrometer. Gas samples were contained 
within a gas cell through which light was collimated by UV grade silica lenses. 
 
The system and constituent components were characterised in detail. Some components, such 
as the UV lenses and the gas cells, were also used in later systems. The theoretical limit of 
detection was found using the optimum performance of the spectrometer described in Chapter 
5. This gave an NEA of 2.5×10
-4
AU which, for the 195mm gas cell and the absorption cross-
section of formaldehyde at 340nm, gave a limit of detection of 8.5ppm for a single 
measurement point. 
 
The system was tested using formaldehyde gas generated from paraformaldehyde powder. 
Firstly paraformaldehyde was heated directly to produce the gas. While a wide range of 
concentrations could be produced by varying the time and temperature of the heating period, 
the concentration was uncalibrated and difficult to predict. Also gas delivery had to take 
place in a glove box into which the gas cell had to be passed into, bringing in significant cell 
repositioning errors. 
 
The second method of generating formaldehyde was to use a permeation tube and a vapour 
generator. The permeation tube was pre-calibrated and produced a much more reliable supply 
of the gas. Further, it could be piped directly to the gas cell to avoid cell repositioning errors. 
Measurements of the formaldehyde spectrum using this method corresponded well to 
literature results, to within the limits of the UV spectrometer. 
 
The system was also tested with other gases, many of which could safely be supplied at much 
higher concentrations than formaldehyde. Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide both had 
strong absorption regions within the range of the spectrometer and gave results with good 
correspondence to literature results. Nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide were shown to 
have little or no absorption within the range of the spectrometer. This was as expected and an 
important result as these gases are always present in air and could interfere with results. 
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Results show that the evaluation system could detect formaldehyde as well as other gases 
within its spectral range and within the limits of the UV spectrometer. It was used to test 
formaldehyde detection and to verify the generation methods used in the project. Prototype 
systems that simplify and optimise the basic principles of the evaluation system are described 
in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. These systems were designed to reduce the required complexity 
by specifically targeting formaldehyde absorption regions. 
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Chapter 7: Two filter system 
 
The two filter system was constructed as a first proof of concept device using lessons learned 
with the evaluation system. This system was designed to meet the aims of sensitivity and 
response time given in Chapter 1. However it used only a single detection channel and a 
single reference channel, specifically targeted at formaldehyde, limiting its selectivity. 
 
The two filter system was designed to test whether formaldehyde could be detected using low 
resolution spectral measurements and to test a method of tilting laser-line filters to fine tune 
their transmission wavelength to specific spectral features. However this system only used 
two channels, detection and reference, limiting its selectivity. 
 
 
7.1. Setup  
 
A photograph of the optical setup of the two filter system is shown in Figure 7.1. A close-up 
of the transmission and reflection arms of the beam splitter is shown in Figure 7.2 where they 
can be seen more clearly. The system used two channels on the two arms of the beam splitter, 
one for detection and one for reference. 
 
Laser-line filters were used to limit the input light to the desired wavelength range, as set by 
the 339nm wavelength band set described in Chapter 4. The channels were selected to be 
sufficiently close together to use the same LED as a light source, taking advantage of the 
proximity of high and low-absorption regions in the formaldehyde spectrum. 
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Figure 7.1: Photograph of the optical setup of the two filter system. A close-up of the two arms of the 
beam splitter is shown in more detail in Figure 7.3. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Close-up of the transmission and reflection arms of the two filter system for easier 
viewing. 
 
 
A diagram of the optical setup is shown in Figure 7.3. Light from a 340nm UV LED was 
collimated into the gas cell by the 60mm focal length lens. The beam splitter divided the light 
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into two channels. Light from each channel then passed through a laser-line filter, angled to 
tune the transmission wavelength to the desired range. Finally, the light of each channel was 
focused by the 16mm focal length lenses onto a photodiode for detection.  
 
 
 
Figure 7.3: Diagram of the optical system. Light from a 340nm LED was collimated through the gas 
cell by the 60mm lens. The beam splitter divided the light into a detection channel (reflection) and a 
reference channel (transmission). The desired spectral range was then selected by the filters before the 
16mm lenses focused light onto the photodiodes for detection. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.4: Computer model of the optical layout of the two filter system as optimised by the Zemax 
optical design program. A number of example light rays are shown in blue. 
 
 
The optical setup of the two filter system was optimised using the Zemax optical design 
program running in non-sequential mode
 [1]
. The program changes a set of defined variables, 
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such as optical element position and curvature, to optimise the system according to the 
desired criteria defined by the user. In this case, the positions of optical elements were varied 
from a starting arrangement to maximise the amount of light reaching the photodiode whilst 
allowing space for the 195mm gas cell and the filters. Several arrangements were tested, with 
the best optimisation selected. Figure 7.4 shows the layout of the system as modelled. These 
specifications were used to set up the two filter system. 
 
 
7.2. Apparatus 
 
The two filter system made use of photodiodes, a Peltier temperature control module, custom 
made 339nm laser-line optical filters and a range of electronic devices for driving the LED, 
modulation, for amplification and for noise reduction. Also used was the 340nm UV LED 
described in Chapter 5 and the fused silica lenses and the 195mm gas cell described in 
Chapter 6. The characterisation of the new apparatus is described in detail in this section. 
 
 
7.2.1. Photodiodes 
 
Two photodiodes were used for the two channels (RS Components OSD5.8-7QSD5.8-7Q) [2]. 
The chip material was silicon with a photosensitive area of 5.8mm2. The photodiodes were 
UV enhanced (using UV-grade silica front windows), giving improved performance in the 
regions used by the two filter system.  The photodiodes had a quoted typical dark current of 
3pA. There photodiodes were selected as they absorbed in the UV region and had a 
photosensitive area a little larger than the focal spot of the system (Figure 7.4).  
 
An image of typical responsivity of this type of photodiode is shown in Figure 7.5, as given 
by the manufacturer as raw data was not available. The responsivity of a photodiode using a 
quartz window was included in the graph but was not used in this project. The data gives a 
photodiode responsivity between 0.16 - 0.17AW-1 over the wavelength range used with the 
two filter system. 
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Figure 7.5: Image of the typical responsivity of the RS Components photodiode as given by the 
manufacturer 
[2]
. The photodiode used a UV glass window. Raw data was not available. 
 
 
Although the photodiodes were UV enhanced, they still had a significant responsivity in the 
visible part of the spectrum. They were therefore susceptible to interference from visible light 
from outside the optical axis or that had not been blocked by the filters. It was therefore 
important to use beam blockers or covers, or to switch room lights off. The lock-in amplifiers 
(described in Section 7.2.5) also helped by removing any signal not matching the reference 
frequency used to modulate the LED.  
 
 
7.2.2. Peltier module 
 
A Peltier module (Global Component Sourcing Thermoelectric module ET-007-06-11)
 [3]
 was 
included in the system to control and stabilise the temperature of the LED. The temperature 
behaviour of the LED is described in Section 7.2.3, showing a slight shift of the transmission 
spectrum towards longer wavelengths with increasing temperature. By connecting a 
thermistor (EPCOS NTC thermistor B57550G103J) 
[4] [5] [6]
 and a temperature controller 
(Thorlabs Temperature Controller Ted 200) 
[7]
, the temperature of the LED could be set and 
controlled. 
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Figure 7.6 shows a photograph and a diagram of Peltier module and the thermistor on the 
back of the 340nm LED. The Peltier module and the thermistor were placed in thermal 
contact with the back of the 340nm LED with thermal grease to improve conduction. This 
was as close to the LED element as they could be placed without cutting the case and risking 
damage to parts of the LED. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.6: A) Photograph of the Pelter module and thermistor attached to the back of the 340nn 
LED. B) Diagram of the same thing. In the photograph thermal grease can be seen around the module 
and the thermistor and the LED is held in a mount. In the diagram the LED wires have been omitted 
for simplicity. 
 
 
The opposite side of the Peltier module was placed in contact with a heat sink. A layer of 
packing foam was placed around the Peltier module to insulate the LED from the heat sink 
and avoid a feedback loop. The Peltier module was controlled by the temperature controller, 
through which it could be heated or cooled depending on the temperature measured by the 
thermistor. A diagram of this setup is given in Figure 7.7. 
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Figure 7.7: Diagram of the Peltier module attached to the LED along with supporting components. 
Temperature was measured by the thermistor and the Peltier module was controlled by the 
temperature controller. The packing foam was to decrease thermal contact between the two sides of 
the module. 
 
 
7.2.3. Laser-line filters 
 
While it was not necessary to distinguish the sub-nanometre spectral features of the 
formaldehyde spectrum, the main bands still had widths of around 3nm. Commercially 
available ‘narrow’ band-pass filters had typical transmission bandwidths of 10nm, which was 
too wide for this system. ‘Laser-line’ filters presented a better prospect, typically having 
transmission bandwidths of between 2 and 3nm. These are filters designed to permit 
transmission from a specific laser but block all other light and so have very precisely defined 
transmission spectra. 
 
The transmission spectrum of an interference filter is based on the thicknesses of its coating 
layers. The pass wavelength of each layer is based on the distance the light passes through it 
before reflecting. If the filter is not perpendicular to the optical axis, this distance increases. 
This results in a shift in central wavelength of the filter with angle as described by Equation 
(7.1) [8]: 
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𝜆𝑓 = 𝜆0 (1− (𝑛0 𝑛𝑓⁄ )
2
sin
2 𝜃)
1/2
            (7.1) 
 
where λf is the centre wavelength when the filter is tilted, λ0 is the centre wavelength when it 
is on axis, known as the design wavelength, n0 is the refractive index of the environment (≈ 1 
in air), nf is the effective refractive index of the filter and θ is the angle of incidence. 
 
When the angle of incidence increases from zero, the centre wavelength decreases below the 
design wavelength. In this project, this effect was found to be useful for tuning filter 
transmission to different wavelengths.  
 
Commercially available laser-line filters are generally designed to work with a specific laser 
and so transmission spectra tend to correspond to existing laser wavelengths. At the time of 
writing there was not an available filter in the 340nm range desired for this system. The 
closest were a 325nm filter [9], corresponding to a HeCd laser line, and a 355nm filter  [8], 
corresponding to a Nd:YAG laser line.  
 
A custom built laser-line filter was obtained, designed specifically for this project. It had a 
central wavelength of 339nm, matching the longest wavelength of the 339nm wavelength 
band set. One of the commercially available 325nm filters was also obtained to allow for 
comparison. The 339nm filter had a FWHM of 3.5nm and a peak transmission of 51%. The 
325nm filter had a quoted FWHM of 1.5nm and peak transmission of 78%. 
 
In order to test the behaviour of the laser-line filters with angle, a set of goniometer mounts 
was used. These were rotating mounts with angular degrees marked to allow filter angle to be 
varied and measured.  The mounts rotated the filters in the vertical axis, holding them 
stationary in the horizontal axes. They were capable of reliably positioning filters to within 
±1°. A photograph of one of the filters in its goniometer mount is shown in Figure 7.8. 
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Figure 7.8: Photograph of a laser-line filter in a goniometer mount. One of the photodiodes can just 
be seen behind the filter. 
 
 
The transmission spectra of the 339nm filter and the 325nm (Edmund Optics NT47-612, 
325nm laser line bandpass filter)
 [9] filter were tested at a range of angles and the results are 
shown in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10. The UV lamp was used as a light source and the 
spectrum was measured by the AvaSpec spectrometer. Transmissions were calculated relative 
to the spectrum of the UV lamp, measured with the same setup for each data set. 
 
 
Figure 7.9: Effect of rotating the 339nm filter, showing peak transmission wavelength shifting with 
angle of incidence. Measurements were taken using the UV lamp and the AvaSpec spectrometer. 
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Figure 7.10: Effect of rotating the 325nm filter, showing peak transmission wavelength shifting with 
angle of incidence. Measurements were taken using the UV lamp and the AvaSpec spectrometer. 
 
 
In both cases the transmission centre wavelength decreased as expected. However they also 
show a slight spreading of transmission bandwidth and a significant decrease in peak 
transmission with increased angle. The peak transmission of the 339nm filter was lower at 0° 
but the peak transmission of the 325nm filter dropped off more rapidly with angle. At angles 
above 20°, the transmission peaks of the 339nm filter decrease significantly and start to lose 
their shape. 
 
Figure 7.11 is a plot of the central wavelength of the two filters with angle, together with 
theoretical plots from Equation (7.1). Values of effective refractive index were not given by 
the manufactures and so were empirically fitted at 1.51 for the 339nm filter and 1.64 for the 
325nm filter. Both filters show very good correspondence to theoretical results, although the 
339nm filter deviated slightly at higher angles due to difficulties identifying the peak in 
Figure 7.9. 
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Figure 7.11: Peak wavelengths of the two filters depending on filter angle of incidence. Fit lines are 
theoretical plots from Equation (7.1) using empirically fitted values of nf (1.51 for the 339nm filter 
and 1.64 for the 325nm filter). 
 
 
Figure 7.12 shows the change in peak transmissions of the two filters. It can clearly be seen 
how the 339nm has a lower starting transmission, but decreases relatively little for angles less 
than 20°. Transmission decreases more rapidly for angles greater than 20°. The transmission 
of the 325nm filter starts higher than the 339nm filter but rapidly drops off with increasing 
angle, giving a lower transmission by 10°. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.12: Peak transmission of two filters depending on filter angle of incidence. The transmission 
of the 339nm filter started lower, but initially decreased less quickly with increasing angle. 
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These results show that tilting laser-line filters can be used to tune their transmissions to 
shorter wavelengths. However both filters showed a slight spreading of transmission peaks, 
and a significant decrease in filter transmission. This limits the practical range over which the 
wavelength can be tuned, with 50% of initial transmission being lost by 24° for the 339nm 
filter and 12° for the 325nm filter. This corresponds to available wavelength ranges of 326 – 
339nm and 322 – 325nm. 
 
While the wavelength shifting of the two filters was similar, the transmission behaviour 
differed in several ways. The 339nm filter had a lower initial transmission, but it decreased 
less rapidly with angle. At angles above 20°, transmission of the 339nm filter dropped off 
more rapidly and peaks started to lose their shape. The 325nm filter started with a higher 
transmission of 76% which dropped off rapidly but smoothly as angle increased. 
Consiquently, the 339nm filter had a higher transmission between angles of 10 and 30°. 
 
These differences were attributed to the difference between mass produced and custom made 
filters. The mass produced filter was likely to have been better optimised for on-axis 
transmission, with higher initial transmission. The custom filter has lower transmission at 
angles close to the optical axis. The rapid drop-off in transmission may have been due to the 
mass produced filter being designed for on-axis performance rather than off-axis 
performance. 
 
Finally the temperature behaviour of the 339nm filter was tested using the 340nm LED and 
the AvaSpec spectrometer. The setup was placed in an environmental chamber and the 
temperature varied from 10°C to 30°C. The emission spectrum of the LED was recorded 
separately for each temperature to eliminate the effects of temperature change on it. The 
spectrometer was placed outside the oven, connected by the optical fibre. The resulting shift 
in the transmission spectrum is shown in Figure 7.13. 
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Figure 7.13: Effect of temperature on the transmission spectrum of the 339nm filter. The 340nm LED 
was used as a light source and spectra were measured using the AvaSpec spectrometer. 
 
 
Figure 7.13 shows an increase in central wavelength with increasing temperature. This was 
attributed to thermal expansion of the interference layers. Between 10 and 30°C the peak 
transmission shifting from 339.60 to 339.72nm, giving a total variation of 0.12nm. This was 
small in comparison to the FWHM of the filter making the measurement channels of the 
system, and small compared to the main vibronic peaks of the formaldehyde UV spectrum. 
 
 
7.2.4. Electronic configuration 
 
In addition to the optical setup, a number of electronic components were used with the two 
filter system.  Components were used for driving the LED, measuring and recording signal 
from the photodiodes and for removing noise and optimising limit of detection performance. 
A schematic diagram of the electronic setup of the two filter system is shown in Figure 7.14. 
A simplified diagram of the optical setup is included in this diagram for reference, the full 
version of which can be found in Figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.14: Diagram of the electronic setup used for the two filter system The LED was driven 
by the laser driver with the signal generator providing the modulation frequency and the reference for 
the lock-in amplifiers. The gain amplifiers converted the photodiode currents to voltages to be filtered 
by the lock-in amplifiers. The computer processed and recorded the data.  
 
 
The LED drive current was provided by the laser diode driver (Thorlabs LDC200CV 
Benchtop LD Current Controller, ±20 mA) 
[10]
. This provided a square wave modulated drive 
signal with a controlled current. The modulation frequency was provided by the signal 
generator (Hewlett-Packard 33120a) 
[11]
 and was set at 6.5kHz. The signal generator peak to 
peak voltage was generally set at 8.00mV p-p and the laser diode driver current was 9.41mA. 
 
The signal from the photodiodes was amplified by variable gain amplifiers (FEMTO 
Messtechnik DLPCA-200). They are quoted as having transimpedance gain ranging from 103 
to 1011 V/A with a gain accuracy of ±1%. They took photodiode current as an input and 
converted it to output voltage at the set gain ratio. The output voltages from the gain 
amplifiers were used as inputs for the lock-in amplifiers. 
 
Lock-in amplifiers (Stanford Research Systems SR850 DSP Lock-In Amplifier) [12] operate by 
extracting only signals with a frequency that matches the specific reference frequency. This 
allowed any noise that did not match this frequency to be removed from the measurement. 
The reference frequency was also provided by the signal generator to ensure that it matched 
that of the LED drive current. The lock-in amplifiers used a time constant of 10ms, 
bandwidth of 7.8Hz and generally used a gain setting of 200mV although this was sometimes 
varied due to strength of signal.  
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Measurements of intensity for this system were given as voltages, being the output of the gain 
amplifiers as measured by the lock-in amplifiers. Spectroscopy measurements use the ratio of 
initial and final intensities, so it was not generally necessary to convert figures back to 
intensities. In this project this was generally referred to as the signal from the intensity, rather 
than as the intensity directly. 
 
 
7.3. Wavelength channels 
 
The two filter system was first built using the 339nm wavelength band set as described in 
Chapter 4. This set had two wavelength bands, a detection band centred at 339nm and a 
reference band centred at 336nm. It used the 2
1
0 4
1
0 formaldehyde absorption peak, one of the 
strongest formaldehyde absorption peaks in the low interference region described in 
Chapter 4. The two filter system could only use two channels, so a third (detection) channel 
was not used. The low interference region of the formaldehyde spectrum is repeated in Figure 
7.15. 
 
 
Figure 7.15: Absorbance of formaldehyde in the identified region, assuming a 10ppb concentration 
and a 100mm path length, calculated from data from Meller et al. 
[13]
. The major vibration state peaks 
are marked 
[14]
. This region has very little interference from gases common to the indoor environment. 
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The two filter system was set up using the 340nm LED and a pair of 339nm custom laser-line 
filters angled at 0° for the detection channel and 14° for the reference channel. The LED 
intensity and the filter transmission were both lower for the detection channel so the 
transmission arm of the beam splitter was used for this channel.  Figure 7.16 shows the 
transmission spectra of the two channels as measured by the AvaSpec spectrometer, placed in 
the positions of the photodiodes (See Figure 7.3). 
 
 
Figure 7.16: Intensity spectra of the detection and reference channels of the two filter system. Data 
was taken by the AvaSpec spectrometer. The absorbance spectrum of 10ppb of formaldehyde with a 
100mm path length, calculated from data from Meller et al. 
[13]
. 
 
 
A simulation was run to find the absorbance of these channels using this data and 
formaldehyde absorption cross-section data from Meller et al. 
[13]
. Using a 19.5cm path length 
and a simulated formaldehyde concentration of 1ppm, the detection channel and the reference 
channel were found to have absorbances of 1.04×10
-5
AU/ppm and 3.48×10
-6
AU/ppm 
respectively. The detection channel gives a larger absorbance than the reference channel. 
 
To find the absorbance resulting from a quantity of gas, the difference between the detection 
and the reference channel was used. As the reference channel did have some absorbance as 
well, this had the effect of decreasing the measured system absorbance by a factor of 
(1.04×10
-5
 /(1.04×10
-5
 – 3.48×10-6) = 1.5. Hence the system had a total absorbance of 
6.9×10
-6
 AU/ppm. 
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7.4. System optimisation 
 
As explained in Chapter 3, the limit of detection of a spectroscopy based system can be 
described in terms of the noise equivalent absorbance (NEA), the level of absorbance that is 
equal to the total noise is set by the signal-to-noise ratio of the detection measurements. The 
minimum detectable intensity change from gas absorption is equal to the intensity noise level. 
The concentration required to give this absorption is given by Equation (7.2). 
 
     
     
=   𝜆                (7.2) 
 
The normalised absorbance is given by Equation (7.3) 
[15]
: 
 
 =  −
  
  
   
   
            (7.3) 
 
A simplified version of the two filter system was used to test and optimise its limit of 
detection. A diagram is shown in Figure 7.17. The LED, Peltier module, photodiodes and 
optics were used in the same manner as for the two filter system but the filters and gas cell 
were removed to simplify optimisation.  The electronic setup was the same as described in 
Section 7.3.5. 
 
 
Figure 7.17: Diagram of the setup used for optimising the two filter system. The LED, Peltier 
module, photodiodes and optics worked in the same way as for the two filter system, but the filters 
and the gas cell were removed to eliminate any noise from these components.  
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7.4.1. Drive current and modulation frequency 
 
This refers to the current used to drive the LED. It was provided as a square waveform 
produced by a signal generator, used to modulate the LED and provide a reference for the 
lock-in amplifiers. This caused the LED to switch on and off at this frequency, avoiding the 
need for a chopper or other mechanical modulation. To optimise the two filter system it was 
important to understand variations in the drive current, and to select a modulation frequency 
that was relatively clear of electronic interference. 
 
Initially the drive current was provided directly by the signal generator with the voltage 
controlled and the current allowed to vary. However it was later found that controlling the 
current provided a more stable LED output 
[16]
 so a laser driver was added to the system (see 
Figure 7.14). The laser driver used the modulation frequency provided by the signal generator 
but controlled the drive current and allowed the voltage to vary. Figure 7.18 shows 
measurements of the LED output using voltage control and current control, showing how 
current control provides a much more stable signal. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.18: System absorbance noise using A) voltage-controlled drive current and B) current-
controlled drive current. It can clearly be seen that the current control gives a more stable output. 
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It can clearly be seen that current control provides a more stable output. The diode driver was 
therefore incorporated into the system. 
 
An electronic spectral analyser (Stanford Research SR780 Dynamic Signal Analyzer) 
[17]
 was 
used to select the modulation frequency. This system recorded the magnitude of input signal 
against the frequency at which it occurred. It was used to measure the electronic noise of the 
system, covering both electronic interference and fundamental detector noise. The results of 
which can be seen in Figure 7.19. For this data, the LED was modulated at 25kHz, outside 
the region of interest (not shown). 
 
 
Figure 7.19: Electronic noise spectrum of one of the photodiodes as it measured the output of the 
LED, as recorded by an electronic spectral analyser, with and without room lights. The LED was 
modulated at 25kHz for this test. A drive frequency of 6.5kHz was finally selected, giving a noise 
level of 3.5×10
-6Vrms/√Hz. 
 
 
Figure 7.19 shows that the lowest electronic interference was between around 4 and 9kHz 
when the room lights were off. A modulation frequency of 6.5kHz was selected as the 
modulation frequency for the LED as it was within this region and also avoided the main 
peaks when the lights were on. It gave an electronic signal of 3.5×10
-6Vrms/√Hz. Lights were 
kept off during runs, but lights in near-by rooms could not always be controlled. 
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It is noticeable that the room lights increased the noise level, predominantly below 12kHz. It 
was therefore important keep the room lights switched off during testing. Other features were 
thought to be caused by electrical pickup from the laboratory. For example the oscillating 
pattern shown between 10 and 14kHz (room lights off) was associated with the monitor of 
the computer used to record data from the lock-in amplifiers. A signal of 3.5×10
-6Vrms/√Hz 
was found at 6.5kHz with the room lights on. 
 
 
7.4.2. Temperature dependant uncertainty 
 
Several studies have shown a variation in LED output with temperature [18] [19] [20], finding a 
decrease in intensity with increasing temperature as well as a shift in peak wavelength. An 
environmental oven was used to test the temperature dependence of the LED. The 
temperature of the oven was varied, and the LED was allowed to reach thermal equilibrium in 
each case. Measurements were taken using the AvaSpec spectrometer, placed outside the 
oven and connected via the optical fibre. The results are shown in Figure 7.20.  
 
 
Figure 7.20: Graph of the LED intensity variation with temperature at various wavelengths. Central 
wavelength increases with temperature and peak intensity decreases. 
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range, the peak intensity decreased by 16% and the transmission spectrum centre wavelength 
shifted by 0.84nm. Both were significant issues in the context of this project. 
 
The change in intensity was an issue because intensity changes from absorption were critical 
to finding concentrations. It was important that intensity change arising from temperature 
variation were not confused with changes resulting from absorption. The role of the reference 
channel was to distinguish between absorption variation and variations from other sources.  
 
While the spectral peak shift was small in comparison to the FWHM of the detection and 
reference channels, the spectral effect was significant. As different channels used different 
parts of the LED spectrum, wavelength shifts could affect channels differently. For example, 
the intensity at a 355nm measurement channel would decrease with increasing temperature, 
while changing little for a 345nm measurement channel. Consequently temperature control of 
the LED was an important consideration for this project. 
 
When selecting the drive temperature for the Peltier module, it was desirable to find a 
temperature that could be held as stable as possible. It was also desirable for this temperature 
to be reached rapidly to minimise LED warm up time before the system could be used. A 
series of tests were run in which the output of the 340nm LED was recorded over time at a 
range of different temperature control settings. The results are shown in Figure 7.21. 
 
 
Figure 7.21: Variation of signal from the reference channel over time at various Peltier module 
temperature settings. 
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These results show the signal from the LED increases with decreasing temperature as 
expected. However they also show a significant drift over time, attributed to limitations in 
thermal contact between the thermistor and the LED element. The most stable LED output 
was found when the temperature was set to 29.3°C to 30.9°C, taking about 900s (15 minutes) 
to stabilise. However this value was not fixed and was found to depend on ambient conditions 
and so vary with time or location. This required the most stable temperature setting to be re-
found for every test, making temperature control much more difficult and unreliable. 
 
 
Figure 7.22: Variation of signal from the reference over time as the LED tends to thermal equilibrium 
with no temperature control. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.23: Absorbance variation over time as the LED tends to thermal equilibrium with no 
temperature control. 
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Figure 7.22  shows the signal from the reference channel with no temperature control (i.e. the 
Peltier was not used). Figure 7.23 shows the absorbance variation measured by both channels. 
It took around 3600s (1 hour) to reach thermal equilibrium, significantly longer than when 
using the Peltier module. However allowing the system to reach thermal equilibrium did 
remove the requirement to find setting requirements for every test run. It was decided that 
while improved temperature control would be desirable in a final system, running the system 
without temperature control would likely provide better noise performance for test 
measurements. 
 
 
7.4.3. Noise from lock-in amplifier 
 
One of the main limitations of the lock-in amplifiers used in this project was quantisation. 
Quantisation is the error on a digital measurement when the precision of the reading cannot 
be greater than discrete measurement levels. Variations smaller than the measurement levels 
will not be detected unless they overlap the boundary between two levels. The magnitude of 
the measurement levels for the lock-in amplifiers was dependent on the gain settings as 
shown in Table 7.1. 
 
 
Table 7.1: Details of the gain settings of the lock-in amplifiers. 
Gain setting Precision level Signal-to-noise ratio Minimum NEA 
1V 0.061mV 1.64×104 : 1 6.10×10-5AU 
500mV 0.03mV 1.67×104 : 1 6.00×10-5AU 
200mV 0.007mV 2.86×104 : 1 3.50×10-5AU 
100mV 0.0038mV 2.63×104 : 1 3.80×10-5AU 
50mV 0.0019mV 2.63×104 : 1 3.80×10-5AU 
20mV 0.0019mV 1.05×104 : 1 9.50×10-5AU 
 
 
One of the highest signal-to-noise ratios came from the 200mV gain setting, equal to 
2.86×10
4
 : 1. This is equivalent to an NEA of 3.50×10-5AU. While it was important to avoid 
saturation, best performance could be achieved when the signal was close to the maximum 
signal of the relevant gain setting. 
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A technique was devised for improving the performance of the lock-in amplifiers beyond the 
quantisation limit. By decreasing the measurement period of the lock-in amplifier, random 
noise phenomena such as shot noise and source fluctuation noise increased in magnitude. 
Details on the behaviour of this kind of noise phenomena can be found in Chapter 5. By 
subsequently averaging over many measurements, the random variations could then be used 
to achieve a better precision than the quantisation limit. An example is shown in Figure 7.24.  
 
 
Figure 7.24: Absorbance variation of the system with quantisation limiting processing (Red) and 
without it (Blue). It can clearly be seen how the method set variations lower than the system precision 
to be detected. 
 
 
Quantisation errors can clearly be seen on the unprocessed data set where values were only 
measured with a precision of 7.0×10
-5
V intervals. The processed data shows a much 
improved precision, measuring variations down to 3.5×10
-7
V. However it is noticeable that 
the processed data shows a slight delay, caused by the time to take averages over many 
measurements. 
 
The number of averages to be used was found by measuring the signal from the LED for two 
hours and then taking an Allan variance of the data 
[21]
. This is an analysis technique in which 
the variation between measurements is plotted against a varying integration time. The 
intergration time that gives the lowest variation can be used to minimise measured noise. The 
technique takes account of both short term fluctuations and long term drifts. 
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Figure 7.25: Allan variance of the signal from the LED over time. Variation is high at short periods 
due to short term white noise and high at long periods due to drift effects. The optimum measurement 
period is found at the minimum variation between about 10 and 60s. 
 
 
Figure 7.25 shows the Allan variance of the signal from the LED over time. This is a ‘classic’ 
Allan variance plot, with high variation at short time periods resulting from white noise such 
as effects like source fluctuation noise, and also high at long time periods from effects such 
as temperature related drift. The best compromise between the two can be found at the lowest 
position on the graph, between about 10 and 60s in this case. The averaging period was set at 
20s, within these bounds. 
 
The final noise phenomenon originating from the lock-in amplifiers was a random variation 
between the outputs from two lock-in amplifiers recording data from the same source. To 
investigate this, the output of the LED was recorded with a single photodiode and the 
resulting current was converted to voltage by a single gain amplifier. The voltage signal was 
then simultaneously recorded by two lock-in amplifiers using the same drive frequency 
source and the same standard settings. 
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Figure 7.26: Proportional difference between identical signals measured by two lock-in amplifiers as 
a percentage of total signal. 
 
 
The proportional difference between the signals recorded by the two lock-in amplifiers is 
given in Figure 7.26 as a proportion of total signal. Data both with and without quantisation 
limitation is included. This difference was attributed to noise from the internal electronics of 
the lock-in amplifier. While well below the precision limit of the lock-in amplifiers, this 
variation was still significant in the context of this project. Over 20s the quantisation limited 
data gave an NEA of 3.0×10
-6
AU. 
 
 
7.4.4. Noise summary 
 
The main noise phenomena found with the two filter system are summarised in Table 7.2, 
together with the methods used to control or limit them. NEA values for the optimised 
performances are given for each, generally calculated over a 20s measurement period. A 
10ms time constant was used on the lock-in amplifiers, giving a bandwidth of 7.8Hz. Levels 
for lock-in amplifier quantisation are given in (V) rather than (V/√Hz) as it does not vary 
with bandwidth. 
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Table 7.2: Summary of the noise phenomena affecting the two filter system 
Phenomenon Initial level Control Final level NEA 
Electronic noise Up to 
8.4×10-5V/√Hz 
Modulation frequency 
set to 6.5kHz 
3.5×10-6V/√Hz 2.4×10-5AU 
Thermal drift Up to 
1.5×10-6V/√Hz 
Allow system to reach 
thermal equilibrium 
~5.2×10-8V/√Hzs ~3.7×10-7AU/s 
Lock-in amplifier 
quantisation  
7×10-5V Quantisation reduction 
process 
3.5×10-7V 1.8×10-6AU 
Lock-in amplifier 
random noise 
4.3×10-7V/√Hz N/A 4.3×10-7V/√Hz 3.0×10-6AU 
Source fluctuation 
noise 
5.3×10
-5
V√Hz at 
0.1s  
Averaging over 20s 5.4×10-6V/√Hz at 
20s 
3.8×10-5AU 
 
 
The most significant noise phenomena identified for this system were thermal drift, 
predominantly of the LED, and source fluctuation noise. For a single measurement, source 
fluctuation noise and electronic noise dominated, giving a limit of detection of 4.5×10
-5
AU. 
Thermal drift reaches similar levels after about 3 minutes so baseline measurements needed 
to be taken soon after or before absorbance measurements. 
 
 
7.5. System testing with formaldehyde 
 
The two filter system was tested using formaldehyde generated from a permeation tube as 
described in Chapter 6. The permeation tube yielded formaldehyde gas when heated to 
100ºC, which could be mixed with clean air to vary the concentration. In order to minimise 
disturbance of the setup, the air flow was switched between high and low rates to provide a 
variation in formaldehyde concentration to detect. The gas taps were set to open to allow a 
constant gas flow though the gas cell. 
 
Initially the system was tested with a high variation of formaldehyde concentration. Air flow 
was switched between 500 and 50cm
3
/min. Using the formaldehyde flow rates found by the 
preliminary system in Chapter 6, this provided a comparison between 44 and 4.4ppm, giving 
a total difference of 40±7ppm. The air flow was switched over multiple times during the run, 
in the manner of a modulated signal. The results are shown in Figure 7.27. 
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Figure 7.27: Graph of the absorbance detected by the two filter system (Blue) caused by a periodic 
shift in formaldehyde concentration between 4.4ppm and 44ppm (Red). Absorbance change can 
clearly be seen above the base-line. 
 
 
In Figure 7.27 the effect of formaldehyde can clearly be seen as an increase in absorbance 
correlating with the increases in formaldehyde concentration. This verifies that 40ppm was 
well above the detection limit of the system. It also shows that the system did not respond as 
rapidly to the introduction of higher concentration formaldehyde. Absorbance increased 
slowly after increasing the formaldehyde concentration of the gas flow, decreasing more 
rapidly when the concentration was decreased. 
 
The main disadvantage of this method is that the change in flow rates may have affected 
results. Also the concentration could only be decreased to 4.4ppm, not removed completely, 
limiting the concentration range of the test and preventing the true baseline from being 
measured. Additional tests were carried out using two vapour generators connected as shown 
in Figure 7.28. This allowed the supply to the gas cell to be switched between lines with and 
without formaldehyde without varying the flow rate, although care had to be taken to switch 
the two switches over at the same time. 
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Figure 7.28: Diagram of the formaldehyde delivery system. The two vapour generators supply the 
same rate of flow and the same temperature. One includes a set concentration of formaldehyde, the 
other, clean air. The supply to the gas cell can be switched between the two without varying flow rate. 
 
 
The system was tested in this manner with a range of formaldehyde concentrations. The 
results are shown in Figure 7.29. 500s were left between baseline and detection 
measurements to allow the gas cell to fill, increasing the limit of detection to 2.04×10
-4
AU. 
The position of the limit of detection is marked on the graph. Figure 7.29 shows a clear 
increase in detected absorbance with increasing concentration above the limit of detection 
and little or no correlation below it, as expected. 
 
 
Figure 7.29: Graph of the response of the two filter system to formaldehyde concentration. The 
position of the calculated limit of detection is shown. The limit of detection was limited increased 
from 4.5×10
-5
AU by thermal drift and the time taken to flush samples through the gas cell. 
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7.6. Chapter summary 
 
The two filter system was used as a proof of concept device, based on laser-line filters. The 
main advantages of the system were that it was simple in design and came close to the 
optimum noise performance of the detectors for short term measurements. The main 
disadvantage was that it had only two channels and therefor had limited selectivity. 
 
The formaldehyde spectrum has a number of strong absorption peaks at wavelengths close to 
regions of very low absorption. This had potential for use as detection and reference channels 
for low resolution spectroscopic measurements using minimal components and this system 
was used to test this. It was also used to test the technique of angling laser-line filters to tune 
transmission wavelengths. 
 
Light from an LED was collimated through a gas cell and then divided into two channels by a 
beam splitter. The laser-line filters were used to select the wavelength range of each channel, 
tilted to tune their transmission wavelengths to match formaldehyde spectral features. The 
intensity from each channel was measured with a photodiode and the ratio between the 
detection and reference channels was used to calculate the formaldehyde concentration. 
 
The Laser-line filters were extremely narrow (FWHM around 3nm) band pass filters designed 
to transmit only the wavelength range of a particular laser. Their peak transmission 
wavelength could be varied by varying their angle to the optical axis and this behaviour was 
exploited to tune transmission wavelengths to match features in the formaldehyde spectrum. 
This allowed absorption measurements to be taken with simple photodiodes and a full 
spectrometer was not required. 
 
Laser-line filters are generally only mass-produced at wavelengths matching the output of 
specific lasers so a custom made filter was obtained to match the 339nm formaldehyde 
absorption peak. It was found to have a lower on-axis transmission than a mass-produced 
325nm filter, and that the transmissions of both dropped off rapidly with increasing angle. 
This limited the practical range over which the transmission spectrum could be tuned. 
However it was sufficient for use in this project, and there may be potential for improving 
performance further with additional optimisation of the filter’s fabrication. 
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The noise performance of this system was characterised and optimised. Noise phenomena 
that were identified included interference from frequencies matching the modulation 
frequency, thermal drift, quantisation, lock-in amplifier noise and source fluctuation noise. 
After optimisation the most significant were source fluctuation noise and thermal drift, giving 
a best-case limit of detection of 4.5×10
-5
AU. A simulation of the system channels found this 
to correspond to 6.6ppm. 
 
A future system could be improved with a thermal control unit placed closer to the LED 
element. This would preferably be inside the case and installed at the time of manufacture. If 
all non-fundamental effects, such thermal drift and source fluctuation, could be removed or 
accounted for, the system would be limited by fundamental detector noise. Assuming all 
electronic noise not removed by modulation or keeping the room lights off was caused by 
detector noise, this would give a limit of detection of 2.4×10-5AU. 
 
The two filter system was tested with formaldehyde at a range of concentrations. It was not 
possible to test the calculated limit of detection 4.5×10-5AU, as it took several minutes for 
low concentration formaldehyde to fill the gas cell. This allowed thermal drift effects to 
dominate, giving a higher limit of detection of 2.04×10-4AU. This was due to the size of the 
gas cell and the formaldehyde delivery method, not the system itself, but it did prevent the 
short term measurement performance being verified. 
 
This demonstrated that using low resolution wavelength measurements to distinguish 
between formaldehyde detection and reference channels could be applied to spectroscopic 
measurements. It also allowed the performance of the UV LED and the photodiodes to be 
ascertained. However the limit of detection did not reach the target level for the project and 
having only two channels made accounting for spectral interference particularly difficult. An 
improvement on this system with multiple channels is discussed in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 8: Single filter, multi-channel system 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system was developed from the two filter system. The 
transmission wavelength of laser-line filters varies with angle. This was taken 
advantage of to use a single filter to provide multiple measurement channels. Like the 
two filter system, this system used a single LED source but used a photodiode array to 
measure channel intensity. This provides the potential for improving selectivity. 
 
 
8.1. Principles of operation 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system used the effect of varying filter angle on 
transmission wavelength. The transmission central wavelength of an interference filter 
varies with the angle of incidence as given by Equation (8.1) (see Chapter 7). 
 
𝜆𝑓 = 𝜆0 (1 − (𝑛0 𝑛𝑓⁄ )
2
sin2 𝜃)
1/2
        (8.1) 
 
Focused light was used to form a cone of multiple angles, as shown in Figure 8.1. The 
transmission wavelength of light passing through a laser-line filter changes dependent 
on the angle, so different wavelengths pass through at different parts of the cone. The 
photodiode array bisected the light cone. Each element of the array was illuminated 
by a different wavelength band, in the manner of a dispersive spectrometer. 
 
A diagram of this effect is given in Figure 8.1, shown from above and at a slight angle 
for clarity. It shows unfiltered light converging on the filter from the left and filtered 
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light diverging to the plane of the photodiode to the right. Different wavelength bands 
from the LED spectrum are represented by different colours. Where the line of the 
photodiode array bisects the cone of light is shown to the right. 
Figure 8.1: Top view diagram of the angular spread of light passing through the filter and 
reaching the photodiode array. Red represents long wavelengths close to the filter design 
wavelength, green represents shorter wavelengths and blue represents the shortest 
wavelengths of this arrangement. The filtered wavelength varies across the photodiode array. 
 
 
The wavelength band reaching each photodiode element was dependent on the range 
of angles it subtended. This was dependent on the position of the element, its size and 
shape, and its distance from the focal point. Equation (8.2) shows the angle of light 
passing through the filter that reaches a specific point on the photodiode array: 
 
  n 𝜃 =
√     
 
           (8.2) 
 
where z is the distance from the focal point to the photodiode array, x is the horizontal 
distance across the photodiode array and y is the vertical distance across the 
photodiode array. This influences the peak wavelength reaching the point in 
accordance with Equation (8.1). 
 
It can be seen from Figure 8.1, and Equation (8.1) that when the filter is aligned with 
the optical axis, the range of transmitted wavelengths is symmetrical about the optical 
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axis. This limits the spectral range of the system as the same wavelength bands are 
repeated on the other side of the photodiode. By imposing an additional tilt ψ, more of 
the photodiode array and the intensity spread of the LED could be made use of. 
 
The angle of light passing through the tilted filter that reaches a specific point on the 
photodiode array is given by Equation (8.3). 
 
  n 𝜃 =
√( −   n )    
 
         (8.3) 
 
where ψ is the angle of tilt of the filter relative to the optical axis, 24° for this system.  
 
 
Figure 8.2: Top view diagram of the angular spread of light passing through the filter, tilted 
at an angle ψ, and reaching the photodiode array. Bands reaching the photodiode array 
position are of decreasing wavelength in the order red, green, blue, purple and white. By 
tilting the filter, a greater range of wavelengths reach the photodiode array. 
 
 
Figure 8.2 shows a diagram of the effect of tilting the filter in this manner. 
Un-collimated light passes through the filter as before, giving a range of transmission 
bands at the photodiode. However the angle of the filter results in a shift of the 
transmitted wavelength bands across the photodiode. Duplicated bands are removed 
from one end and new bands are introduced at the other. 
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Unlike dispersive spectrometers, the wavelength band reaching each point was not 
defined entirely by its position but also by the by the FWHM of the transmission 
spectrum of the filter. This was about 3nm and results in a minimum spectral 
resolution for this system, and a slight overlapping of each channel. 
 
The vertical dimensions of the photodiode array elements will have added some 
spectral spreading. Array elements had a vertical height of 1.45mm, giving a 
maximum y value of 0.725mm. Given a distance from the focal point to the 
photodiode array of 14.2mm, this adds a maximum angular spread of 1.6°. This 
corresponds to a spectral spread ranging from 0.7 to 2.0nm. In a future system, this 
could be limited by using a narrower photodiode array or by masking part of the face. 
This method was verified using the AvaSpec spectrometer, described in Section 8.6. 
 
 
8.2. Wavelength channels 
 
For this system, measurement and reference channels must all be within the range of 
the light source and also of the filter. Two measurement channels and one reference 
channel were desired for reliable operation with resilience to cross sensitivity. Finally 
stronger absorption features improve limit of detection, although features closer to the 
visible range may partially offset this as many components operate more efficiently. 
 
The first wavelength band set to be considered was the 353nm band set described in 
Chapter 4. This set had two detection bands centred at 353nm and 343nm, and one 
reference region centred at 348nm. The detection bands in this set did not have as 
strong absorption as those of the 339nm band set. However, they did all fall within the 
range of a single LED with a centre wavelength of 350nm. 
 
Figure 8.3 shows the positions of the wavelength channels for this set, along with the 
formaldehyde absorbance spectrum. The two detection channels predominantly cover 
formaldehyde absorption peaks, whilst the reference channel covers an area with little 
or no absorption. However these peaks absorb less than the peaks of the 339nm 
wavelength band set and that the 355nm filter has low transmission in these positions. 
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Figure 8.3: Channel transmission spectra of the 353nm wavelength band set using the 355nm 
filter at 12º (black), 20º (red) and 26º (green). The absorbance spectrum of 10ppb of 
formaldehyde with a 100mm path length, calculated from data from Meller et al. 
[1]
. 
 
 
The 339nm band set was also considered. As discussed in Chapter 7, only one 
detection channel and one reference channel could be delivered within the 
transmission of the 340nm LED. However the set does include a strong formaldehyde 
absorption peak and the 339nm filter has relatively high transmission for these 
positions. This is shown in Figure 8.4. 
 
 
Figure 8.4: Intensity spectra of the detection and reference channels of the two filter system. 
Data was taken by the AvaSpec spectrometer. The absorbance spectrum of 10ppb of 
formaldehyde with a 100mm path length, calculated from data from Meller et al. 
[1]
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8.3. Setup 
 
A photograph of the single filter, multi-channel system is shown in Figure 8.5. This 
system used a single laser-line filter to produce multiple measurement channels. 
Initially the system used the 353nm wavelength band set described in Chapter 4 as a 
single commercially available LED could be used for three channels.  
 
 
 
Figure 8.5: Photograph of the single filter, multi-channel system. The setup for the 353nm 
wavelength-band set was used in this photograph.  
 
 
A diagram of the single filter, multi-channel system is shown in Figure 8.6. As with 
the two filter system, the 60mm focal length lens collimated light from the UV LED 
through the gas cell. The 16mm focal length lens then focused the light to 
un-collimate it and gave it a range of angles before it passed through the filter. 
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Figure 8.6: Diagram of the optical system of the single filter, multi-channel system. Light 
from the UV LED is collimated through the gas cell by the 60mm lens. The 16nm lens 
focuses it and gives it a range of angles. The filter transmission varies with incident angle, so 
light of different wavelength bands reach the elements of the photodiode array. 
 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system initially used three channels, one for reference 
and two for detection. Their central wavelengths were 343.5nm (detection), 348nm 
(reference) and 354nm (detection). The photodiode array was positioned 14.2mm 
from the focal point of the 16mm lens to match the desired wavelength channels to 
the dimensions of the array. This setup was precisely positioned to align photodiode 
array elements with the desired wavelength bands. More details on the alignment 
process are given in Section 8.5. 
 
 
8.4. Apparatus 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system made use of a photodiode array, a 350nm UV 
LED and a 355nm laser-line filter. It also used the 340nm UV LED described in 
Chapter 5, the fused silica lenses and the 195mm gas cell described in Chapter 6 and 
the custom made 339nm laser-line optical filter and the electronic configuration 
described in Chapter 7. The characterisation of the new apparatus is described in 
detail in this section. 
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8.4.1. Photodiode array 
 
The photodiode array used in this system (Hamamatsu S4111-16Q) 
[2]
 had 16 array 
elements arranged linearly. Figure 8.7 is a photograph of the photodiode array and 
Figure 8.8 is a diagram. Elements were 1.45 by 0.9mm and were separated by 0.1mm 
of non-active material. Elements were made of silicon and the front window was 
made of quartz to allow detection in the UV. This gave it a spectral range of 340 to 
1100nm. 
 
   
Figure 8.7: Photograph of the photodiode array. Individual elements can be seen in the centre 
and connection pins can be seen on the top. 
 
 
Figure 8.8 : Diagram of the photodiode array. The insert shows a close-up of the array 
elements with dimensions included. 
 
 
Like the single photodiodes used in the two filter detection system, the response of the 
photodiode array was dependent on wavelength. Figure 8.9 is a graph of the response 
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to wavelength of the array, taken from the manufacturer’s data sheet. This shows 
approximate response of between 0.17 and 0.15A/W for the wavelengths used here. It 
should be noted that the response is better in this region than for shorter wavelength 
channels, which was a small advantage for the 354nm wavelength band set. 
 
 
Figure 8.9: Graph of the photodiode array response against wavelength, taken from the 
manufacture’s data sheet and partially re-labelled [2]. Other lines are for other arrays made by 
the same manufacturer that were not used in this project. 
 
 
It is noticeable that no sensitivity data is given for wavelengths below about 330 to 
340nm in Figure 8.9. This approximately corresponds to the position of the 339nm 
wavelength band set. While selectivity trends below these wavelengths were not 
rigorously investigated, the array was responsive to wavelengths as low as 337nm as 
demonstrated in Section 8.7. 
 
 
8.4.2 UV LED 
 
For operating with the 354nm wavelength band set, this system used a UV LED 
(SETi UVTOP350TO39BL) 
[3]
 with a quoted central wavelength of 350nm and a 
Photodiode array 
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FWHM of 15nm. It was similar to the 340nm LED used with the 339nm wavelength 
band set (see Chapter 5). Figure 8.10 is a photograph of the 350nm LED. Figure 8.11 
shows a graph of the normalised intensity spectrum of the 350nm LED as measured 
by the AvaSpec spectrometer. 
 
 
Figure 8.10: Photograph of the LED showing the casing and the ball lens. 
 
 
Figure 8.11: Graph of the normalised intensity output of the 355nm LED measured by the 
AvaSpec spectrometer. It shows a peak wavelength of 351.8nm and a FWHM of 14.0nm. 
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8.4.3. Laser-line filters 
 
The principles of laser-line filters were described in Chapter 7. They are very narrow 
band-pass filters (typically around 3nm FWHM), generally designed to permit the 
output of a specific laser. The single filter, multi-channel system initially used a 
commercially available 355nm laser-line filter. It had a FWHM of 1.05nm and a 
quoted peak transmission of 84%, designed to correspond to the Nd:YAG laser line. 
 
𝜆𝑓 = 𝜆0 (1− (𝑛0 𝑛𝑓⁄ )
2
sin
2 𝜃)
1/2
    (8.4) 
 
The transmission centre wavelength of a laser-line filter varies in accordance with 
Equation (8.4). This allows the transmission spectrum to be tuned to lower 
wavelengths by tilting the filter.  
 
 
Figure 8.12: Effect of rotating the 355nm filter, showing peak transmission wavelength 
shifting with angle of incidence. Measurements were taken using the UV lamp and the 
AvaSpec spectrometer. 
 
 
The filter was tested using the setup used in Chapter 7. The filter was placed on a 
goniometer mount to allow its angle to be varied. With the UV lamp as a light source, 
the AvaSpec spectrometer was used to analyse the transmission spectrum of the filter 
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at a range of angles. The results can be seen in Figure 8.12. The transmission centre 
wavelength of both filters decreasing with increased angle as expected, but the 
transmission decreases more rapidly than for the 339nm filter described in Chapter 7. 
 
Figure 8.13 is a plot of the peak wavelength of the two filters with angle, together 
with theoretical plots from Equation (8.4). Values of effective refractive index were 
not given by the manufacture’s and so were empirically fitted at 1.74 for the 355nm 
filter and 1.51 for the 339nm filter. The 355nm filter shows very good correspondence 
to the theoretical results. The correspondence was slightly better than results for the 
339nm filter which deviate slightly at higher angles. 
 
 
Figure 8.13: Peak wavelengths of the two filters depending on filter angle of incidence. Fit 
lines are theoretical plots from Equation (8.4). Values of effective refractive index were 
empirically fitted at 1.74 for the 355nm filter and 1.51 for the 339nm filter. 
 
 
The peak transmissions of the two filters were plotted with angle, and the results are 
shown in Figure 8.14. The 355nm filter had a higher starting transmission but it 
decreased faster than that of the 339nm filter. The behaviour of the 355nm filter was 
similar to that of the 325nm filter tested in Chapter 7. This was not surprising, given 
that the 339nm filter was custom built while the 355nm filter and the 325nm filter 
were both mass-produced by the same manufacturer. 
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Figure 8.14: Peak transmission of two filters depending on filter angle of incidence. Both 
filters display a significant drop-off in transmission towards higher angles. 
 
 
These results show that as for the 339nm filter, the transmission centre wavelength of 
the 355nm filter could be tuned by varying its angle. They also show that its 
transmission spectrum decreased more rapidly but more smoothly than for the 339nm 
filter, and that peaks maintained their shape better. This behaviour was similar to that 
of the 325nm filter discussed in Chapter 7, supporting the hypothesis that it comes 
from optimisation for mass-production. 
 
 
8.4.4. Electronic configuration 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system used the same electronic setup as the two filter 
system. A schematic diagram of the electronic setup is shown in Figure 8.15. A 
simplified diagram of the optical setup is included in this diagram for reference, the 
full version of which can be found in Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.15: Diagram of the electronic setup used for the single filter, multi-channel system. 
The LED was driven by the laser driver with the signal generator providing the modulation 
frequency and the reference for the lock-in amplifiers. The gain amplifiers converted the 
photodiode currents to voltages to be filtered by the lock-in amplifiers. The computer 
processed and recorded the data. More channels can be added as required. 
 
 
A square wave modulation frequency of 6.5kHz was provided by the signal generator. 
This was used as the LED drive frequency of the laser driver. The laser driver 
controlled the current to the LED at 9.41mA. Current control is known to give a more 
steady LED output than voltage control (for example directly from the signal 
generator) [4]. 
 
Photodiode array elements gave an output current proportional to the light they 
received. This current was converted to voltage by the pre-amplifiers and read by the 
lock-in amplifiers using the signal generator frequency as a reference. The integration 
time of the lock-in amplifiers was set at 10ms, and averages were taken over a 20s 
period, to reduce digitisation noise. 
 
 
8.5. Channel selection 
 
The 353nm wavelength band set had a pair of detection bands, centred at 353nm over 
the 2
0
0 4
1
0 peak and at 343nm over the 2
0
0 4
3
0 peak. It also had a single reference band 
centred at 348nm over a region of low absorption. Its principal advantage was that its 
three channels fell within the range of the commercially available 350nm LED. This 
allowed the second detection channel to be used. However it used peaks with low 
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absorption and angles at which the filter had low transmission, significantly 
decreasing the formaldehyde sensitivity. 
 
Figure 8.16 shows absorbance measured between the 353nm detection channel and 
the 348nm reference channel. It can be seen that absorbance from the 353nm 
wavelength band set was not visible above the noise level. It was decided that lower 
absorption cross-sections of the peaks it used made it less appropriate of use in a 
detection system. This meant that there was no three channel wavelength band set in 
the formaldehyde spectrum that could be used with existing equipment. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.16: Graph of the absorbance detected by the single filter, multi-channel system 
(Blue) caused by a periodic shift in formaldehyde concentration between 4.4ppm and 44ppm 
(Red). The 353nm detection channel and the 348nm reference channel were used. No 
significant absorbance change can be seen above the noise level. 
 
 
Despite the lack of access to a third detection channel and resulting issues with 
selectivity, it was decided to test the single filter, multi-channel system using the 
339nm wavelength band set. This allowed the system to be tested in principle and to 
verify its effectiveness if additional equipment becomes available in the future. This 
set had a detection bands centred at 339 and 329nm, over the 2
1
0 4
1
0 peak and the 
2
1
0 4
3
0 and 2
2
0 4
1
0 peaks respectively. It also had a reference band centred at 335nm. 
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8.6. System tuning 
 
The exact wavelength ranges reaching the photodiode array elements was dependent 
on the position and angle of the filter and photodiode array and needed to be 
determined with a high degree of accuracy. Even small shifts in the setup could result 
in array elements receiving light from a different wavelength range, having a 
significant effect on results. 
 
Finding the wavelength band reaching a given photodiode array element was not 
straightforward for a number of reasons. The photodiodes were not wavelength 
selective and responded only to intensity. Using the spectrometer presented 
difficulties as precisely placing the fibre launch end in the same position as the 
elements was not easy. Finally, the limited angle of acceptance of the optical fibre 
meant that it was difficult to analyse light at extreme angles. 
 
The solution was to use a second 355nm filter placed in a collimated region of the 
beam to limit transmitted wavelengths. This light would then pass through or be 
blocked by the main filter. Only wavelengths that passed through both filters could 
reach the photodiode array, and only elements receiving those wavelengths could 
register any signal. By rotating the test filter, the transmission wavelength could be 
changed in accordance with Equation (8.4), scanning light across the array elements.  
 
Figure 8.17 is a set of diagrams of this method. Figure 8.17 (A) shows the single 
filter, multi-channel system set up as normal. In Figure 8.17 (B) the test filter has been 
added and tuned to have a transmission wavelength of λ1. Only light of approximately 
this wavelength reaches the array and only the element that receives it registers any 
signal. In diagram C) the test filter is tuned to a different wavelength, λ2, so a different 
element registers signal. By rotating the test filter, the spectrum reaching a specific 
array element can be found. 
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Figure 8.17: Diagrams of the test filter method for wavelength analysis. A) Single filter, 
multi-channel system set up as normal. B) A test filter has been added, tuned to central 
transmission wavelength of λ1. C) Test filter tuned to λ2, light reaching a different element. 
 
 
This method was itself tested and verified with the use of the AvaSpec spectrometer. 
The system was set up as shown in Figure 8.17, but with the fibre for the AvaSpec 
spectrometer in the centre of the photodiode position. The main filter was tuned to 
18°, and the angle of the test filter was varied between 0 and 24°. The resulting 
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intensity spectra reaching the spectrometer are shown in Figure 8.18 with the intensity 
spectrum of the main filter on its own given for reference in Figure 8.19. The 340nm 
LED was used as the light source throughout. 
 
 
Figure 8.18: Transmission spectrum from the two filter method with the main filter set to 18 
degrees and the test filter varying from 6 to 24°. Data was measured by the AvaSpec 
spectrometer with the fibre launch end placed in the position of the photodiode. This confirms 
the effectiveness of the test filter for testing transmission of the main filter to a given position. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.19: Transmission spectrum of the main filter at 18°, provided for reference. 
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It can be seen from Figure 8.18 that the intensity of light passing through the two 
filters is strongest approximately when the transmission spectrum of the test filter 
matches that of the main filter. Shorter wavelengths give a stronger relative intensity, 
believed to be caused by their lower single-filter transmission. However this data 
verifies that the inclusion of a test filter can be used to test the wavelength range 
reaching a given element. It also demonstrates that the spectral resolution of the 
method was limited by the spectral distribution of the test filter. 
 
 
Figure 8.20: Diagram of the photodiode array, with the element used as a measurement 
channel marked in red and the element used as a reference channel marked in blue. 
 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system was set up using the two main channels of the 
339nm wavelength band set. The positioning was tested using the two filter method 
described above. Figure 8.20 shows a diagram of the photodiode array, with the 
elements used for the detection and the reference channel marked. Figure 8.21 is a 
graph of relative intensity reaching the array elements used for the two channels, 
plotted against the angle of the test filter. Figure 8.22 is a graph of the relative 
intensities plotted against wavelength, calculated with Equation (8.4). 
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Figure 8.21: Relative intensities of the two channels, as measured by the two filter method, 
plotted against the angle of the test filter. 
 
 
Figure 8.22: Relative intensities of the two channels, as measured by the two filter method, 
plotted against wavelengths calculated with Equation (8.4). 
 
 
Figure 8.21 and Figure 8.22 show that a single filter can be used to transmit light at 
more than one peak wavelength if it has a range of angles. Figure 8.22 shows that the 
detection channel had a peak wavelength of 339nm and the reference channel had a 
peak wavelength of 337nm. 339nm is exactly on the main detection band of the set. 
337nm is slightly higher than the 336nm reference channel, but still predominantly 
over the desired low absorption region. Cross-talk appears artificially high in Figure 
8.22 because of the resolution of the test filter. 
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8.7. Noise 
 
Much of the optimisation work carried out on the two filter system was applicable to 
the single filter, multi-channel system. This system used the same type of LED and 
similar photodiodes. The same pre-amplifiers and lock-in amplifiers were used. The 
gas cell and lenses were the same and the laser-line filter was similar, although there 
were differences in arrangement. 
 
With a pre-amplifier gain of 108, the single filter, multi-channel system gave a signal 
voltage of around 139mV for the detection channel and 117mV for the reference 
channel. This was slightly lower than the 200mV typical of the two filter system.  
Some noise phenomena were proportional to signal strength, such as thermal drift and 
source fluctuation and shot noise. Others were independent of signal strength such as 
matched frequency interference, digitisation noise and other noise from the lock in 
amplifier 
 
The main noise phenomena found with the single filter, multi-channel system are 
summarised in Table 8.1. NEA values are quoted for each, using the signal voltage of 
the detection cannel. As for the two filter system, electronic interference and source 
fluctuation noise were the most significant phenomena for single measurements, with 
thermal drift becoming significant over longer time periods. 
 
Table 8.1: Noise phenomena affecting the single filter, multi-channel system 
Phenomenon Control Final level NEA 
Electronic noise Modulation frequency 
set to 6.5kHz 
3.5×10-6V/√Hz 3.5×10-5AU 
Thermal drift Allow system to reach 
thermal equilibrium 
~3.6×10-8V/√Hzs ~3.7×10-7AU/s 
Lock-in amplifier 
quantisation  
Quantisation reduction 
process 
3.5×10-7V 2.6×10-6AU 
Lock-in amplifier 
random noise 
N/A 4.3×10-7V/√Hz 4.4×10-6AU 
Source fluctuation noise Averaging over 20s 3.8×10-6V/√Hz 3.8×10-5AU 
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As before the most significant phenomena for this system were thermal drift, source 
fluctuation noise and electronic noise. For a single measurement, source fluctuation 
noise and electronic noise dominated, giving a limit of detection of 5.2×10
-5
AU. 
 
 
8.8. System testing with formaldehyde 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system was tested with formaldehyde supplied as 
described in Chapter 7. Formaldehyde was generated from a permeation tube using a 
vapour generator that provided a fixed concentration determined by temperature and 
air flow. A second vapour generator contained no permeation tube but used the same 
settings. By switching between flow from the two generators, formaldehyde 
concentration could be switched on and off without disturbing the setup. 
 
The system was tested with a range of formaldehyde concentrations and the results 
are shown in Figure 8.23 . For high concentrations they show a loose correlation 
between absorbance and concentration and little or no correlation at low 
concentrations. The trend is less clear than for the two filter system as absorbances 
were significantly closer to the limit of detection. This was predominantly due to 
overlap between the reference and detection channels. 
 
 
Figure 8.23: Graph of the response of the single filter, multi-channel system to formaldehyde 
concentration. 
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As before a period of 500s (8:20 minutes) was given between baseline and detection 
measurements to allow the gas cell to fill. This would usually give a limit of detection 
of 1.85×10
-4
AU, greater than the absorbance of the measurements. However the 
thermal effects happened to remain relatively constant while taking this set of data.  
However the other noise phenomena were was still close to the levels of the 
measurements (see Table 8.1). This made it difficult to draw a clear correlation or to 
accurately estimate the limit of detection.   
 
 
8.9. Chapter summary 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system took advantage of the angle dependence of the 
laser-line filter transmission wavelength to create multiple wavelength channels 
through a single filter. Focused light with an angular divergence was passed through 
the filter. Light with different angles of incidence had different transmission spectra, 
providing different channels. A photodiode array was used for these channels, 
allowing better resilience to cross sensitivity. 
 
Light from an LED light source was collimated through a gas cell containing the 
sample. It was then focused and passed through a laser-line filter. Focusing created a 
cone of light which passed through the filter at a range of different angles.  As the 
transmission centre wavelength of the filter was dependent on angle, this produces a 
spread of light at a range of different wavelengths. 
 
A photodiode array was used to detect this light spread, with each element receiving a 
different wavelength band, in the manner of a dispersive spectrometer. By carefully 
tuning the position of the array and the angle of the filter, these bands could be tuned 
to correspond to formaldehyde absorption features. 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system was initially designed to use the 353nm 
wavelength band set described in figure Chapter 4. It included two detection channels 
and one reference channel, allowing it to be resistant to cross-interference. There was 
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a commercially available UV LED with a 350nm central wavelength that covered the 
spectrum of all three channels. Unfortunately the peaks in this region had low 
absorption cross-sections. This increased the limit of detection to beyond the level 
that could be safely and reliably produced by the permeation tube. 
 
The 339nm wavelength band set was also used. This set covered peaks with much 
higher absorption cross-sections and had also been successfully demonstrated with the 
two filter system. However, while the set did include three separate channels, at the 
time of writing there was no commercially available LED that covered all three. It 
was therefore not possible to test the system with three channels. 
 
The system was set up using the reference channel and the first detection channel of 
the 339nm wavelength band set in order to verify the method of using a single filter 
for multiple channels. The system was tested with formaldehyde, showing clear 
detection for high concentrations. However it was less sensitive than the two filter 
system, predominantly due to decreased signal and cross-talk between channels. For a 
single measurement the limit of detection was 5.2×10
-5
AU. A simulation of 
formaldehyde absorption over these channels found this to correspond to 8.2ppm of 
formaldehyde. 
 
The two filter system was tested with formaldehyde at a range of concentrations. As 
with the two filter system, it was not possible to test the calculated limit of detection 
as the time taken to fill the gas cell allowed thermal drift effects to dominate. This was 
due to the size of the gas cell and the formaldehyde delivery method, not the system 
itself, but it did prevent the short term measurement performance being verified. 
 
In the future it may be possible to further optimise the transmission spectrum of the 
filters, as well as improve their alignment. It may also be possible to test the method 
using a source with a broader transmission spectrum. The UV lamp described in 
Chapter 5 could be used in principle, but it would require additional filtering as its 
transmission spectrum was broader than the region blocked by the laser-line filters. 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system was developed as a simple device using a 
minimum of complex components for both sensitive and selective formaldehyde 
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detection. It had the potential of providing three or more wavelength channels using a 
single filter and a photodiode. It was not possible to test multiple channels in practice 
because an LED with the appropriate spectrum was not available. However it was 
demonstrated that a single filter could be used to deliver multiple wavelength 
channels and that formaldehyde could be detected. If alternative light sources become 
available in the future, this system could be practically viable. 
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Chapter 9: Summary and conclusions 
 
 
At the time of this research, the methods of formaldehyde detection that were reliable and 
simple to operate were extremely limited. Semiconductor formaldehyde detectors show 
cross-sensitivity with acetone and methanol, as well as requiring 600ºC operation for 
optimum performance. Gas chromatography can be very accurate and reliable but can take 
several hours to complete a measurement and often requires expensive and bulky equipment. 
 
Optical methods of detecting formaldehyde include TDLS, PAS, CRDS, DOAS and 
fluorescence detection. Optical methods can be very sensitive, reliable and selective, but can 
also be complex and require trained operators to interpret results. One electrochemical 
formaldehyde detector has been produced, found to have a response time at low 
concentrations of 1 minute and a limit of detection of about at least 0.2ppm. 
 
The aim of this project was test the feasibility of using UV spectroscopy for formaldehyde 
detection for use in industrial buildings. Using spectroscopy it was considered possible to 
design a simplified system using low resolution measurement channels specifically targeted 
at formaldehyde. The UV region was chosen both because the formaldehyde absorption 
region in the IR has interference from CO2, and because its UV spectrum had some 
interesting features to be used. 
 
The following targets for the system’s operation were set at the beginning of the project: 
 
* Limit of detection of 0.1ppm or lower. 
* Good selectivity from gases commonly found in the indoor environment. 
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* Response time of 60s or less. 
* Simple to manufacture, containing a minimum of complex components. 
* Robust and able to operate over a 10 - 30°C range. 
* Simple to operate, requiring no extensive training. 
 
 
9.1. Preliminary work 
 
A literature study of the gases and pollutants common to the indoor environment was carried 
out and their UV spectra were compared to that of formaldehyde. 85 substances and 
substance groups were considered, 32 of which were found to have significant absorption in 
the UV region. Of these, 11 had absorption spectra that significantly overlapped with 
formaldehyde. By analysing these spectra, a region of the formaldehyde spectrum was found 
between 320-360nm where the only significant interference came from nitrogen dioxide and 
nitrous acid. Given the number of potentially interfering gases, this was a surprising result. 
 
This region contained three groups of strong formaldehyde absorption peaks and three 
regions of very little absorption. The contrast between these two type of regions, and their 
proximity over only at 40nm range is an unusual property of formaldehyde. A method was 
devised for spectroscopic detection using a small number of low-resolution detection and 
reference channels centred over these features. 
 
A preliminary detection system was constructed in order to understand the underlying 
principles of spectroscopy and to serve as a research tool throughout the project. It was based 
around a deuterium UV lamp and a UV spectrometer and provided broad-band, high-
resolution spectroscopy measurements. This system demonstrated detection of formaldehyde 
and a range of other gases and was used for characterising optical components throughout the 
project. However it was too complex and difficult to operate to serve as a final system. 
 
As part of the work on the preliminary system, a detailed investigation into the performance 
of the UV spectrometer was carried out. The spectral range and spectral resolution were 
tested and a comparison was made to a different UV spectrometer and to a commonly used 
visible range spectrometer. Noise phenomena identified and characterised included source 
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fluctuation and shot noise, dark current and fixed pattern noise (FPN), read noise and photo 
response non-uniformity (PRNU). 
 
For a high intensity spectroscopy system, PRNU was the dominant performance limiter. 
When used with a known light source and a known detector, PRNU could be ignored, and 
source fluctuation and shot noise became the dominant performance limiter. A detailed list of 
performance optimising procedures was found, including optimum integration time and 
averaging settings, temperature performance and dark current correction. This investigation 
was considered a novel contribution to the field of instrumentation. The system could be used 
as a formaldehyde detector in its own right (NEA of 2.5×10
-4
AU, LOD of 8.5ppm), but was 
too complex for the aims of this project. 
 
 
9.2. Two filter system 
 
Two prototype systems were constructed over the course of this project, the first being the 
two filter system, a diagram of which is shown in Figure 9.1. This used a beam splitter to 
provide one detection channel and one measurement channel, using the formaldehyde 
spectral features mentioned above. It was designed to test the low-resolution formaldehyde 
detection meth 
 
 
Figure 9.1: Diagram of the optical system. Light from 340nm LED was collimated through the gas 
cell by the 60mm lens. The beam splitter divided the light into a detection channel (reflection) and a 
reference channel (transmission). The desired spectral range was then selected by the filters before the 
16mm lenses focused light onto the photodiodes for detection. 
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The light source for both channels was provided by a single 340nm UV LED. It had a 
FWHM of about 9.2nm, with which it was able to cover a wavelength range of a 
formaldehyde detection region and a reference region. This was possible with a single LED 
source because of the unusual property of formaldehyde of having high absorption and low 
absorption regions so close together. The use of a single LED allowed the reference channel 
to control for any fluctuations in intensity and simplified the construction. 
 
The other critical components of this system were the laser-line filters. These were 
narrow-band filters designed to permit light from a single, specific laser waveband. At about 
3nm FWHM, these are ideal for the low-resolution formaldehyde detection method. Two 
custom made laser-line filters were used, having a peak transmission wavelength of 339nm. 
 
Laser-line filters are interference filters and as such their centre transmission wavelength 
decreased with increasing angle of incidence of the light. This effect was used to tune the 
centre transmission wavelength to match formaldehyde spectral features. Two filters were 
used. The first was placed at 0° to give a detection channel at 339nm, corresponding to the 
2
1
0 4
1
0 formaldehyde absorption peak. The second was placed at 14° to give a detection 
channel at 335nm, corresponding to a region of low formaldehyde absorption. 
 
The main noise phenomena affecting the two filter system were temperature drift in the LED, 
shot noise and electronic noise. Temperature was initially controlled by a Peltier module but 
it was found to be more stable when allowed to reach thermal equilibrium over a two hour 
period. Source fluctuation noise was controlled by averaging measurements over a 20s time 
period. This gave a noise equivalent absorbance (NEA) of 4.5×10-5AU, corresponding to a 
limit of detection of 6.6ppm. 
 
The system was tested using a controlled concentration of formaldehyde. It clearly showed a 
linear relationship of absorption signal to concentration at high concentrations, and little or no 
correlation below the expected limit of detection. The limit of detection for this test was 
dominated by time dependent thermal drift, as it took several minutes to change the sample in 
the gas cell. However, this demonstrated the system behaving as expected. 
 
The two filter system had a response time of 20s, in line with the target value. The filters 
could operate reliably between 10 - 30°C. The system contained few, simple components and 
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could be made easy to operate. While operation of the prototype was complex, the measured 
absorbance had a linear relationship with formaldehyde concentration which could be 
displayed to an operator for a final device. 
 
The system had a formaldehyde limit of detection of 6.6ppm, above the target level. It had 
issues from thermal drift as temperature changes affected the LED output. The single filter, 
multi-channel system was designed to be more selective. However practical constraints 
(availability of LED emission) meant that only two channels could be implemented. (Having 
only two channels prevented it from removing cross-sensitivity such as from nitrogen dioxide 
and nitrous acid.) 
 
 
9.3. Single filter, multi-channel system 
 
The single-filter, multi-channel system was designed as a development of the two filter 
system. A diagram is shown in Figure 9.2. The system used the same LED and much the 
same setup as the two filter system but exploited the angular dependence of the filter’s 
transmission wavelength to obtain multiple measurement channels from a single filter. This 
method was considered to be a novel development. 
 
 
Figure 9.2: Diagram of the optical system of the single filter, multi-channel system. Light from the 
UV LED is collimated through the gas cell by the 60mm lens. The 16nm lens focuses it and gives it a 
range of angles. The filter transmission varies with incident angle, so light of different wavelength 
bands reach the elements of the photodiode array. 
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When collimated light passes through a laser-line, the entire field is filtered in the same 
manner. However, focused light has a range of angles depending on its angle to the optical 
axis, giving a range of peak transmission wavelengths. By placing a photodiode array some 
distance from the focal point, each element will receive a different wavelength band in the 
manner of a dispersive spectrometer. 
 
The initial design of the single-filter, multi-channel system used three channels to control for 
interference from nitrogen dioxide or nitrous acid. These channels were at 339nm, 329nm 
and 329nm, and used a 350nm LED and a 355nm filter. However the formaldehyde 
absorption peaks in this region were much weaker than others considered (peak absorption 
cross-section of 4.7×10
-20
cm
2
 as opposed to 1.1×10
-19
cm
2
) [1] 
 
As a consequence, the single-filter, multi-channel system was modified to use the 340nm 
LED, the 340nm filter and the 339nm and 336nm wavelength channels. The formaldehyde 
spectrum had potential for a third detection channel centred at 329nm, but this was out of the 
range of the LED. An LED with an output spectrum centred around 335nm could have 
covered all three channels but one was not commercially available during this research. With 
only two channels, the system could not correct for cross-sensitivity but its basic functionality 
could be demonstrated. 
 
The noise phenomena affecting the single filter, multi-channel system were similar to those 
affecting the two filter system. Single measurements were dominated by source fluctuation 
noise and electronic noise. Long term measurements were dominated by thermal drift. The 
system had a NEA of 5.2×10
-5
AU. This was found to correspond to 8.2ppm of formaldehyde. 
 
The system was tested with a controlled concentration of formaldehyde. It was less sensitive 
than the two filter system (NEA of 4.5×10-5AU), attributed to overlap between detection and 
reference channels. The alignment of the filter to give desired wavelength channels was 
problematic and difficult to check. However it is suspected that the allingment of this system 
could be improved upon. 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system had similar temperature and response time 
performance to the two filter system. It used fewer components and had a more compact 
design, but was more difficult to align. Testing the alignment was also more challenging. It 
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had a slightly higher limit of detection of 8.2ppm, which was still above the target level. The 
system could be used to give better selectivity in principle, although additional equipment 
would have to become available before this could be properly carried out. 
 
This system had a number of advantages over a spectroscopy system using a conventional 
CCD spectrometer. It used fewer components and would be simpler to construct and operate. 
The use of lock-in amplifiers and a modulated light source allowed for improved noise 
reduction. The LED could be modulated electronically removing the need for a chopper. 
Finally, as high spectral resolution was not required, larger collection areas could be used for 
the photodiodes, increasing signal.  
 
Table 9.1 summarises of the main points of the three systems. NEA figures for the two filter 
system and the single filter, multi-channel system are based on calculations from observed 
noise levels. Formaldehyde LOD figures are based on NEA figures and simulated 
formaldehyde absorbance from literature data. While formaldehyde detection was observed 
for both systems, LOD values could not be verified the low flow rate of formaldehyde supply 
meant that long term drift effects dominating over other noise phenomena. 
 
 
Table 9.1: Summary of the three systems built during this project 
 Preliminary system Two filter system Single filter, multi-
channel system 
Detects formaldehyde? Yes Yes Yes 
NEA 2.5×10-4AU  4.5×10-5AU 5.2×10-5AU  
Formaldehyde LOD 8.5ppm* 6.6ppm 8.2ppm 
Dominant noise Source fluctuation 
noise 
Source fluctuation 
noise, thermal drift 
Source fluctuation 
noise, thermal drift 
Advantages Gives full absorption 
spectrum 
Simple to build, best 
LOD 
Few components, 
potential for many 
channels 
Disadvantages Complex to build and 
operate 
Only two channels, 
limited selectivity 
Difficult to align, 
availability of 
components 
* The preliminary system had a formaldehyde LOD only slightly higher than the other systems, 
despite a much higher NEA. This was because narrow band measurements could covered only the 
maxima of absorption peaks but required complex, high resolution components. 
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9.4. Future work 
 
During this project prototype devices were made that met the targets of simplicity of 
manufacture and operation, and of measurement time period. The target limit of detection 
was not met, nor was the target of selectivity. The target temperature dependence was met for 
the filters but not for the LED. Here we describe the future work that could be completed in 
this area to develop and improve upon these prototypes. 
 
One of the main limiting factors for both systems was temperature stability. While the filters 
were relatively stable between 10 - 30°C, a peak shift in the LED output with temperature 
change made temperature a significant issue. Initially a Peltier unit was used to control 
temperature of the LED, placed on the outside of the casing. However the output of the LED 
drifted over time, attributed to limitations in temperature control due to the distance between 
control components and the LED element. Temperature control components placed inside the 
casing and closer to the element may improve temperature stability. 
 
The second option for temperature control was to use a post-processing algorithm. The shift 
of LED wavelength spectrum was consistent and predictable. Provided the temperature was 
known, it may be possible that these variations could be accommodated for mathematically. 
This would require accurate and precise measurement of the temperature of the LED and 
knowledge of its temperature behaviour. This method could also be used to account for any 
temperature effects on the filters. 
 
If all non-fundamental effects such as thermal drift and source fluctuations can be removed or 
accounted for the system would be limited by fundamental detector noise. Assuming all 
electronic noise not removed by modulation or keeping the room lights off was caused by 
detector noise, this would give a limit of detection of 2.4×10
-5
AU. This was found to be 
equivalent to 3.5ppm. 
 
Relatively little work was carried out on improving the path length in this project, with a 
simple, single-pass 195cm gas cell being used. A longer gas cell could be used but as a length 
of 6.8m would be needed (factor of 35) to achieve the 0.1ppm target, this would make the 
device impractically bulky. 
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Options exist for multi-pas cells such as integrating spheres or Herriot cells 
[2]
. McManus 
et al. 
[3]
 demonstrated a 36m path length over 182 passes using a 0.3l astigmatic Herriot cell 
(although they require a high degree of collimation). At the time of writing relatively little 
work had been done on multi-pass cells for the UV so some more work would need to be 
done. A potential issue would be obtaining a cell with adequate reflection in the UV region of 
the spectrum. 
 
Fully analysing the performance of detection systems was limited by the rate of production of 
formaldehyde. Low concentrations required a low flow rate, taking a long time to change the 
sample in the gas cell. While this would not be a problem for the short term, open path 
measurements that the systems were designed for, it prevented their predicted limit of 
detection being verified. Testing the systems with a more rapid delivery of formaldehyde 
would be desirable. 
 
One option for doing so would be to use a lower volume gas cell. A thinner gas cell could do 
this without decreasing the path length, as could a multi-pass cell. Another option would be 
to generate gas containing a low concentration of formaldehyde but to store it in a syringe or 
similar reservoir for rapid delivery during the test. 
 
The single filter, multi-channel system would allow three channels to be used if an LED 
became available with a central wavelength of 335nm and a FWHM of at least 10nm. This 
would allow the spectrum of the LED to cover all three wavelength bands of the 339nm 
wavelength band set. Out-of-spec LEDs may also be suitable. The performance of the filter 
may be improved with further optimisation for mass production, or design for off-axis 
performance. 
 
 
9.5. Summary and final remarks 
  
The aim of this project was to investigating whether a formaldehyde detection system could 
be built using UV spectroscopy. Desired targets included being simple, selective and 
sensitive to 0.1ppm of formaldehyde. Good temperature stability and a response time of 60s 
or less was desirable. This system was intended for use in the indoor industrial environment, 
and specifically needed to demonstrate low cross-sensitivity to gases commonly found there. 
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A literature study was carried out into indoor gases and their UV spectra. A region of the 
formaldehyde spectrum was found with very little interference. This region also included a 
number of strong formaldehyde absorption peaks interspersed with regions of very low 
absorption. This proved to be very useful for building low resolution spectroscopy devices, 
specifically tuned to formaldehyde absorption features. 
 
Two prototype detection systems were built and both were shown to be able to respond to 
formaldehyde. The two filter system was optimised to give the best limit of detection within 
the limits of the equipment used. It found a limit of detection of 4.2ppm, higher than the 
target value of 0.1ppm. It was limited by source fluctuation noise, and by thermal drift. It 
may be possible to reduce the thermal drift by incorporating a thermal controller into the 
LED casing. A longer path length could also be used to increase absorbance and therefore 
increase sensitivity. 
 
The two filter system had only two channels and so was susceptible to interference, 
specifically from nitrogen dioxide. The single filter, multi-channel system was designed to 
reduce this. It also used fewer components than the earlier system. The exploitation of filter 
transmission wavelength dependence on angle to give multiple wavelength channels was 
potentially novel. 
 
Unfortunately it was not possible to test the system with three channels. One wavelength 
band set had insufficiently strong formaldehyde absorption peaks to be detected, and the 
other lacked an appropriate LED light source. However the system was tested using two 
channels, detecting formaldehyde and demonstrating that the single filter, multi-channel 
method worked in principle. 
 
Both systems demonstrated formaldehyde detection and both were significantly more simple 
in construction than many gas detection systems. Other than thermal drift of the LED, the 
system was relatively stable to temperature change. The change in the laser-line filter’s 
transmission wavelength from temperatures from 10 – 30°C was small in comparison to 
formaldehyde absorption features. Both systems averaged over 20s periods, below the target 
of 60s. 
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To summarise, this project demonstrated that it was possible to build a simple formaldehyde 
detection system using UV spectroscopy. Most of the aims of the project were met but issues 
remain with formaldehyde sensitivity, thermal control and selectivity with nitrogen dioxide. 
Suggestions for future work to address these issues have been given. While more work would 
be required to make these methods practically viable, this work supports their potential as 
formaldehyde detection systems. 
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Appendix 1: Derivations of useful equations 
 
This project focused on absorption measurements of low concentrations of gas, where the 
change in intensity from absorption was small in comparison to initial source intensity. This 
allowed a low absorption limiting case of the Beer-Lambert law to be used. 
 
 
A1.1. Derivation of low concentration absorbance equation 
 
Absorbance of light passing through a sample of gas is governed by the Beer-Lambert law, 
Equation (A1.1): 
 
    
     
                    (A1.1) 
 
Where I is the intensity of light at a wavelength λ, I0 is the initial intensity at that wavelength, 
σ is the absorption cross-section, l is the path length of the light and N is the number density 
of molecules of the absorbing gas. Using the Taylor expansion for small σlN , Equation 
(A1.1) can be approximated to: 
 
 
    
     
                      (A1.2) 
 
The difference in I(λ) when an absorbing gas is introduced can therefore be given by: 
 
 
           
     
                          (A1.3) 
 
where I1 is the intensity with no absorbing gas present (which is also equal to I0), and I2 is the 
intensity when N gas is present. The maximum detectable variation between I1 and I2 is equal 
to the standard deviation of the measurement of I(λ) (to be termed ΔI(λ)). 
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The minimum detectable number density at a given wavelength can therefore be found by 
equation (A1.4): 
 
     
     
                   (A1.4)  
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Appendix 2: List of indoor pollutants 
 
This appendix includes the list of common gases expected to be present in the indoor 
environment. Most of the list was obtained from C. J. Weshler
 [1]
 but nitrous acid was also 
found to be present by several studies and so was added to the list 
[2] [3]
. References are given 
for the UV absorption spectrum data. Substances for which no UV absorption spectrum was 
found are given no references. 
 
A2.1. Indoor pollutants listed by type or family 
 
Inorganic gases 
Carbon monoxide
 [4]
 
Nitrogen Dioxide
 [5]
 
Nitric Oxide
 [6]
 
Ozone 
Sulfur dioxide
 [7]
 
Radon 
 
Very volatile organic compounds 
(VVOC) 
Formaldehyde
 [8]
 
Acetaldehyde
 [9]
 
Acrolein
 [10]
 
1,3-Butadiene
 [11]
 
Isoprene
 [12]
 
 
Volatile organic compounds (VOC), 
aldehydes 
Hexanal 
Nonanal 
Decanal
 [13]
 
 
VOC, aliphatics 
n-Alkanes (e.g., n-octane)
 [14]
 
Branched alkanes 
Undecane 
 
 VOC, aromatics 
Benzene
 [15] [16]
 
Toluene
 [17]
 
Xylene isomers
 [15] [16]
 
Ethylbenzene
 [18]
 
Trimethylbenzene isomers
 [15] [16]
 
Styrene
 [18]
 
 
VOC, terpenoids 
Limonene 
α-Pinene [19] 
Linalool 
α-Terpineol 
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VOC, chlorinated 
Dichloromethane 
Chloroform
 [20]
 
Carbon tetrachloride 
1,1,1-Trichloromethane
 [20]
 
Trichloroethylene
 
 
Tetrachloroethylene (Perc) 
Dichlorobenzene
 [21]
 
Dichlorophenols 
 
VOC, fluorinated 
Freon 11
 [22]
 
Freon 12
 [23]
 
Freon 113
 [24] 
 
VOC, other 
Dimethyl phthalate 
Diethyl phthalate 
Cyclopentasiloxane (D5) 
 
Semivolatile organic compounds 
(SVOC), 
Triclosan 
Bis(tributyltin)oxide(TBTO) 
Butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) 
Pentachlorophenol (PCP) 
Trichlorophenols 
 
SVOC, combustion byproducts 
ETS 
Dioxins 
Furans 
PAHs 
 
SVOC, degradation products 
Bisphenol-A 
 
SVOC, flame-retardants 
BDE-47 
BDE-99 
BDE-209 
Tris(chloropropyl)phosphate 
 
SVOC, heat transfer fluids 
PCBs 
Polydimethyl siloxanes 
 
SVOC, personal care products 
Musk compounds  
 
SVOC, pesticides and herbicides 
Aldrin  
Chlordane 
Chlorpyrifos  
DDT
 [25] 
DDE 
Dieldrin  
Malathione 
Mirex  
Permethrin  
 
SVOC, plasticizers 
Dibutyl phthalate 
[12]
 
Butylbenzyl phthalate 
Di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate  
Triphenylphosphate (TPP) 
[26] 
 
SVOC, stain and water repellents 
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Perfluorinated surfactants 
 
SVOC, nonionic surfactants and 
coalescing agents 
4-Nonylphenol  
Texanol_ isomers 
 
SVOC, waxes and polishes 
Fatty acids 
Sesquiterpenes 
 
Metals and mineral fibres 
Asbestos 
Cadmium 
Lead 
Mercury 
 
Others 
Allergens (from dust mites, cats, dogs, 
etc.) 
Mold/fungi  
Airborne particles 
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Appendix 3, Gas absorbance and concentration calculations 
 
Several different conventions exist for describing optical absorption, gas concentrations and 
even the Beer-Lambert law. While information from different sources could use any of these 
conventions, it was important to be consistent within this project. This section describes how 
other conventions were converted into those used in this project. 
 
 
A3.1. Gas absorbance calculations 
 
In figure 5 the absorbances of a range of gases were given over the region of interest, 
assuming a 10cm path length. Absorbances for most of these gases were calculated from 
absorption cross-sections taken by other studies. Data was given in terms of absorption cross-
section for formaldehyde
 [1]
, nitrogen dioxide 
[2]
, ozone 
[3]
, sulphur dioxide 
[4]
, acetaldehyde 
[5]
, hexanal 
[6]
, toluene 
[7]
 and ethylbenzene 
[8]
. The method of converting absorption cross-
section data to absorbance is described here. 
 
First concentration in ppm or ppb had to be converted into molecular number density. To 
calculate molecular number density of air the ideal gas law is used: 
 
                     (A3.1) 
 
where P is the pressure, V is the volume being considered, Nair is the total number of 
molecules therein. Rearranging this formula gives the molecular number density as: 
 
    
 
 
 
   
         (A3.2) 
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The value of kB is 1.38×10
−23
J/K
-1
 and under standard conditions the values of P and T are 
101kPa and 293°K (20°C) respectively. This gives a value of molecular number density of 
2.503×10
19
molecules cm
-3
. 
 
Concentrations given in ppm were then converted to molecular number density for that gas 
by dividing by 1×10
6
 and multiplying by 2.503×10
19
 or just multiplied by 2.503×10
13
. 
Concentrations given in ppb are multiplied by 2.503×10
10
. These figures were then 
substituted into Equation (A3.3), along with absorption cross-section figure and the path 
length of 10cm. 
 
    
     
                   (A3.3) 
 
The data for some gases, decanal 
[9]
 DDT 
[10]
 dibutyl phthalate 
[11]
 Triphenylphosphate 
[12]
, 
used and alternative form of the Beer-Lambert law given by Equation (A3.4) 
[13]
: 
 
    
     
                     (A3.4) 
 
where ε is the molar absorptivity and C is the molar concentration of the gas in question. 
Molar absorptivity figures were not used to calculate absorbance directly but first converted 
into absorption cross-section figures. First molar concentration is converted to molecular 
number density divided by NA, the Avogadro constant (6.02×10
23
 mol
−1
). This gives:  
 
        (        ⁄ )     (A3.5) 
 
Hence absorption cross-section figures can be calculated and substituted into Equation 
(A3.3).  
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A3.2. Concentration conversions 
 
Gas concentrations given in this document are generally quoted in ppm (parts per million by 
volume) or ppb (parts per billion, being 10
-3
 ppm). This is only one way of quantifying 
concentration. The section describes how other conventions were converted to ppm. 
 
The molecular number density of a gas describes the number of molecules present in a given 
volume of air, generally quoted in units of cm
-3
.  In Section A.4 the molecular number 
density of air under standard conditions was calculated to be 2.503×10
19
 molecules cm
-3
. 
Under standard conditions the molecular number density of a gas in air can therefore be 
converted into ppm by dividing by 2.503×10
13
. 
 
Some sources quote concentration in μg m-3, describing the mass of the gas present in a given 
volume. The conversion to ppm depends on the mass of the gas in question, which is 
30.026g mol
-1 [14]
 for formaldehyde. 1μg m-3 of formaldehyde is therefore equivalent to  
 
                    
                 
 =           ppm    
 
where 1×10
-12
 is the unit conversion from μg m-3 to g cm-3 and 6.0221×1023 is the Avogadro 
constant.  
 
Particularly high concentrations are sometimes quoted as a percentage. This refers to the 
percentage of molecules in a given volume are the type in question and is therefore the 
proportion of the gas by volume. 1% is equivalent to 1×10
4
ppm. 
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Appendix 4, Safe handling of formaldehyde 
 
A4.1. Safety procedures during formaldehyde generation 
 
As described in Chapter 1, formaldehyde is an extremely hazardous chemical and so safety 
was of paramount importance when generating the gas. In the United Kingdom the EH40 
work place exposure limit for formaldehyde is 2ppm. Care was taken to avoid exposure when 
generating concentrations of formaldehyde above this level, or when concentration was 
uncertain but could pass this level. Table A4.1 is a list of hazards identified when working 
with formaldehyde and paraformaldehyde. 
 
 
Table A4.1: List of hazards identified when working with formaldehyde and 
paraformaldehyde. 
Hazard Details 
Inhaled Acute toxicity, may cause respiratory irritation, limited evidence of causing 
cancer. 
Contact with skin Causes skin irritation, may cause allergic skin reaction, may cause skin 
sensitisation. 
Contact with eyes Causes serious eye damage, eye burns. 
Swallowed Acute toxicity, limited evidence of causing cancer. 
Exposure to fire Highly flammable in solid or gas form. Should be kept away from fire, sparks 
or excessive heat. 
Environmental 
hazard 
Toxic to aquatic invertebrates and other aquatic life. Should be disposed of 
safely and not introduced into waterways. 
 
 
Consequently safety procedures had to be followed. Personal protective equipment was used 
including lab coat, goggles and nitrile gloves. This was to limit the risk of contact with skin 
or eyes of any formaldehyde derivative. Additionally, hands and face were thoroughly 
washed after leaving the lab, specifically before eating. None of this equipment was 
protection against gaseous formaldehyde. 
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All generation or use of formaldehyde was carried out in a fume cupboard (Labspace F7 x 
2000). It had a surface flow velocity of 0.5ms
-1
 and a flow rate of 1,620m
3
hr
-1
 or 0.45m
3
s
-1
. 
The limiting factor on the concentration used in the fume cupboard alone was exhaust 
outflow as it could not be guaranteed that no one was present near the chimney during use.  
 
The cupboard flow was at maximum when the hood was raised to the highest safe level, 
when a higher volume flow was needed to maintain the surface flow velocity. To keep 
exhaust outflow to a safe level it was necessary to limit the release of formaldehyde gas in the 
cupboard to below 0.9cm
3
s
-1
. Figures assume perfect mixing in the ducting. 
 
When the rate of formaldehyde generation was above this level, or there was a risk of it rising 
above this level, a glove box was used (Scienceware Bel-Art 500402011 medium clear view 
glove box). The box was placed inside the fume cupboard to guard against leaks and for the 
removal of exhaust gas. Gas fittings were attached to allow controlled release of the internal 
atmosphere. The glove box was selected to have as much internal space as possible within the 
limits of the fume cupboard. An airlock was also necessary to allow items to be passed in and 
out without opening the box, as was construction material compatible with formaldehyde.  
 
Before use with formaldehyde, the glove box was tested for leaks. This was done by pumping 
2.5% by volume of methane in air into the box, and then running a combustible gas detector 
(Kane-May CD 100) around all joins to search for methane on the outside. The detector 
measured relative methane concentration and so did not give a quantitative measurement of 
leaks but was sufficient to locate them. A few were found on joints where bolts had come 
loose. These joints were re-sealed with silica sealant and the bolts were retightened. Once the 
sealant had dried the test was performed again, finding no further leaks. 
 
When formaldehyde concentration inside the glove box was higher than 2ppm, the contents 
were pumped out at a fixed rate rather than releasing it in an uncontrolled manner into the 
fume cupboard. This was done with the use of a mass flow controller attached to the box via 
gas fittings. Similar fittings were attached to the air lock to allow it to be pumped down 
independently of the main chamber. A lookup table was produced for the safe rate of gas 
flow depending on internal formaldehyde concentration. The table is included in the 
Appendix. 
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The final piece of safely equipment was an electrochemical formaldehyde detector (PPM 
Technologies Formaldemeter). It did not have a quoted limit of detection but was found to 
give readings down to 50ppb. It had a response time of 60s. It was used to check room 
concentration levels whenever formaldehyde was used, as well as in the glove box when 
appropriate. 
 
Whilst other precautions were intended to prevent exposure to formaldehyde at unsafe 
concentrations, the detector was kept as a backup to make sure that this remained the case. It 
was therefore run frequently whenever formaldehyde gas was present or expected to be 
present. The detector could also be passed into the glove box through the airlock in order to 
determine the safe rate of gas flow for pumping down the glove box. 
 
 
A.4.2 Look-up table for formaldehyde flow rates  
 
Calculated assuming an LEV flow of 0.45m
3
/s (0.5m/s x 0.505m x 1.80m) with fume 
cupboard hood at maximum level (red stop position). Flow rate aims to ensure the 
concentrations are diluted to a safe level in the fume cupboard exhaust. Airlock volume: 
0.033m
3
 (0.38m x 0.31m x 0.28m). Main chamber volume: 0.30m
3
 (1.07m x 0.508m x 0.61m 
– 0.033m3 / 2). The results are given in Table A4.2 
 
Table A4.2: Look-up table for formaldehyde purge flow rates from glove box 
Concentration Maximum air flow rate 
(up to 1300 cc/min) 
Approximate purge 
time (airlock) 
Approximate purge 
time (main chamber) 
≤ 2ppm N/A* N/A* N/A* 
≤ 41,000ppm 1300 cc/min 26 min 3:51 hrs 
≤ 54,000ppm 1000 cc/min 33 min 5:00 hrs 
≤ 108,000ppm 500 cc/min 1:06 hrs 10:00 hrs 
≤ 540,000ppm 100 cc/min 5:30 hrs 50:00 hrs 
≤ 1,000,000ppm 54 cc/min 10:12 hrs 92:36 hrs 
*Considered safe to emit directly into fume cupboard 
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